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 The purpose of this study is to identify parent and educator’s perceptions of 

reforms that were implemented within an elementary school to obtain higher test scores 

and the effects that these changes had on stakeholders, programs, and instruction.  

Currently, in a majority of states nationwide, students are being assessed using tests in 

the major content areas, based upon standards, to determine school effectiveness.  This 

shift of emphasis from adequate resources and processes to assess student achievement 

and school effectiveness through the use of test driven assessment, coupled with 

sanctions, is a documented trend. The focus of this research is high stakes tests and 

accountability used for school reform and of the effects of these policy practices 

utilizing critical race theory.   
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 Three major questions were examined from a critical race theoretical perspective 

utilizing qualitative methods.  The qualitative data was analyzed to discern the 

empowering or disabling consequences of these changes as perceived by members of the 

school community in a low income school for children of color. 

 This study was undertaken utilizing a critical ethnographic strategy to record the 

events, processes, and policies that occurred in an elementary school setting within the 

environment of high stakes accountability.  To complement the purpose of this study a 

single case study in one Texas school was undertaken to seek  to “provide insight” 

regarding the consequences that an emphasis on high stakes test reform had on 

programmatic and instructional practices in an elementary school for low income 

students of color.  Study participants provided compelling data sources through their 

interviews by presenting counternarrative accounts of events (Delgado & Stefanic, 

2001).  Thus, critical race theory was utilized as both an analytical, as well as a 

theoretical framework. 

  The significance of this study is that provides practical and theoretical 

importance.   This study presents analysis from a critical race theoretical perspective; 

one not commonly found in the literature.  This investigation is also significant because 

high stakes testing is at the forefront of a current educational debate making   additional 

research and discourse from the most affected stakeholders of vital relevance to policy 

makers and practitioners.  
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PROLOGUE 

“We are, as chapter authors, about a search for an ethical way to “be,” in the personal/professional 
nexus that shape our lives, and in the texts we seek to present and re-present” (Tierney & Lincoln, 1997, 
p. x). 
 
 Finding my voice and positioning myself to write this dissertation has been a 

challenge within a challenge.  Finally, however, I have the resolve and courage to write 

the final chapters of my dissertation and to provide a vehicle for other voices to be 

heard.  I can begin the final part of the dissertation writing process in earnest.  The first 

challenge for me was to summon the courage to hear my own voice resonate.  It is very 

similar to the first time you hear your voice amplified through a microphone. You are 

discomforted by the sound of your own voice.  The second challenge was to garner 

confidence that I would be able to listen to and represent the voices of others with 

integrity.  As a critical researcher I recognize the significance of this undertaking. 

 I was in Northeast part of the city to pick up books at the Reading is 

Fundamental office and my mind was at once filled with memories.  I had taken the long 

way around to get to my destination at the RIF office to avoid driving past the school 

where I was a principal.  As I thought about my experiences, I discovered that the 

feelings associated with those events were grounded in the prevalent school district and 

media accounts of the school, its staff, and its programs.  I also realized that I had my 

own personal experiences and memories that evoked contrasting images and emotions.  

It seems as though I have also taken the long way around to finally arrive at this point in 

the dissertation writing process, but nonetheless I have arrived. 
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 I am writing this dissertation from a critical race theoretical perspective because 

this theoretical context provides a most effective framework through which I am able to 

analyze and interpret the narratives, documents, and artifacts that I have collected 

through the course of this study.  More important, however, is that I am able to utilize 

salient aspects of CRT, the concept of “counterstorytelling” and “story telling” with 

respect to the researcher and the study participants (Crenshaw, Gotanda, Peller & 

Thomas, 1995; Delgado & Stefanic, 2001; Scheurich, 1997).  Critical race theory 

endorses and values the use of this form of narrative to assist in legitimizing the 

perspective of traditionally marginalized people and in challenging the ordinarily 

accepted majoritarian narrative.  Counterstorytelling is defined as “writing that aims to 

cast doubt on the validity of accepted premises or myths, especially one held by the 

majority” (Delgado & Stefanic, p. 144).  It was my internalization of the majoritarian 

narrative that had caused me to cast doubt on my own validity and to metaphorically 

take the long way around.    

 The positioning and reflexivity of the researcher is also a consideration in 

Critical Race Theory.  Charles R. Lawrence, III describes the relevance and meaning of 

partisanship to the critical academic researcher’s positioned perspective (Crenshaw, et. 

al, 1995).  

These meanings are the following:  subjectivity, indicating the scholars’ 
positioned perspective in viewing and recording social constructs; 
subjective, indicating nonneutrality of purpose, that the scholar embraces 
certain values and that her works avowedly political (read liberationist); 
subjectivity, indicating that the scholar places herself in the linguistic 
position of subject rather than object, a being capable of acting upon the 
world rather than as one upon whom others act (p. 338).   
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In regards to the story generated in qualitative scholarship, an important tenet of the 

CRT perspective, Lawrence further explains that this form of data gathering is 

indispensable and should be heard. 

It is not enough for us to tell our stories.  We must use them as text for 
research and interpretation.  Giving narrative form to experience creates a 
rich evidentiary record for analysis and assessment of complex social 
processes.   This text will look quite different from that which has served 
as a ground of inquiry for research and discourse in an academy 
dominated by white men.  This is so because new stories will be told and 
heard.  Yet it is also essential that narrative be valued as a source of data 
(p. 345).    
 

I agree with Lawrence, and understand explicitly, that using Critical Race Theory as a 

methodological and an analytical framework is the essential to this study.  After all, my 

purpose is to gather the in-depth, qualitative information from marginalized stakeholders 

whose voices were not previously heard.  I am compelled to value my voice as 

researcher, the voices of other people of color, and the voices of other stakeholders. “We 

must learn to trust our own senses, feelings, and experiences, and to give them authority, 

even (or especially) in the face of dominant accounts of social reality that claim 

universality (p. 338).   I will trust my experiences.  I will trust the experiences of others.  

I will give their voices authority and value and importance.  

Creating a Critical Race Researcher 

 An ancillary effect of my own public school education has provoked me to 

conduct my research in this manner.  Schooling has not taught me to be a critical 

thinker, although I am.  Schooling has not taught me to question the lack of social justice 

and equity for children of color and their communities in the public school system, but I 
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do.  Schooling has not taught me to see that race underlies every aspect of the 

educational system, but it does. Schooling has not taught me the importance of 

discourse, but it is.  Schooling has not taught me to value the Spanish language and 

language diversity or the Mexican culture and multiculturalism, but I do.  Schooling has 

not taught me that white privilege exists in the American public school system and the 

larger society, but it does.   I learned these important concepts as a reaction to rather, 

than as a result of schooling.  I learned these important ideas having participated in the 

American public educational system as a female of color.  My experiences in school 

have indeed been what has been described as “subtractive schooling” (Valenzuela, 1999) 

and “subtractive assimilation” (Cummins, 1986).  

 I entered school in Austin, Texas soon after of the 1954 Supreme Court decision 

in the Brown v. Topeka Board of Education decision.  Change has been inevitable, but 

many issues have remained the same.  In trying to determine what parts of my public 

school experience were important to my ontology, I used a journaling technique I 

learned years ago.  One quietly reflects on a period of one’s life and then records what 

experiences surface to the consciousness.  In the case of my educational experiences I 

recalled the first day of school, full of anticipation, running to catch the city bus with my 

older sister and cousins; the day I went, with my mother, step father, husband, and two 

sisters to see my first school assignment as a teacher; the day that my son, my daughter, 

and my husband and I went to see my first school assignment as an administrator; and 

finally the day I decided to leave the public school system.  What shaped my perspective 
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and the critical race theoretical framework from which I write my dissertation begins 

with my family.  There was what Valenzuela (1999) calls the real “educación.”   

 My parents were first generation Mexican-Americans.  They grew up during the 

depression.  The economic distress and the overt racism of that time period that they 

were forced to endure impacted their education.  

The Great Depression left an indelible mark on the lives of the young. It 
inflicted a heavy psychological toll that would persist through the 
remainder of these children’s lives. It would influence their attitudes 
toward the family and especially their attitude toward economic security.  
Economic hardship and loss visited all sections of the country. One-third 
of the Harvard class of 1911 confessed that they were hard up, on relief, 
or dependent on relatives. Doctors and lawyers saw their incomes fall 40 
percent. But no groups suffered more from the depression than African 
Americans and Mexican Americans (Mintz, 2003).   
 

My parents completed only the elementary school grades.  My mother, one of the most 

intelligent women I know scarcely completed the fourth grade.  Despite their limited 

formal schooling, my mother and step father (who also had an elementary level 

education) were able to succeed in owning their own business.  My biological father, 

Alejandro Sánchez Bernal completed sixth grade.  Their parents, born in Mexico, of 

whom I have limited information, had little formal education.  My maternal 

grandparents’ names were Sapopa Fernandez Gómez Cortez and José Gómez.  My 

paternal grandparents’ names were Francisca Sánchez Bernal and Toribio Pena Bernal.  

My mother’s name was Rosa Gómez. Her sisters were Petra and Teresa Gómez.  My 

sisters’ and I called my Tia Petra, who was a curandera, Aunt Patsy.  They all had very 

Mexican names.  My name is Sheila; my sister’s names are Elizabeth, Mary Alice and 
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Teresa (English pronunciation).  I mention our names as a way to chronicle the changes 

that took place by the second generation.   

 Thus, begins an account of my real education and about what it meant to me to 

be a female of Mexican decent growing up and educated in the Texas public school 

system.  According to my mother we were given Americanized names to keep us from 

feeling the sting of discrimination and racism in school that she tells us her generation 

endured.  That was a big concern to her.  How were we going to be treated in school?  

We were even taught to pronounce our last name Bernal, as “Burrnăul” instead of the 

Spanish pronunciation.    

 The stories of my parents’ school experiences that I remember most vividly are 

the ones about the punishment that they received for speaking Spanish in school, of the 

discrimination they faced when they were segregated with other Mexican children in the 

Mexican school, of the ridicule that they endured from White children, of the shame 

they felt at having to be over-aged in a grade level, and of the inconsequential manner 

with which they recall that they left school in the elementary grades because of this 

mistreatment and lack of caring from their teachers.  At the time there were no 

compulsory attendance laws, so that no one seemed to notice that they just stopped 

going to school.   For about two years, during the depression, my mother was placed in a 

convent in the care of Catholic nuns because of her mother’s poverty.  While in the 

convent my mother recounts that “even there the Mexican girls were segregated from the 

white girls.”  The Catholic nuns educated and cared for my mother until my 

Grandmother Sapopa could return for her.  In exchange for her room and board and 
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education my mother worked cleaning and attending to duties assigned to her by the 

nuns.  She says that she was about seven or eight years old. 

The Subtractive Process 

 When I was a child my family spoke Spanish; we listened to Spanish language 

radio; we danced to Mexican music; we attended Mexican celebrations; we celebrated 

Mexican customs; and tortillas, beans, and rice were daily mealtime staples.  The 

Spanish language and culture are an important parts of my childhood memories.  My 

older sister and I spoke Spanish growing up.  When my older sister Elizabeth started 

school my parents and paternal grandparents (in broken English, as Spanish was their 

primary language), and my uncles began speaking English to us.  In contrast, when my 

maternal grandmother came to visit or to stay with us, my sisters and I, were unable to 

communicate with her.  She spoke only Spanish.  She would complain to my mother and 

to us about our inability to speak Spanish.  My sisters and I epitomized Lilly Wong 

Filmore’s description of the effects of native language loss (2000).  

Children in such situations, irrespective of background or age, are quick 
to see that language is a social barrier, and the only way to gain access to 
the social world of the school is to learn English.  The problem is that 
they also come to believe that the language they already know, the one 
spoken at home by their families is the cause of the barrier to 
participation, inclusion and social acceptance.  They quickly discover that 
in the social world of the school, English is the only language that is 
acceptable.  The message that the get is this:  The home language is 
nothing: it has no value at all.  If they want to be fully accepted, children 
come to believe that they must disavow the low status language spoken at 
home (Filmore, p. 207-208). 
 

According to Filmore, the loss of the home language exerts a distinct and lasting 

influence on a child’s identity and relationships.  I know about this loss, as do my sisters.      
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 My Spanish lay dormant for a number of years until I met and married my 

husband Samuel.  His parents spoke only Spanish.  My mother in law, Guadalupe 

Guzman and my father in law were born in the United States in the early 1900’s.  My 

father in law, Samuel Guzman Guzman, was widely read in Spanish.  He loved to read 

and had a particular penchant for poetry.  My husband, Samuel, the youngest of five 

children was fluent in both English and Spanish, as were his siblings Josías, Nehemías, 

Evandro, and Lidia.  In the home they always spoke Spanish to their parents who were 

Spanish monolingual.  My husband grew up in Protestant and attended Protestant 

churches where Bible reading was emphasized.  According to my husband Samuel he 

learned to read the Bible in Spanish and coupled with their family’s use of Spanish in 

the home they avoided at least part of the subtractive process of native language loss. 

My first teaching assignment also encouraged the renewed use and development 

of my Spanish language.  I was hired as a bilingual teacher.  I resurrected my Spanish 

language, but never to the proficiency level that it could have been and should have 

been.  The only Spanish instruction I had in school was when I studied Spanish in high 

school.   The only pyramids I studied in school were the great pyramids of Egypt.  My 

culture was barely a footnote in my public school education.  I have always felt a certain 

amount of resentment regarding the schools’ disregard of an important part of ontology.  

 I went to good schools despite the fact that I lived in a low socioeconomic 

neighborhood in east Austin that I like to describe as an interface with the Black 

community.  We lived in a primarily Black neighborhood.  I say “we” because next door 

to us on Harvey Street where I lived also lived my paternal grandparents.  Next door to 
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them lived a Great Aunt, Great Uncle, and cousins.  All total there were about seven or 

eight related households within a two-square block area.  We composed an extended 

family situation.  The rest of the families were Black families.  My first friends, besides 

my cousins, were Black children who were our neighbors.   The year I went to school, 

though, I did not attend school with these children.  Although segregated schools had 

been ruled unconstitutional by the 1954 Supreme Court ruling, the Austin schools 

remained segregated. 

In 1954, with the Brown v. Board of Education decision holding that 
separate but equal was unconstitutional and providing that all schools be 
integrated, the Austin Independent School District (AISD) was created as 
a separate entity to replace the Austin Public Schools. Texas, like most 
southern states, resisted integration.  In 1955, Texas Governor Allan 
Shivers warned Texas school districts that they might risk the loss of 
school funding for integrating too quickly (LBJ School of Public Affairs 
Policy Report, 2001, p. xi).  
 

This was the atmosphere of the times; one in which I recall skipping to catch the bus to 

school with my sister and my cousins.  I remember questioning why my best friends did 

not go to school with me.  Little did I realize that the bus stop on East 19th Street (now 

Martin Luther King Boulevard)  was actually a border crossing (Foley, 1995) that would 

take me into a world as unfamiliar to me as if I was in a foreign country where I spoke 

the language; but did not understand the customs.   

 Again, according to my mother, we took the almost hour ride to school on the 

city bus to the original John B. Winn Elementary school near the University of Texas 

campus at the insistence of “your Grandmother Quica (shortened form of the Spanish 

name Francisca) who was the one who wanted you to attend a better school than the 
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ones closer to us on the east side.”  My mother recounts that “Your Grandma Quica 

talked to someone at the school district and just told them that that was what she was 

going to do.”  The school was originally on the site that is now Dish-Falk Field, and with 

its close proximity to the University campus, we were only a handful of Mexican-

American children who were privy to good teachers and good programs, and white 

classmates.  I went to school with the children of University professors, military 

personnel, and established Austin families.  Often the University would place their 

student teachers and launch innovative teaching methods and programs in the school.  I 

recall that it was difficult being in an environment so different from home, but at the 

same time being able to fit in because of my name, my ability to speak English, and my 

appearance.  I was fair skinned and my mother always sent us to school neat and clean.  

Our race and economic status were somewhat camouflaged.  I remember that at times 

this made me suspect to both the Mexican-American kids and to the White kids.  I was 

caught in the middle.  I was in that space between two cultures.  I was in that 

“indeterminate space” labeled the borderlands (Anzaldua, 1985; Foley, 1995).  Another 

instance of my experience in the “borderlands” was on the city bus.  The bus I rode to 

school also transported my White classmates who lived in a neighborhood of primarily 

white, military families on the other side of 19th Street (MLK Boulevard) and Airport.  

On the ride home from school the bus would also transport a number of African 

American maids from their west Austin jobs who sat at the back of the bus.  Despite of 

the curious stares from the other people, including some classmates, standing at the front 
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of the crowded bus, I would often opt to sit at the back of the bus between these ladies 

rather than stand at the front of the bus.  

  After elementary school, I attended University Junior High School in the 

building, on the UT campus, that currently houses the School of Social Work.  There I 

recall that I continued to struggle with my place in the middle.  I would often hear racial 

slurs and discriminatory commentary against the Mexican American students made by 

my white classmates and they would excuse themselves by saying “But we don’t mean 

you.”  I guess they really did not mean me because I acculturated to a certain extent and 

participated in a number of school activities.   

Far Removed from the Border 

 The year I was to enter high school my parents were divorced and my mother 

and sisters and I moved to Lubbock, Texas to live near my maternal grandmother.  She 

and my step grandfather had worked as migrant farmworkers and had settled out of the 

“migrant stream” in Lubbock, Texas.  The World Hunger Year Organization describes 

the history of migrant streams and the different racial and ethnic groups who have 

traveled the migrant streams and left to live in cities along these routes. 

There are three primary streams in the US, each with its own ethnic and 
social history. The first is the Eastern stream, starting in Florida, 
following local crops up the coast, ending chiefly in New York but 
sometimes going as far as Maine. The second is the Mid-continental 
stream, starting in Southern Texas and going in several directions. Being 
a border area, many shuttle within-state. Those who follow harvests start 
in Texas, travel to the Great Lakes Region or to the Rocky Mountain area 
and the Northern Pacific, often looping back through the Panhandle. The 
third is the Western stream that goes through California (the state which 
employs the most farmworkers and has the longest growing season), into 
Oregon and Washington (World Hunger Year, 2006).    
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As an aside, I was also a migrant worker.  I was a baby migrant, based on my mother’s 

memories; I was probably three and my other sister five years old when we traveled with 

my grandparents for a brief time to do migrant work.  When my older sister was of 

school age they stopped working the fields. 

Race Does Matter 

 It was in Lubbock schools that I learned that it did not matter what your name 

was or how fair your complexion was or how well you spoke English or how neat and 

clean your clothes were.  If there was even an inkling that you were different, then you 

were.  As it turned out, on the Llano Estacado of the Texas panhandle, border crossings 

were not encouraged!  As it turned out, on the Caprock of west Texas, I was just a plain 

Mexican.  At Lubbock High school for example, when I took the SAT test and went to 

the counselor for my scores, I went with a white classmate whose name was Dolores.  

Not inconsequentially, my scores were higher that her scores.  Without a second thought 

and as if by reflex action, the counselor handed me the lower scores with the name 

Dolores written at the top and handed Dolores my scores with my name.  I have often 

wondered if she did so because I looked more like a Dolores than a Sheila or if she just 

assumed that because I was Mexican that I would have the lower scores.  High school in 

Lubbock also meant that the Mexican kids all sat together at lunch, walked down the 

halls together between classes, socialized only with each other outside of school, and 

regularly the Mexican boys would fight the White boys after school in the spring.     
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 I survived high school and attended Texas Tech University and earned a BS 

degree in Elementary Education.  Going to college was a fluke.  It is one of those 

defining events in one’s past that a person of color looks upon and marvels at the 

synchronicity of life.  I attended college after the height of the Chicano movement, the 

La Raza Unida party, and the dramas in Los Angeles and Crystal City.  In Lubbock el 

movimiento had an ethereal quality.  Although inspired by accounts of the walkouts in 

Los Angeles and Crystal City and the passionate rhetoric of, Reies López Tijerina in 

California, and Rodolfo “Corky” González in New Mexico, I existed and was attending 

class in an extremely conservative political and racist climate.  Looking back I impress 

myself as I recall the brashness and bravado with which I sported a La Raza Unida 

bumper sticker on the front and back bumpers of my Volkswagen in that particular 

environment.  One day at a hamburger place, as I waited for my order a man looking at 

the bumper sticker asked me a series of questions.  He asked:  “What does that mean La 

a Rasa U ni da? Doesn’t that mean the one race? Isn’t that about racism?”  I remember 

telling him, no it’s about being united and proud of who you are.  He did not seem 

convinced. 

 In his book, Chicano! The History of the Mexican American Civil Rights 

Movement, F. Arturo Rosales (1997) recounts the evolution of el movimiento in the 

Texas political climate.        

In Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona, then the transition to militancy and 
confrontation was even more difficult to make; it did happen, 
nonetheless.  But healthy doses of home-grown nationalism were 
necessary before this process could run its full course (Rosales, p. 224).
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But not even west Texas evaded the influence of “el movimiento.”  That period in our 

Latino history influenced me so that the focus on the lens through which I viewed the 

world became clearer.  Even from the periphery of the el movimiento I was greatly 

influenced by the events and heroes of that epoch.  

 I moved back to Austin and obtained my first teaching assignment.  I was 

overjoyed.  My family was so proud.  Piled together with my family in one car we set 

off to see the school where I was to teach.  I remember so clearly how quiet and still we 

all became when we arrived at the school.  It was at dusk and everything about the 

school resembled that dusk.  The school looked dark, gloomy, and gray.  The building 

was in need of paint, the yard had no grass, there were broken windows in some of the 

classrooms, and the children’s playground consisted of a couple of broken swings and an 

old “jungle gym” made of gray pipe.  This first hand experience in a predominately 

Mexican-American elementary school with a predominantly White teaching staff served 

to underscore my heightened awareness of race and racism in this society and one of its 

primary institution—the school.  The inequity I encountered that year continues to exist 

today in schools for minority students.  The findings of a 2001 report on ethnic 

community views of schools in the district where I was first hired as a bilingual teacher 

supports my personal observation. 

The majority of respondents reported that, in their view, there was 
inequality of resources available to predominantly minority schools as 
compared to White schools.  Of those with an opinion, Blacks, at 85%, 
were mostly likely to believe that minority schools had fewer resources.  
They were followed by Whites (77 percent), Hispanics (71 percent), and 
Asians (67 percent).  Of the various topics studied, resource inequality 
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was clearly the most salient (LBJ School of Public Affairs Policy Report, 
2001, p. xiii)  
 

The obvious lack of resources spent on the physical school plant, the fact that long after 

the Brown 1954 decision the school’s population was predominately  Mexican-

American, the disproportionate number of White teachers, and the ensuing struggle and 

dismissal of the school’s first Mexican-American principal were all conditions during 

my novitiate. Experiencing these conditions moved the lens, through which I would 

critically view educational issues, yet more clearly into focus.  I spent several years in 

that school teaching kindergarten students, later transferred to another low socio 

economic level school that was 98% Hispanic (the remaining 2% were Black) and then 

decided to leave the classroom and enter school administration.  I was assigned a school 

and faced numerous challenges as reflected in journal entries and photographs I 

compiled the first year of my principalship.  In 1995, the year before I was assigned the 

school, the school was designated low performing by the Texas Education Agency’s 

Accountability System (AEIS Report, 1995)   

 The school was a large elementary school in a minority neighborhood of 

Hispanic and Black families.  The school population consisted of predominantly 

minority, low socio economic level students.   What I experienced at that school ranged 

from the sublime to the tragic. After an assertive discipline program, for managing 

behavior was instituted, I found that the children were a joy.   The children were the best 

and brightest and most diverse group of children I had ever worked with.  That was the 

sublime.  My passion for educating children and my heart and soul were invested into 
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that school community for six years.  On the other hand, a number of challenges existed 

at all levels of the school organization that required improvements.   While at the school 

many building improvements were accomplished and new instructional initiatives were 

implemented, and state assessment scores improved.  Based on the Texas Education 

Agency’s Texas Academic Excellence Indicator System measures (AEIS, District 

Multiyear Rating History, 1995-2002) the school was rated as acceptable by the Texas 

Education Agency during my tenure at the school (1995-96 to 2001-2002 school years).  

I pushed with a passion to obtain the resources and programs that I knew were firmly 

based on quality and best practices for children of color.  For example, together with 

bilingual department staff, we wrote and were funded a large Title VII Grant for a 

Montessori dual language program.  The program included a two way immersion model, 

an extensive cultural and fine arts component, a demonstration model teacher training 

program, and a strong parental engagement component (RMC Research Corporation, 

2002).   As instructional leader I encouraged innovation in implementing teaching 

strategies to meet the needs of our predominantly Latino and Black student population.   

 At the same time, however, the state accountability system and test scores were 

gaining greater and greater importance with school district decision makers.  A shift to 

efficiency, prescriptive instruction, and outcomes measures, as opposed to innovation 

and quality of programs based on best practices was being stressed.  I recognize, in 

retrospect, that a distinct chasm existed between my philosophy of education, founded in 

the belief in the inherent goodness of each child, the need to educate the human 

potential, and the need for a constructivist, innovative, experiential curriculum for 
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children most in need and the assessments based, efficiency driven, prescriptive, default 

philosophy of education supported at the district, state, and national level.  There was a 

real mismatch.  The last year that I was at the school, a district initiative, driven by an 

emphasis on test scores, called for the restructuring of the school and the school staff.  I 

was appointed interim principal at another school for one year.   

 In 2003, after a year in a wonderful, small sized elementary school that had 

attained recognized status (AEIS Report, 2002) the previous year, based on TAAS 

scores, I left the public schools.  The school was neat, clean, and well kept.  The teachers 

and staff were dedicated and hard working.  The parents were cooperative and 

participated in school activities.  I enjoyed the year I spent there.  The student population 

reflected the diversity in the neighborhood.  In all honesty, however, I never completely 

connected to the school community and I think that the school community recognized 

that fact.  That spring a new principal was named to the school and I submitted my 

resignation.    

 That same spring, May 2003, was the first year that students who did not pass the 

TAAS third grade reading test would be retained.  The school where I was interim 

principal that spring had only a few students who had not passed the TAAS reading and 

were in jeopardy of being retained.  Based on my philosophy of education, having to 

retain even one child because of the high stakes assigned to test scores, would have been 

one too many.  Research on retention clearly documents its negative impact (Cortez, 

Maroney, McCollum, & Montes, 1999; Darling-Hammond, 1998; Jimerson, 2001; 

Jimerson & Kaufman, 2003; Shepard & Smith, 1990).  It was a clear signal to me that I 
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just could not continue to work in the public schools where a default philosophy 

(Gunzenhauser, 2003) of education was being perpetuated.  In that climate, my heart and 

soul were no longer tied to my vocation of educating children. 

 I left the public school system the year before the fifty year anniversary of the 

1954 Brown v. Topeka Board of Education case.  I think that this is both symbolic and 

relevant.  The inequities and segregated schools that the 1954 Brown decision was 

supposed to remedy still exist.  My experiences as a student, a teacher, a parent, and a 

school administrator in the public school system all somehow mirror each other.  It has 

always been a struggle of one kind or the other.  The first year I taught school an 

organizer in the Interfaith community organizing movement, who was visiting the 

school, passed me in the school hall.  I greeted him with “¿Hola, como esta?”  He 

responded with “¡Siempre con la lucha.”  I’ve often thought of that exchange and now I 

see that it has indeed been a continuing struggle.  A struggle to fit in, a struggle to retain 

cultural and linguistic identity, a struggle to ensure equity,  a struggle for social justice, 

and a struggle to keep my integrity intact regarding what I know, as a career educator, 

and is supported by research to be effective educational practice and often supported by 

best practices research for children of color.  I realize now that those struggles have 

shaped my perspective.  Those struggles had focused the lens through which I now 

examine educational issues and promote equitable and socially just policy decisions.  

Aside from my experiences and perspective, but paradoxically relevant, it is essential 

that I also provide a forum for other voices to be heard.  
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 While I was in the elementary classroom I enrolled in graduate school at the 

University of Texas and earned a master’s degree in education.  Later during the years 

that I was an elementary school principal I entered the doctoral program.  It was during 

my doctoral work that I found a reference to Paolo Freire’s work.  I looked for a copy of 

his book, Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1970) and found a copy of the Thirtieth 

Anniversary Edition.  I had earned a bachelor’s and master’s degree and was in the 

beginning semesters of my doctoral program and I had never had the privilege of 

discussing Freire’s work in any undergraduate or graduate level course.  I at once 

understood Freire’s words.  To me his words held universal relevance.  In the 

introduction to the anniversary edition Donaldo Macedo, a colleague of Freire’s, 

eloquently expresses what I imagine to be a collective experience for those of us who 

read Freire’s words as we strive to speak and write from the margins.   

Reading Pedagogy of the Oppressed gave me a language to critically 
understand the tensions, contradictions, fears, doubts, hopes, and 
‘deferred’ dreams that are part and parcel of living a borrowed and 
colonized cultural existence.  Reading Pedagogy of the Oppressed also 
gave me the inner strength to begin the arduous process of transcending a 
colonial existence that is almost culturally schizophrenic: being present 
and yet not visible, being visible and yet not present (Freire, p. 11).      
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CHAPTER I:  INTRODUCTION   

  
"The Texas accountability system which tracks performance of students from various backgrounds has 
enabled the state to target help to those students who need it most." (Former Texas Commissioner Jim 

Nelson, 1999) 
 

"We have nothing but antipathy for those who use high-stakes testing to demean children of the poor and 
of color." (Fenwick English & Betty Steffy, 2001) 

 

The educational practice of testing students for accountability purposes has 

existed for a number of years. Researchers on opposing sides of the testing debate 

answer the question of what values have been responsible for the current testing trend in 

distinct ways.  It is argued that high-stakes testing has developed over time from the 

value perspectives of efficiency, equity or quality. As early as 1984, "40 states were 

actively pursuing some form of minimum competency testing" (Mehrens, 1998, p.3).  

Gallup Polls in the late 1990’s showed that over 57% of the public favored voluntary 

national testing proposed by former President Clinton in 1997 (Dorn, 1998).   At this 

time most politicians and the public view accountability systems and student assessment 

in a positive manner (Amrein & Berliner, 2002). The practice instituted by state policy 

makers of utilizing high-stakes tests to assess student achievement, results in inherent 

consequences to students of color and has also prompted dramatic changes in schools.  

The educational policy agenda, prior to the 1980’s, shifted to more state 

development and control. State politicians and legislatures made decisions at the state 

and local level to reform American education.  

In the 1960’s, curriculum redevelopment was the main instrument of 
reform but, in the 1970’s state-level politicians, reading the public as 
unhappy both with tradition and federalized reform, created a reform of 
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their own. Their reform spotlighted assessment of student performance 
(Stake, 1998, p. 1).  
 

School reformers, such as Norman Augustine of The Business Roundtable Education 

Taskforce, Ed Lupberger of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, and James Orr of The 

National Alliance of Business (Sheldon & Biddle, 1998. p. 14) who support high-stakes 

testing of students contend that these tests are responsible for the improvement and 

reform of the public schools by holding schools accountable. That is not to say, 

however, that there is no resistance to the testing of public school students from reform 

groups that question both the value of high-stakes tests and their impact upon particular 

student groups.   

Using a critical race theoretical framework, this study examines high-stakes 

testing policy implementation in a low-income school for children of color.  The context 

is a large, inner city elementary school where reforms were implemented based on test 

scores.  The subsequent, perceived effects of these changes on the programs, instruction, 

and school climate will also be investigated.  Finally, this study will examine the 

empowering or disabling consequences of these changes to members of the school 

community.   

This chapter will present the study context, theoretical framework, research 

questions, statement of the problem, purpose of the study, and a brief description of the 

proposed methodology.  In addition, this chapter will discuss the limitations and 

delimitations of the study, assumptions associated with this topic, definition of terms, 

and significance of the proposed study. 
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Research Context 

Before the mid 1980’s, public school education was assessed "based on process 

or input variables, dominated by efficiency concerns" (Skrla, Sheurich, & Johnson, 

2000, p.7).   School success was measured by teacher certification, approved curriculum, 

minutes of instruction, and orderly school buildings. Currently, in a majority of states 

nationwide, students are being assessed using tests in the major content areas, based 

upon standards, to determine school quality or effectiveness.  This shift of emphasis 

from adequate resources and processes to the use of performance-based and test-driven 

assessment for measuring student achievement and school effectiveness is a documented 

trend.  A survey conducted by the Council of Chief State School Officers in the year 

2000 demonstrated “that while states are increasingly introducing less traditional 

performance measures like portfolios into their assessment program, 31 states use norm-

referenced tests to measure student achievement in language arts, reading, and 

mathematics (Bauer, 2000, p. 2).  Some of these tests were state-level instruments 

developed by school districts and state agencies or norm-referenced tests developed by 

publishers.    

Rationale for High-Stakes Testing 

 The main expressed purpose of the current state tests is to hold public schools 

accountable for the education of students.  "Tests are generally a part of the 

accountability system because they are inexpensive and quick to implement, and they 

are considered socially accepted as indicators of student performance" (Bauer, p. 2). 

There are various views on the rationale for the use of norm-referenced and criterion 
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referenced tests. However, these tests, in many cases, are used as high-stakes tests. In 

other words, these tests determine sanctions or rewards for individual students or schools 

and school districts. Another articulated purpose of these tests is to improve or reform 

the instructional practices of teachers, schools, and school districts.  

This trend that supports the use of testing of students in schools demonstrates a 

shift from a systems approach with a focus on process variables (inputs) that address 

equity and quality to the more recent focus on results (output variables) that address 

efficiency . School reform and student’s academic success is defined as student 

performance on state norm-referenced or criterion- referenced tests attached to high-

stakes that test proponents allege address quality and equity values (Skrla & Sheurich, 

2001).  

The shift in focus in emphasis from inputs to outputs can be conceptualized as an 

inverse of David Easton’s systems model (Easton, 1965, p.110) or, at the very least, as a 

diminishing of the proportional size of the inputs section of the model and an increase in 

relative size of the outputs variables schema to demonstrate a significantly greater 

emphasis on results.  The following diagram illustrates a conceptualized model that I 

have developed in consideration of the basic systems model developed by Easton 

(1965).   
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Figure 1 

       

 Conceptualized Default Model of Accountability Systems Based on Easton’s (1965) Systems Model  
 

 The environmental section of the conceptualized model features a bolder 

macrolevel of political, ecological, and social systems for emphasis.  This level 

represents the influence of the dominant group decision makers at the national, state, and 

district level.  Microlevel influences are representative of systems at the most grassroots, 

local school and school community level and depicted in smaller size for emphasis of 

the diminished influence at that level, especially for school communities of color.  Note 

the absent feedback loop based on a non negotiable attitude, authority and power of the 

political system and marcrolevel systems. 

 Research shows a number of positions on the relative merit of high-stakes tests 

(Orfield & Kornhaber, 2001; McNeil, 2000; Skrla & Scheurich, 2000; Skrla, Scheurich, 

& Johnson, 2000). Some of the merits of these tests are discussed in terms of increased 

equity and social justice for minority students attributed to the data driven, efficient, and 
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public aspect of accountability systems (Skrla & Scheurich, 2000).  Improvements in 

curriculum, instruction, teacher quality, and improved passing rates for numbers of 

children of color, it is maintained, are advantages of the current testing practice 

(Scheurich, 1998).  On balance, however,  examining the disaggregated data from high-

stakes assessments, particularly in states such as Texas, California, and Florida it is clear 

that the passing rates (outputs) for minority students are lower than for non-minority 

students (Amrein & Berliner, 2002). 

The Texas Accountability System 

The Texas Public School Accountability System, established as part of House 

Bill 72 by the Texas legislature in 1984, required that all public schools meet the criteria 

of the state accountability system.  Schools were rated low performing, acceptable, 

recognized or exemplary based upon passing rates on a state standardized test.  In 2000-

2001 the passing standard was 50 percent passing for an acceptable rating.  Each year 

thereafter the bar was raised and the passing standard increased.  In the past five years 

the passing standard has been raised from the initial 25 percent to the required 55 

percent passing standard for an acceptable rating in the 2001-2002 school year.  From 

1994-2002 statewide results indicate that the achievement level of minority students, 

African American and Hispanic, has increased.  These same numbers, however, indicate 

that during each testing year (1994-2002) African American and Hispanic students failed 

the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS) test at a higher percentage rate, than 

Anglo students perpetuating the achievement gap, despite their higher scores.   
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State passing rates published in the 2002 State Performance Report, part of the 

Academic Excellence Indicator System (AEIS) indicate that white students passed all 

sections of the TAAS test at a 92.5% passing rate, in contrast to African American 

students whose passing rate was 77.2% and Hispanic students whose passing rate was 

79.7%.  Disaggregated data from the spring of 2002 demonstrated this continuing 

performance gap between minority and majority group students.  As part of the Texas 

Accountability System, sanctions for low test scores, to this point, had been on high 

school students, schools, school administrators and school districts.   

Beginning with the 2002-2003 school year a new more rigorous standardized 

test, the Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS) placed a sanction directly 

on third grade students who did not pass the reading section of the TAKS test.  The 

Texas State Board of Education set the passing rate at 56%.  Three administrations were 

given to provide students the opportunity to retake the TAKS and pass or be retained in 

third grade with the consensus of the Grade Placement Committee.  State results of the 

TAKS third-grade reading test indicate that 96% of white students, 85% of Hispanic 

students, and 82% of African American students, and 82% of Spanish speaking students 

passed the test.  After the third administration of TAKS in the summer of 2003, the 

performance gap trend continued resulting in a greater number of children of color 

retained in third grade than majority group students (Valencia & Villarreal, 2003).  The 

state accountability system’s focus on outputs, in this case TAKS reading test results, 

presents an apparent consequence (retention) for children of color at third grade and 

later, non graduation at the high school level.  TAKS test results in a summary of all 
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grades tested in the state during the spring of 2005 indicate the following trends in the 

performance gap in reading and math disaggregated by race (2004-05 State Performance 

Report).  

Figure 2 

TAKS Test  Percent of Students by RACE
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Public Policy Context 

The most recent presidential campaigns have also kept high-stakes testing on the 

public agenda. During the 2000 presidential debates and at each public forum held, 

public school accountability and testing of students using state and national assessments 

was discussed by then Vice President Al Gore and Governor George Bush. Both 

candidates publicly supported this policy issue throughout the 2000 presidential 

campaign.  The result has been an underscored emphasis on accountability and testing 

with the passage of George W. Bush’s No Child Left Behind Act in 2001 as part of the 

reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA).  In the same 

regard the 2004 presidential campaigns continued the dialogue regarding testing of 

public school students nationwide.  The expansion of the NCLB Act during the second 
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Bush administration has strengthened the testing emphasis and consequences for 

students and school communities. 

The decision by legislators and politicians to implement an accountability system 

based upon high-stakes tests, sets up a power differential between those in the decision 

making position and those most impacted by the high-stakes testing policy issue 

(McNeil, 2000, p. 153-156). In response, minority group parents and educators have 

demonstrated their belief that it is incumbent upon them, whose children and students 

are most affected, to construct power resources and define issues in order to "converge 

to regulate the flow of influence" (Scribner and Layton, p. 160). The 1999 MALDEF 

lawsuit, GI Forum v. Texas Education Agency, was an attempt to exercise limited 

parental influence by minority parents through the court system. Parents and teachers 

organized to oppose high-stakes testing could potentially impact the existing power 

relationship related to high-stakes testing of students. The "...traditional pattern of power 

wherein professionals ... control school policy, teachers control instruction, and parents 

provide support" is the expected power relationship in regards to high-stakes tests 

(Scribner & Layton, 1995, p. 150). 

Robert Stake author of Some Comments on Assessment in U.S. Education (1998) 

discusses the political climate at that time and the influence that research and political 

climate can have on the decisions made about high-stakes tests and educational reform. 
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We do not know much about what assessment has accomplished but we 
know it has not brought about the reform of American Education.  The 
cost and benefits of large scale mandated achievement testing are too 
complex to be persuasively reported.  Therefore, educational policy needs 
to be based more on deliberated interpretations of assessment, experience, 
and ideology.  Evaluation of assessment consequences, however 
inconclusive, has an important role to play in the deliberations (Stake, p. 
1). 
 

In essence, what Stake (1998) asserts is the need to look carefully at the available 

research, create opportunities for additional study in the area of high-stakes tests, 

examine the consequences of high-stakes assessments, to utilize additional strategies 

coupled with assessments, and to involve all stakeholders into the decision-making 

process to reform schools.   

Macro Political Context 

In response to the political and social climate of the mid-Twentieth Century, 

influences from the macro political level proposed changes in the educational system 

with an emphasis on the values of effectiveness and quality that began the rhetoric for 

holding the public schools accountable by the use of national standards and testing 

(Bolon, 2000; Stake, 1998). The claim was that schools were graduating students who 

were not well prepared for the work force in a knowledge-based economy. This 

consistent demand by politicians and the business sector led to reform movements and a 

national reaction against public school education. One school of thought infers that the 

true motive for developing the national educational policy stressing the use of standards 

and testing was a masked effort by the conservative business community, politicians, 
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and legislators to promote school choice (Kozol, 1991; Scribner & Layton, 1995; 

Valenzuela, 2005).   Nonetheless, the policy issue calling for accountability through the 

assessment of students and sanctions directly upon them has become a reality. "Still, the 

national educational discussion is a layer on top of and filtering down through older, 

local politics of schooling. Localism has remained a powerful force" (Dorn, 2000, p. 5). 

This macro political level policy perspective that permeates to the micro political level 

has created direct implications for children of color. 

Micro Political Context 

Based upon and in a reaction to the national debate for standards and 

assessments, the majority of states today tests students annually and publicly judge 

schools and student performance. "In the 1960’s, curriculum redevelopment was the 

main instrument of reform, but in the 1970’s, state-level politicians, reading the public 

as unhappy both with tradition and federalized reform, created a reform of their own. 

Their reform spotlighted assessment of student performance" (Stake, 1998, p. 1). After 

many years of use for diagnostic purposes, assessment is now used in states’ 

accountability systems tied to high-stakes. At the micro political level the stakes have 

risen with an emphasis on results to judge the quality of a teacher’s instruction, the 

academic achievement and progress of individual students and disaggregated student 

groups, as well as overall school performance. For example, at the Texas state level, 

researchers Skrla, Scheurich, and Johnson (2000) describe the state school system as 

results driven. 
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The new state educational system that began in the mid-80’s has 
continued to evolve at all levels, but always with a primary focus on 
results rather than input variables and always with a focus on equally 
high success for all students. Consequently, success for administrators 
and teachers began to be assessed by student learning and by the learning 
of all students, including those students with whom the old system had 
not succeeded" (p. 8). 
Robert Stake (1998), of the University of Illinois, contends that the impact has 

increasingly mounted at the micro political level to include effects upon students, 

teachers, schools, and school systems. At the micro political level (state and local school 

systems) the power differential between the most affected stakeholders and those in 

decision-making positions is readily apparent. Those most affected by the use of high- 

stakes tests are the students, teachers, and administrators of schools with predominantly 

minority students. Poor students and students of color perform at a level lower that their 

majority group counterparts. The achievement gap is well documented in public 

accounts of student assessment scores as part of states’ accountability systems. At the 

same time, the decisions to implement such assessments and to attach such high-stakes 

are made by state legislators and politicians who are predominantly members of the 

dominant majority group, with little or no input from minority stakeholders. Researcher, 

Angela Valenzuela (2000) contends, the current Texas accountability system "of high-

stakes testing--from its development to its implementation---is something that has been 

done to rather than with minority youths and their communities" (Valenzuela, 2000, p. 

524). 
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Testing and Democratization 

The utilization of testing systems with sanctions for students of color has a direct 

correlation to that same group’s access to educational opportunity. Conflicting positions 

exist regarding the contribution that testing of students has on the democratization of 

students of color and their access to democracy. "This democratization of education 

carries the implicit assumption that a citizen must complete a minimum number of 

school years in order to enjoy her or his civil rights" (Gordon, 1999, p. 72). The 

sanctions of imposed by testing coupled with high-stakes affects a student of color or 

poverty to a greater degree. Review of state data tables from the 2005 Texas State 

Accountability System reveals that the majority of statewide schools were rated low 

performing based on the scores of either Hispanic, African American or economically 

disadvantaged populations (Texas State Accountability Rating List, 2005). Sanctions 

prohibit greater numbers of Hispanic and African American high school students from 

graduation compared to Anglo students. Presently the state accountability system is 

affecting democratization for students at a younger age. In Texas the spring of 2003 was 

the premier year for students who failed the reading section of the TAKS test. Those 

students were not promoted at grade three for failing to meet the standards after three 

attempts.  Currently, students are also impacted at fifth grade.  In the spring of 2005 

students were required to pass the TAKS reading and math assessments as a requirement 

for promotion.  In the 2007-2008 school year students in eight grade will be required to 

pass the reading and math assessments as a requirement for promotion (Texas Education 

Agency).  
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 The educational system’s policy decisions regarding high-stakes accountability 

systems impact greater numbers of children of color.  From a social justice perspective 

some would view this practice as unacceptable.  Exemplifying the success of a few 

schools and school districts based upon test results appears to substantiate a system that 

undeniably results in higher failure rates for children of color. 

 In examining high-performing, high-minority schools, some researchers focus on 

the positive effects of high-stakes tests by promoting the ascendancy of successful, 

predominately minority schools and districts (Koschoreck, 2001; Scheurich, 1998; 

Scheurich, Skrla, & Johnson, 2000; Scribner & Scribner, 2001; Skrla, Scheurich, and 

Johnson, 2000; Skrla & Scheurich, 2004).  “The third historic consequence of these 

accountability systems is the substantially improved equity in some schools and districts 

in some states (Scheurich, Skrla, & Johnson, 2000, p. 295).  The use of high-stakes tests 

has increased in recent years and garners on-going public support primarily from policy 

makers and politicians.   

On the other hand, other researchers look critically at the systems with a focus on 

the direct and indirect negative effects that this practice has on numbers of children of 

color (Apple, 2001; McNeil, 2000; McNeil & Valenzuela, 2001; Orfield & Kornhaber, 

2001; Valencia, 2004; Valencia, Valenzuela, Sloan, & Foley, 2001; Valenzuela, 2005).  

They question the concentrated and focused attention placed on the success of some 

schools and school districts.  “By focusing exclusively on outlier schools researchers 

risk creating an illusion of widespread success and a false sense of security that school 

reform is in progress” (Valencia et al., 2001, p.320).  These researchers significantly 
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present the numbers of children who do not meet the standards on high-stakes tests.  

Linda McNeil and Angela Valenzuela argue in their report for The Civil Rights Project 

at Harvard University the direct impact of high-stakes tests masked as educational 

reform. The authors provide numerous examples from qualitative discourse amassed 

through their research. 

This system of testing is therefore not the benign reform its political 
advocates claim. Nor is it the remedy for a malfunctioning bureaucratic 
system that is merely in need of stricter internal management and 
accountability. The system of testing exerts a direct negative impact on 
the curriculum creating new problems outlined herein and exacerbating 
old ones related to historic inequities between rich/majority and 
poor/minority children. (McNeil & Valenzuela, 2000, p.14).    
    

 Both proponents and opponents of high-stakes accountability systems should be 

challenged to critically examine the consequences that result from high-stakes testing 

practices.  The impact is real and from a critical race theory framework this practice can 

be carefully examined.  It is not sufficient to disaggregate data from these tests.  The 

difficult questions about testing of children in American schools must be asked and 

examined in specific cases as long as children of color bear a disproportionate impact.  

Research on the existing connection between race and high stakes tests reinforce the 

published data previously presented from the Texas accountability system (Valencia & 

Villarreal, 2005; Noriega, 2004).  

Race and Adverse Impact 

 As mentioned previously, in 1999 the Mexican American Legal Defense and 

Educational Fund (MALDEF) filed a legal challenge regarding the use of high stakes 

tests that focused attention on the disparate impact on racial groups of these assessments.  
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The GI Forum et al. v. Texas Education Agency et al. (2000) case examined the issue of 

the impact of the high school graduation exit test on minority group students.  

“Witnesses and experts for the plaintiffs’ in GI Forum brought to bear rich, credible, and 

convincing expert reports, testimony, and analyses on the issue of adverse impact on 

Chicano and African American students” (Valencia, Villarreal, & Salinas, 2004, p. 228).  

The challenge was unsuccessful for the minority plaintiffs as the court ruled in favor of 

the Texas Education Agency.  “The ruling in the GI Forum trial was truly disappointing 

and disheartening for plaintiffs, as Judge Prado ruled in favor of the State—though he 

found TAAS to result in adverse impact on plaintiffs” (p. 289).   This case focused 

attention on the relationship of race and the negative impact of the TAKS test.   

  As these high consequence assessments have evolved to provide for increased 

sanctions such as retention, restructuring of schools, narrowing of curriculum, and 

tracking of students the need for additional examination of these policies is essential 

(McNeil, 2000; Valencia, 2002; Valenzuela, 2005).       

Statement of Problem 

 Critical race theory is the framework that is utilized to carry out this investigation 

of the impact of high stakes accountability tests on children of color.  The disparate 

impact of high stakes assessments on children of color necessitates the utilization of a 

theoretical framework that encourages a focused appraisal of the manner in which race 

and racism interact with the educational practice of the use of high stakes tests to 

determine the success or failure of children of color. 
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 The current standards movement and the assessment trend at the state and 

proposed national level have resulted in consequences impacting students; especially 

burdensome is the impact to children of color.  This undue burden felt by children of 

color was recognized in the Mexican American Legal Defense Fund lawsuit filed 

against the Texas Education Agency in United States District Court, Western Division 

of Texas, and San Antonio Division.  Although the U.S. District Judge Edward Prado 

found in favor of the Texas Education Agency, he also recognized a significant adverse 

impact of the TAAS graduation test on minority students.  “Given the sobering 

differences in pass rates and their demonstrated statistical significance the Court finds 

that the Plaintiffs have made a prima facie showing of significant impact” (G. I. Forum 

vs. Texas Education Agency, 2000, p. 23).  This challenge by minority plaintiffs, who 

appose the current high stakes assessment system in Texas, although unsuccessful, 

emphasized the problematic and complex nature of this issue.  

 The prevailing views from groups that advocate for and against high-stakes tests, 

the use of these tests for different purposes, and the recognized adverse impact of high 

stake assessment on children of color adds fuel to a now raging debate on this issue.   

 At the present time, the practice in a majority of states in this country is to use 

assessment coupled with sanctions (Amrein & Berliner, 2002).  Students of color have 

been shown to meet test standards at a lower level than non-minority students in reading 

and math resulting in a discernable achievement gap (Bolon, 1998; Haney, 2000; Klein, 

et. al, 2000; Natriello & Pallas, 1999; Sacks, 1999; Valenzuela, 2000).  Further, in-depth 

qualitative research is needed to better understand the complex effects of high-stakes 
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testing implementation on children of color and their parents and the educators who 

work with them.  

Research Questions 

 Three research questions will guide this research.  These questions will be 

examined from a critical race theoretical perspective.  The questions are as follows:  

1. What material consequences do high-stakes testing reforms implemented at x 

school have on teacher morale, school climate, curriculum and programs as 

experienced by parents, teachers, and administrators? 

2. What were the personal experiences of the effects of the reform on parents, 

teachers, and administrators? 

3. What were the perceptions of parents, teachers, and parents of the effects of 

reform on other members of the school community? 

 The first question is proposed to describe the impact of testing as discussed by 

the parents, teachers, and administrators.  The second and third questions, respectively, 

provide a foundation for this study and are related to perceived and first impact on 

aspects of the school and upon other stakeholders.  Expanding the three major research 

questions, this study will further examine how high-stakes tests are argued to contribute 

to equity for children on color and by whom? Did an emphasis on increasing test scores 

result in instructional practices and curriculum what were aligned with the students’ 

language, background, and culture?  These research questions will be premised on the 

tenets of critical race theory (Delgado & Stefanic, 2001; Freire, 1970; Ladson-Billings & 

Tate, 1995; Roithmayer, 1999; Solórzano & Yasso, 2002; Waters, 1998).    
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Purpose of Study 

 The purpose of this study is to identify parent and educator’s perceptions and 

first hand accounts of the reforms that were implemented within an elementary school to 

obtain higher test scores and the effects that these changes had on the programs and 

instruction.  In addition, this study will examine the empowering or disabling 

consequences of these changes to members of the school community. In this regard, this 

study will examine implication of high-stakes tests results to assess the achievement of 

public school students and the resulting impact of these tests on Latino and African-

American youth.  Further, this study will critically analyze the data from different data 

sources to discern significant emergent themes from the data obtained.   

 The majority of available research on these issues has focused on positive effects 

described by teachers and administrators and supported by statistical mechanisms 

(Castle & Estes, 1995; Reyes, Scribner, & Scribner, 1999; Skrla, Schuerich, & Johnson, 

2000).  Attempts by some researchers to present advocacy studies opposing the 

utilization of tests as a sole indicator of student achievement and critical analyses of 

high-stakes tests have been characterized as deficit based thinking.  Thus, the purpose of 

this study was to obtain documentation directly from parents and educators of what they 

experienced and what they perceived was the impact of reforms driven by a concern for 

outputs that were implemented in a predominately Latino and African American 

elementary school in a large urban Texas school district where I served as principal.  In 

addition, this study examined the empowering or disabling consequences of these 

changes to members of the school community. 
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Methodology 

 This study used critical race theory as a theoretical and analytical framework to 

examine the impact of high-stakes tests on the education of children of color.  This study 

design was undertaken using critical ethnographic inquiry methods of teacher and parent, 

and other stakeholder interviews, reviews of video taped community meetings, analysis 

of journal entries and reflections, and  archived data and artifacts in an effort to develop 

an in depth chronicle of the events that took place in an inner city elementary school.  In 

addition, longitudinal testing data from the state’s accountability system of this minority, 

inner city school were examined.  The data collected were analyzed and interpreted.  Data 

analysis consisted of collection of qualitative interview data, keeping and reviewing 

written memos, journal entries, field notes, applying coding schemes to collected and 

archived data, and interpretation of coded information.  Interview data were transcribed.  

Data analysis consisted of sorting and coding the interview transcripts.  Analysis of coded 

materials included identifying the major emerging themes.  Interpretation of the emergent 

themes led to conclusions and implications for further study. The use of member checks, 

peer debriefing, triangulation, and referential adequacy materials; thick description and 

purposive sampling; dependability and confirmability audits (Erlandson, Harris, Skipper, 

& Allen, 1993) were used to contribute to the trustworthiness of the emergent themes.    

Limitations and Delimitations 

 The major limitation of this study is the focus on the events and stakeholder 

accounts from one elementary campus.  In addition, the discourse of stakeholders from 

one elementary campus makes the generalizeability of the research difficult.  However, 
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the in-depth descriptions and the six-year scope of documents and archived material was 

a delimitation that nonetheless provided additional information not found in the review 

of literature.    

 Another important limitation to consider was the researcher bias associated with 

being a participant observer in this research study and of the backyard research nature 

of this study (Glesne, 1999).  

Previous experiences with settings of peoples can set up expectations for 
certain types of interactions that will constrain effective data collection.  
When you enter into a new culture as a researcher that is your role, 
although other roles are often assigned to you by research participants.  
When studying in your own backyard, you often already have a role—as 
teacher or principal or case worker or friend.  When you add on the 
researcher role, both you and your others may experience confusion at 
times over which role you are or should be playing (Glesne, p. 26).  
 

In a conscious effort to make this research significant and trustworthy care was 

exercised to continually practice reflexivity in consideration of my dual role as an 

insider-outsider at the onset (prologue), during writing, and culminating in the summary, 

conclusions and implications chapter of this study.  “Backyard research can be 

extremely valuable, but it needs to be entered with heightened consciousness of potential 

difficulties” (Glesne, p. 28).    

Assumptions 

 There were two main assumptions associated with this research study.  The first 

assumption, displayed in the literature by proponents of high stakes tests, is that the 

results of high-stakes tests are valid indicators of excellence in teaching and learning.  

The fact that high-stakes tests are used as sole criteria for gauging the adequacy of a 
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child’s educational progress and of a school’s quality underscores this assumption.  A 

second assumption, also articulated by supporters of high stakes assessments, is that 

school reform in predominately minority schools is best accomplished through the use of 

high-stakes tests.  Educational leaders’ and policy makers’ support for high-stakes tests 

is based on the assumption that a focus on results (outputs) is the most efficient and 

equitable manner in which to reform public schools for all children.  

Definition of Terms 

 In an effort to provide clarity and to extend understanding of this study the 

following definitions are provided.  These terms will be used throughout the text of this 

study.  The field of education is replete with specialized terminology.  An attempt is 

made to reference the definitions that follow as these terms are utilized throughout the 

text of this study.  

 High-stakes tests (HST) are achievement instruments that are coupled with 

rewards and sanctions.  Within the context of school reform, accountability system is a 

formalized process by which school districts, schools, administrators, and teachers are 

rated according to established standards and annually administered high-stakes tests.  

Input variables are the process factors that have impacted the educational system in the 

past.  Factors such as teachers’ experience, socio economic level of students, 

instructional strategies, and availability of resources can be considered input variables.  

Output variables are factors such as the results of achievement tests on which 

instructional decisions are currently being made that affect the system stakeholders.  A 

criterion-referenced test is an assessment instrument designed to be aligned with the 
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content and curriculum taught.  Criterion tests are usually locally developed.  A 

standardized test is an assessment instrument designed to compare students to other 

students and is normed against students of the same age from large national samplings.  

Standardized tests are commercially published and distributed.    

 In addition, the need to clarify terms that relate to the relatively recent research 

field of Critical Race Theory are provided.  Critical Race Theory is a research paradigm 

that has evolved from the area of Critical Legal Scholarship (CLS).  Critical Race 

Theory is defined as “Radical legal movement that seeks to transform the relationship 

among, race, racism, and power” (Delgado & Stefanic, p. 144).  This theory has evolved 

to include a framework with which to examine educational policy formulation and 

implementation.   Closely related are the issues of race and racism.  Within the text of 

this study these terms are defined in the following manner.  Race is defined as the 

“Notion of a distinct biological type of human being, usually based on skin color or 

other physical characteristics (p. 144).  Based on this foundational definition, the 

complex construction of race is examined in detail.  Racism is defined as “Any program 

or practice of discrimination, segregation, persecution, or mistreatment based on 

membership in a race or ethnic group” (p. 144). 

 Finally, because of the racialization of power; power relationships; interpersonal 

and intrapersonal relationships; and institutional dynamics the following terms are used 

interchangeably to describe contrasting groups and behaviors.  White, dominant, 

majoritarian and white privilege are terms used to describe “quality pertaining to Euro-

American or Caucasian people or traditions” (Delgado & Stefanic, p.156) or behaviors.  
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On the other hand, Chicano, Latino, Hispanic, Mexican American, African American, 

marginalized, people of color, children of color are terms used to describe various 

racialized groups in the hegemonic relationship that exists between the ruling class and  

others.  Although the labels are varied, attempts are made to provide some consistency 

in their use.       

Significance of Study 

 The significance of this study is that it will have practical and theoretical 

importance.  The study was designed to provide data that identifies and describes the 

impact of high-stakes assessments on the school’s progress, staffing, program 

participation, and relevancy of curriculum to children of color as perceived by major 

stakeholders in a large, predominately minority, inner city school in a large urban school 

district.  In addition, this study presents an analysis of these perceptions from a critical 

race perspective.   

 This investigation is significant because high-stakes testing reform is at the 

forefront of an educational debate.  Ethically, this policy presents an ongoing dilemma 

for educators who promote equity and social justice in all educational processes.  

Because of the existing educational and political climate in this country this dilemma 

will persist. Additional research and discourse from the most affected stakeholders is 

needed.  This study proposed to provide additional discourse from parents and 

educators.  In addition, the significance of this study is related to the fact that while most 

educational policy decisions continue to be made by the white majority for children of 
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color with little input from the community, the demographics of our public schools is 

becoming predominately minority.   

Perceptions from members of the school community, particularly parents and 

teachers, will provide important information to researchers on both sides of the 

continuing debate.  The discourse examined will provide valuable insight to research 

that contends that  “This treatment not only makes students feel as though they are not 

cared for, but such objectification is part of a very long history of cultural disparagement 

and dismissiveness in our public school system” (Valenzuela, 2000, p.524).   Ironically,   

policy makers such as those from The Charles A. Dana Center (Ragland, et al. 1999; 

Skrla, et al. 2000) who believe that accountability systems, based on high stakes tests, 

drive the improved instruction for children also support research that documents data 

gathered from the stakeholders who are most impacted.       

Research in education, unfortunately, has all too often relied on surface-
level analysis of schooling and the complex human behaviors that drive 
it.  Thus, such research has produced innumerable models, programs, 
checklists, recipes, correlates and trendy reforms that generally have not 
led to meaningful, lasting changes in schools (Skrla, et al., p.5, 2000). 
 

Their research has focused on high minority, high achieving school districts.  

Accordingly, research was conducted that was prolonged and intense to gather data at all 

levels from parents to district level individuals.   

Summary 

 The research regarding high-stakes testing of public school students for 

accountability purposes encompasses several areas of inquiry.  Although the relevant 

research in this area is on-going, there is a fierce debate that has emerged from the 
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existing body of research studies.  The research examined for this study, while not 

alleged to be all-inclusive, covers the historical policy development of public school 

assessments; the articulated purposes of high stakes tests; the debate on benefits and 

shortcomings; the link that has surfaced between high stakes tests and race; and the 

relevant research on race, racism, and critical race theory.   

 In 1998, Mehrens states that the “research evidence in the area of high-stakes 

testing is reasonably scarce (at least insufficient), and equivocal” (Mehrens, p.13).  He 

concludes with the observation that it would benefit the debate on this important 

educational policy issue to conduct further research in the area of high-stakes testing of 

students.  Since that time research has continued to emerge on the issue of high stakes 

assessments used for school reform.  What continue to be absent are the voices of 

individuals who have been directly affected.  This study attempts to present those voices. 
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CHAPTER II:  LITERATURE REVIEW   

Introduction 

 In order to understand the impact of school reform driven by high stakes testing 

practices  on children of color and their school communities I solicited narratives 

through the interview process and analyzed this data using critical race theory.  This 

literature review will examine pertinent literature in areas relevant to accomplishing this 

goal.  Literature in the areas of high stakes tests; critical race theory; race and racism; 

and race and high stakes assessments is included in this literature review.  It is my 

supposition that I attempted to present major literature in these areas that enabled me to 

conduct and analyze the purpose and intent of this research study.  Although not 

absolute, the literature summarized has provided valuable insight and understanding of 

the related areas of research.  The context of this research begins with an understanding 

of the focused emphasis on high stakes assessments in Texas public schools.  

 The policy of testing public school students with high stakes tests has been 

instituted by predominately white policy makers (Apple 1990, 2001; McNeil, 2000; 

Valencia, 2002).  The sanctions (retention, non graduation, school restructuring) 

garnered from not passing these assessments are disproportionately relegated to students 

of color (Texas AEIS Data, 1999-2005; Valenzuela, 2005).   Valencia and Villarreal 

(2005) discuss the disproportionate number of children of color impacted by high stakes 

assessments and provide dramatic data to demonstrate their findings based on 2003 

Texas Academic Excellence Indicator System (AEIS) the first year that retention 

sanctions were placed on Texas third graders.  The following graphs, that were created 
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using data provided by these researchers illustrates the Test of Academic Knowledge 

and Skills (TAKS) results.  This data focuses attention on the issue of the relationship 

between race and failure rate on the first administration of the 2003 TAKS Reading test 

(Valencia & Villarreal, p. 134).  The numerical data obtained and analyzed by 

researchers Valencia and Villarreal from the Texas Education Agency for the top ten and 

the bottom ten scoring elementary schools in a large Texas school district is presented in 

graphic representation for illustrative purposes.  Examination of the data in these graphs 

illustrates the findings of Valencia and Villarreal that the top ten schools with the lowest 

failure rate on the 2003 TAKS reading test also had the lowest percentage of Hispanic 

and African American students attending. 

Figure 3 
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In contrast, the schools with the highest percentage of Hispanic and African American 

students also had the highest failure rate on the first administration of the 2003 TAKS 

reading test (Valencia & Villarreal, 2005).  
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Figure 4 
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This example begins to consider the centrality of race in the institutional practice of high 

stakes testing of children of color.   

 In the last fifteen to twenty years, much attention and a fledgling body of 

literature have emerged on the topic of the public school assessments and the effects on 

children of color. The literature has described a concentrated effort to increasingly 

implement tests and assessments that are coupled with high-stakes in the public schools. 

High-stakes tests are described as assessments that "have important consequences for the 

examinees and others. Some of these ‘high-stakes’ decisions are for individual students--

such as for tracking, promotion, and graduation" (Klein, Hamilton, McCaffrey, & 

Stecher, 2000, p. 3).    

Assessments are currently being administered in schools nationwide coupled 

with sanctions. The current and concentrated focus by researchers on high-stakes tests 

serves to keep the educational policy of assessments coupled with sanctions at the 

forefront of the policy agenda. This recent trend is reflected in a body of research on the 

historical origin of high-stakes testing, the rationale for testing of students, the limits and 
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consequences of high-stakes tests, and the future of high-stakes testing of public school 

students. In addition, there is evidence in the available literature of proponents and 

opponents of this assessment practice.  In this chapter the relevant literature on the 

historical development of high-stakes tests and the research viewpoints on the perceived 

effects of high-stakes tests will be discussed.  

This progressive intensity of focus and use of high-stakes testing maintains a 

consistent influence upon the education received by minority students in America’s 

public schools due to the fact that, although test scores for minority students have risen,  

an indisputable achievement gap persists between minority and majority group students 

(Bolon, 2000; Darling-Hammond, 2003; Haney, 2000; Huang, 2000; Klein et al., 2000; 

Kohn, 1999; McNeil & Valenzuela, 2001; Sacks, 1999; Schuttloffel, 2000; Valencia, 

Valenzuela, Sloan, & Foley, 2001; Valenzuela, 1999; Valenzuela, 2005).  In addition, 

decisions to use high-stakes tests to evaluate the progress of minority students, the 

instructional programs that are prescribed for them, and the consequences of high-stakes 

tests for these students is found in the literature.  However, within the research on high-

stakes testing are contrasting views on each of these previously delineated topics.  

Therefore, there is a need to examine the historical development of high-stakes tests and 

the outcomes of this current practice within the racial stratification and racist educational 

policy that is evident in public school and the society at large.  Highly relevant to the 

examination of high stakes assessments is a review of the literature regarding the critical 

race theoretical framework with which this issue will be examined and the related issues 

or race and racism. 
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This literature review also attempts to examine the complexities of critical 

research theory. Specifically, the work of critical researchers, to develop a theoretical 

framework centered on race and racism, in response to discontentment with more 

traditional social and social justice theories, is proposed (Blauner, 2001; Delgado and 

Stefanic, 2001; Lopez, 2003; Waters, 1998).  

The initial part of the literature review will present the relevant literature on 

critical race theory, race, and racism necessitated by the existing evidence that 

underscores the incidence of lower minority test scores and the predominance of white 

educational policy makers (Apple, 2001; Garcia & Wiese, 2002; Pearl, 2002; Scribner & 

Layton, 1995). As stated previously and reiterated for emphasis, educational policies 

that promote student assessments and directly affect minority children are made and 

implemented by members of the predominantly white, dominant group.  This paradigm 

is of critical importance to understand and to address.  Derrick Bell’s concept of 

“interest convergence” provides a perspective for understanding this relationship 

between the race of HST policy framers and supporters and the race of the children 

negatively impacted (Bell, 1980; Bell, 2001).   Race and high stakes assessments are 

directly related at the juncture where these decisions are made, the people who make 

them, and the children of color affected by them.  In that regard, literature examining the 

concepts of race and racism in American society and critical race theory will be 

reviewed.   

The second part of the literature review will consist of literature on the historical 

development of high-stakes tests for accountability purposes from early development to 
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the current time. The historical progression will place the current practice of high-stakes 

testing of public school students into a contextual framework.  Also, an examination of 

the contrasting perspectives on the effects of high-stakes tests is reviewed in this section.   

Research is presented that discusses equity, social justice, efficiency, and quality.  The 

literature review will serve to frame the current debate on the use of high-stakes tests for 

accountability purposes and the outcomes of these assessments encountered by children 

of color within a critical race framework. 

Rationale for CRT Framework 

Research about educational issues that affect individuals of color is generally 

conducted from a majoritarian perspective.  In recent years, however, a new perspective 

has emerged to include a point of view that is both critical of the traditional paradigm 

and respectful of this emerging recognition of other peoples’ cultural knowledge (Smith, 

2001).     

It is from within these spaces that increasing numbers of indigenous 
academics and researchers have begun to address social issues within the 
wider framework of self-determination, decolonization, and social justice.  
This burgeoning international community of indigenous scholars and 
researchers is talking more widely about indigenous research, indigenous 
research protocols and indigenous methodologies (p. 4).   
 
 

Smith, (2001) explains this new research paradigm shift by defining the term 

indigenous as “a way of including the many diverse communities, language groups 

and nations, each with their own identification within a single grouping” (p. 6).   

 Gisele A. Waters (1998), researcher at Auburn University, in a comprehensive 

argument for the use of critical race theory to examine educational issues, contends that, 
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"critical evaluation is needed in order to begin fighting for social justice in education" 

and further proposes, "open and purposeful discourse about social justice in the reform 

of American public education between the ’public intellectuals’ otherwise known here as 

the social scientists, educational researchers, evaluators, and practitioners, a discourse 

about social justice in the reform of American public education" (Waters, 1998, p. 4).  

With respect to particular educational policy practice, such as student assessments, 

critical race theory applies insofar as this framework allows for the examination of how 

this practice is implemented in schools for children of color, what impact this practice 

has on the students’ education, and how this emphasis on student assessments empowers 

or disables the school community.   

It is my assertion that examination of current educational practice and policy that 

crafts, implements, and enforces the use of high stakes assessments in public schools is 

best analyzed with the application of a critical race theory framework.  Critical race 

theory (CRT) focuses on 1) the consideration that race is an ordinary, key aspect of 

society, 2) a challenge to dominant ideology, 3) a commitment to social justice,  4) the 

view of the centrality of experiential knowledge and multiple ways of knowing, and 5) a 

transdisciplinary perspective (Crenshaw, Gotanda, Peller & Thomas, 1995; Delgado & 

Stefanic, 2001; Scribner & Layton, 1995).   Each of these features would appear to have 

relevance to the examination of current HST practices and policy.  

For example, student assessments prevent large numbers of students of color from 

graduating from high school and pursuing their educational potential.  More recent 

retention practices tied to tests are impacting children even earlier in their schooling 
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(Valencia & Villarreal, 2003).   The relevance and applicability of CRT as a framework 

for realistically examining educational policy practices, such as these, seems significant 

at this time.   

I argue that we need to make closer connections between our theoretical 
and critical discourses on the one hand and the real transformations that 
are currently shifting educational policies and practices in fundamentally 
rightists directions on the other (Apple, 2004, p. 64).   
 

Further discussion about critical race theory must be considered within the context of an 

understanding of race and racism.  The centrality of race as a foundational attribute of 

CRT requires that race be considered at the outset.  “The critical race theory (CRT) 

movement is a collection of activists and scholars interested in studying and 

transforming the relationship among race, racisms, and power” (Delgado & Stefanic, 

2001, p. 2).  Crenshaw (2000) views race as a critical attribute of critical race theory by 

specifying the transposable nature of the terms critical race theory and race scholarship. 

Race and Racism 

Race and racism are paramount to the investigation of the educational policy 

practice of high stakes assessments in our schools.  According to experts in the field, 

race and racism are integral and pervasive realities of American society (Bell, 1992; 

Blauner, 2001; Crenshaw, Gotanda, Peller, & Thomas, 1995; Omi & Winant, 1994; 

Solórzano & Yosso, 2002; Takaki, 1993; Valencia, 2005).  As such, race must be 

considered when examining testing policy in one of this society’s most influential 

institutions—the schools.     
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Race has been defined as a “concept which signifies and symbolizes social 

conflicts and interests by referring to different types of human bodies” (Omi & Winant, 

p. 55).  Racism is described as “Any program or practice of discrimination, segregation, 

persecution, or mistreatment based on membership in a race or ethnic group” (Delgado 

& Stefanic, p. 154).  Thus, the imperative to examine these issues is germane to the 

discussion of the CRT framework with which we will examine the issue of the impact of 

state assessments on students of color and their school communities.   

Recognition of the constructs of race and racism is viewed as an important 

starting point by critical race theorists in the quest of eliminating the effects of 

oppressive educational policy (Delgado & Stefanic, 2001).   

The task for theory is to explain this situation.  It is to avoid both the 
utopian framework which sees race as an illusion we can somehow 
‘get beyond,’ and also the essentialist formulation which sees race as 
something objective and fixed, a biological datum (Omi & Winant, p. 
55).  
 

Historically the concepts of race and racism have been examined relative to biologistic, 

ethnic, class, and nation perspectives (Omi & Winant, 1994).  Researchers recognize the 

need to examine these frameworks despite the contrasting views of race and racism as 

static entities compared to a race and racisms as solely philosophical constructions.    

Religious and Biologistic Views of Race 

Within the theory of race, based on ethnicity, is the biologistic or scientific view 

of race and race categories.  Prior to the 1930’s the race was considered within these 

paradigms.  Omi and Winant (1994) ascribe the following features of race, based on 

religious and Darwinist, Spencerist, and other eugenicist thinking: 
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1. Racial inferiority was viewed as part of a natural order of humankind. 

2. Whites were considered the superior race. 

3. White skin color was the norm; other skin colors a mutation. 

4. Distinct hereditary characteristics were race based. 

5. Intelligence, temperament, and sexuality were racial. 

6. Racial intermixture was considered a sin against nature (p. 14-15). 

This paradigm existed and has persisted in the United States since the first encounters of 

explorers from the New World found individuals that were different from themselves.    

 In other words, the ‘conquest of America’ was not simply an epochal 
historical event---however unparalleled in its importance.  It was also the 
advent of a consolidated social structure of exploitation, appropriation, 
domination.  Its representation, first in religious terms, but soon enough 
in scientific and political ones, initiate modern racial awareness (p. 62). 

 
Thus, was established the basis for the concept of “other” and the measure from which 

all other people would be labeled, sorted, judged, and evaluated; white.   

 Tuhiwai Smith (2001) aptly describes the implications of the scientific view of 

race.  This researcher explains the influence of the scientific view on the individual.   

 During the nineteenth century this view of the individual and society 
became heavily influenced by social Darwinism.  This meant, for 
example, that a society could be viewed as a ‘species’ of people with 
biological traits.   Primitive societies could be ranked according to these 
traits, predictions could be made about their survival and ideological 
justifications could be made about their treatment (p. 49-50). 

 
This manner of scientific reasoning created definite categories and classification of 

people, at the same time, establishing the superiority of some and the subordination of 

others.  Further scientific examination of race evolved with the eugenics movement in 
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the early 1900’s.  The eugenics movement served to reinforce the scientific view of race 

(Omi & Winant, 1994). 

Ethnicity Paradigm of Race 

 The ethnicity view of race evolved in reaction to the previous scientific 

paradigm.  Race was considered within the context of group membership.  Delgado and 

Stefanic (2001) define ethnicity as “Group characteristic often based on national origin, 

ancestry, language, or other cultural characteristic” (p. 146).  The early part of the 20th 

century saw a decline in the scientific paradigm and a prominence of the ethnicity view 

of race.  According to Omi and Winant (1994) this view of race centered on the concepts 

of assimilation and pluralism.  In a more liberal view race was considered a social 

category.    

The Progressive attack was led by Horace Kallen, who also introduced 
the concept of cultural pluralism, which was to become a key current of 
ethnicity theory.  The Chicago sociologists were led by Robert E. Park 
who had been secretary to Booker T. Washington, and whose approach 
embodied the other major current of the ethnicity paradigm, 
assimilationism (p. 15). 
   

After World War II the examination and consideration of race issues by research 

sociologists turned to the explanation of race based on class (Blauner, 1994). 

Race and Class 

 An additional subtext from which race is considered in American society is class 

(Blauner, 1994, Ladson-Billings, 1995; Omi & Winant, 1994).  The class view of race 

posits that social stratification that corresponds to racial categories can be explained 

relative to economic factors.  In the view of some researchers, class considerations 
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undermine correct assumptions about how individuals of color are considered by those 

in the upper hierarchy of class.  Ladson-Billings contends that, 

We recognize the importance of both gender and class based analyses 
while at the same time point to their shortcoming vis-à-vis race.  
Roediger points out that ‘the main body of writing by White Marxists in 
the United States has both ‘naturalized’ whiteness and oversimplified 
race (p. 2). 
 

Other researchers in the field of CRT assert that suitable class consideration has yet to be 

developed.  They point to the fact that ideological debate centers in this on the question 

of whether injustice endured by persons of color is due primarily to race or to class.  

“Critical race theory has yet to develop a comprehensive theory of class” (Delgado & 

Stefanic, p.107). 

Race and the Concept of Nation 

  Nation based interpretations of race examine the connection between racial 

division and white domination.  In the United States, there have been strong national 

customs among Black Americans and Latinos.  Other ethnic communities have also 

shared in this practice.  A nation based perspective on race stipulates the notion of 

colonialism (Omi & Winant, 1994). Within this context, according to Omi and Winant, 

Pan Africanism and cultural nationalism were the vehicles utilized for Black American 

decolonization efforts.  Harold Cruse and Amiri Baraka are identified as Black cultural 

nationalists.  On the other hand, Latinos based their efforts in the frameworks of cultural 

nationalism and internal colonialism.  For Latinos the concept of Atzlán demonstrated 

the quest for traditional Mexican cultural values.  Corky Gonzales is identified by these 

researchers as a leading figure in the cultural nationalism movement (Omi & Winant, 
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1994).  The features of internal colonization embraced, especially, by Latino group 

movements include the following: 

1.  Colonial geography that emphasizes arrangements along racial lines. 

2.  Cultural domination and resistance (the colonizer vs. the colonized). 

3.  System of superexploitation of the colonized for the colonizer’s 

economic benefit. 

4.  Externally based control of the colonized (Blauner, 1994). 

The impact of the elements of these race paradigms (religious, scientific, class, and 

nation) are amplified when considered within a historical context. 

Race in the United States 

 The historical evolution of race in American society is explicitly presented by 

Michael Omi and Howard Winant (1994), in Racial Formation in the United States: 

From the 1960’s to the 1990’s.   American racial formation is traced from a frank 

discussion of the European explorers’ arrival from the old to the new world, their 

discovery of land and wealth, their unexpected encounter with people different from 

themselves to the religious, scientific, and political manipulation of the concepts of race 

and racism by the white, dominant group.  Further, these researchers identify the time 

period from 1607-1865 as a racial dictatorship, the period from 1865-1960 as one of 

legally sanctioned segregation and denial of the vote, the period of the 1960’s as a racial 

democracy, and finally they describe the United States as currently exerting hegemonic 

rule (p.64-68).  Hegemony is defined as “domination by the ruling class, and 

unconscious acceptance of that state of affairs” (Delgado & Stefanic, p. 147).    
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 This long history of racial oppression and white domination is a catalyst for 
 originating a discussion of the elements of critical race theory.   

CRT provides us with a healthy reminder that racism is alive and well in 
this country and functions at a level that is often invisible to most 
individuals.  It reminds us that the only way we will make advances in 
dealing with the problems of racism is if we take the time to see and 
understand how it operates, recognize it within ourselves, highlight it 
within our field, and take brave steps to do something about it.  Indeed it 
reminds us that we have a long way to go to address the intractable 
problem of race in our society (Lopez, 2003, p. 86).  

 

Features of Critical Race Theory 

  The development of critical race theory has been documented by a number of 

researchers, both in and outside of CRT circles, as originating in the area of critical legal 

studies and radical feminism in the early 1990’s (Crenshaw, et al., 1995; Delgado & 

Stefanic, 2001; Ladson-Billings, 1995; Lopez, 2003; Solórzano, 1997; Solórzano & 

Yosso, 2002).  This impetus came as a response to white critical legal theorist who failed 

to situate race into legal discourse.  In addition, other researchers position CRT as 

developing from the desire of researchers of color to create a forum for moving discourse 

on race and racism from the experiential to the theoretical (Parker & Lynn, 2002).  

  Critical race theory is considered an ontological and epistemological framework 

with which to analyze race” (Lynn, Yosso, Solórzano, & Parker, 2002, p.5).  In regards 

to ontology critical race theorists argue that truth is situated in the perspective of the 

individual, that social reality is experiential and transmitted by the storytelling, and that 

the imperative exists to transform the effects of racial hegemony.  As it relates to 

epistemology, although a discrete set of methodologies do not exist in critical race 

theory; there are two underlying views that guide critical race theory researcher.  The 
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first is to acknowledge the ordinary and central role of race and racism in American 

society, the second is to recognize the process through which white privilege and 

subordination of people of color was initiated and persists and finally to promote social 

justice and equity through problem posing methodology similar to the that proposed by 

Freire (Delgado & Stefanic, 2001; Freire, 1970).  Unlike some academic disciplines, 

critical race theory contains an activist dimension.  It not only tries to understand our 

social situation, but to change it; it sets out not only to ascertain how society organizes 

itself along racial lines and hierarchies, but to transform it for the better (Delgado & 

Stefanic, 2001, p. 3).   The field of critical race theory has benefited from related fields 

such as ethnic studies, sociology, law, Chicano studies and African American studies. 

 The features of CRT are discussed in depth by critical race theorists.  Richard 

Delgado, one of the originators of CRT, together with Derrick Bell and Alan Freeman 

were the early writers, who in collaboration with other major researchers in the field 

framed the tenets of what has become known as critical race theory.  In essence, these 

features reflect the underlying goal of CRT to “demystify the notion of a racially neutral 

society and tell another story of a highly radicalized social order: a story where social 

institutions and practices serve the interests of White individuals” (Lopez, p. 85).   There 

are five basic features outlined by Delgado and Stefanic (2001) in Critical Race Theory: 

An Introduction.  

• The first feature characterizes the ordinary nature of race and racism.   

Race and racism is viewed as pervasive, central, and intersecting with 

other forms of subordination and discrimination.  This feature can be 
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viewed as a foundational element to the application of a critical race 

perspective.  “CRT scholars suggest that the reason why society fails to 

see racism is because it is such a common/everyday experience that it is 

often taken for granted” (Lopez, 2003, p. 83-84).  Adherence to this tenet 

will serve to expose all forms of white privilege and hegemony and to 

challenge the concept of race neutrality and color blindness.   

• The second tenet of CRT deals with the concept of interest convergence.  

In interest convergence, it is held, that the white dominant group will 

advance the interests of individuals of color when if it is advantageous to 

do so.  Because white individuals hold that power they can control when 

and how social progress for individuals of color can proceed.  

Recognition and exposure of the interest convergence feature can 

effectively serve to expose the motives of the white majority.  

•  A third feature of CRT its commitment to the social construction thesis.  

Social construction thesis contends that race is socially constructed in 

thoughts and relationships that “society manipulates, invents and retires 

when convenient” (p. 7).   In addition, social construction thesis 

promotes the idea that race is not an objective, biological or genetic 

reality.   

• Another important feature of CRT is differential racialization.  

Differential racialization pertains to the notion that the white dominant 

group racializes or labels, identifies, or categorizes a particular group of 
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color under different circumstances, such as conditions of the labor 

market.  Latinos have been labeled, for example, Mexicans, Mexican-

Americans, Spanish, Spanish-speaking, Spanish-Americans, Latin 

American and Hispanic, Legal Aliens, Illegal Aliens.  The non dominant 

group labels for Latinos are Chicano and Latino. In other words, 

“cuando les conviene” as would be more succinctly stated in Spanish, the 

dominant group capriciously chooses to label people of color.  Currently, 

due to the adverse economic and political conditions in this country, one 

dominant group label for Latinos at this time is “illegals” (note lower 

case i).  

• A fifth feature is the notion of intersectionality.   “Closely related to 

differential racialization---the idea that each race has its own origins and 

ever evolving history---is the notion of intersectionality and anti-

essentialism” (Delgado & Stefanic, p. 9).   For example, a Latina may be 

a mother or single; a doctoral student or a high school drop out; a 

Democrat or a Republican; and be the off spring of a person with a third 

grade education or a college degree.   

• A final tenet is voice of color thesis.   

 Coexisting in somewhat uneasy tension with anti-essentialism, the 

voice of color thesis holds that because of their different histories 

and experiences with oppression, black, Indian, Asian, and 

Latino/a writers and thinkers may be able to communicate to their 
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white counterparts matters that the whites are unlikely to know (p. 

9).   

This element promotes the notion of giving value to the voices of people of color and of 

listening with integrity to “other” people’s voices.  “Minority status, in other words, 

brings with it presumed competence to speak about race and racism” (p. 9).  

The summative consideration of CRT’s basic tenets promotes the view “that beliefs in 

neutrality, democracy, objectivity and equality” (Lopez, p.85) cannot be recognized 

without careful consideration of race and racism and the resulting condition of white 

domination and white privilege.  Consequently, such beliefs are of no value to those 

active in promoting social justice for peoples of color as they merely serve to 

camouflage the true reality of racism (Lopez, 2003).  Critical race theorists stand firmly 

behind these basic tenets with the view that dedication to them will serve to eradicate the 

inequitable status quo.    

Critiques of CRT 

On the other hand, however, the same basic tenets that provide the motivation 

and passion for critical race theorists and writers to pursue social justice and to eliminate 

racism in this country are also scrutinized and critiqued.   

These critiques of critical theories, by columnist such as Will and Rosen, 
jurists  such as Posner, and scholars such as Farber and Sherry span the 
continua of reason and civility; what they share, however is a tendency to 
caricature feminist, gay, and critical race theory, and to preempt the 
possibility of public dialogue (Levit, 1999, p. 1).  
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Criticism of CRT scholarship centers on several of the underlying features and 

assumptions of critical race theory.   The following major criticisms are outlined by 

Delgado and Stefanic (2001): 

1. The voice critique.  Detractors in this area argue that researchers of color 

do not posses any particular expertise based on their membership in a 

minority group. 

2. The exclusion critique.  Critics in this area contend that scholarship from 

researchers of color is not excluded by mainstream scholars for any other 

reason than merit.   

3. The storytelling/narrative critique.  Opposition to storytelling and 

narrative charge critical race researchers “of hiding behind personal 

accounts and narratives to advance their points of view and of a lack of 

respect for truth and traditional notions of merit” (p. 90). 

4. The objective truth critique.  The strongest criticism leveled at critical 

race theorists reside in what critics claim is CRT’s obvious blasé attitude 

about objective truth.  

Critical race theorists support activism in theory and in practice, they respond aptly to 

external critiques, and they participate in self examination for the purpose of advancing 

their work (Delgado & Stefanic, p. 93-95).    

CRT and Education 

Critical race theory has been applied in a number of disciplines including law, 

political science, ethnic studies, sociology, and anthropology.  In the area of education, 
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critical race theory is beginning to experience a level of influence (Ladson-Billings & 

Tate, 1995; Lopez, 2003; Valencia, 2005).   

Now a growing field of scholarship with a corpus of literature, CRT has gained 

widespread popularity in the field of education, especially among scholars of race and 

ethnicity.  Issues studied in CRT and education are diverse and include, for example, the 

experiences of scholars of color in the academy, affirmative action, educational history, 

families of color, curriculum differentiation, and testing (Valencia, 2005, p. 2).  

Valencia argues the value and utility of critical race theory in education and 

himself utilizes CRT to discuss the relevance of the contributions of Mexican Americans 

in the court struggles to advance school segregation (Valencia, 2005).    

 Parker and Lynn (2002) further the discussion, of the relevance of CRT in 

education, by examining how CRT “can be used as a tool through which to define, 

expose, and address educational problems” (p.7).  These researchers specifically address 

a central tenet of CRT, race, and examine how race and racism is present or is absent in 

previous educational research.   

 In yet another example that underscores the relevance of critical race theory in 

educational research, Solórzano and Yosso (2002), discuss how, as researchers, they 

have utilized CRT and counter-storytelling, a salient feature of this theoretical 

framework.  These researchers explain “how the stories can be used as theoretical, 

methodological, and pedagogical tools to challenge racism” to inform educational 

research.  Other researchers continue the discourse on the applicability of CRT to 

educational research (Apple, 2001; Blauner, 1994; Duncan, 2002; Fernandez, 2002; 
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Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995; McNeil, 2000; Lopez, 2003; Olsen, 1997; Parker & 

Lynn, 2002; Smith-Maddox & Solórzano, 2002; Solórzano & Yosso, 2002).  

Race and High Stakes Assessments  

 Valencia (1997) presents data from national and state assessments that 

demonstrate the existence of disproportionately lower test scores for minority students.  

According to this researcher, “Improving the achievement of a substantial percentage of 

Latino students, particularly Mexican American and Puerto Rican children, presents on 

of the most formidable educational challenges of our time” (p. 3).  Valencia points to the 

exclusive use of these tests scores for formulating decisions that negatively impact 

children of color.  

 Similarly, Noriega (2004) discusses the impact of assessments for the policy 

decisions that impact children of color in the nation’s public schools.  This researcher 

discusses the connection between race, class, and school accountability systems and how 

this connection is replicated in school districts nationwide.   

On every known measure of academic performance, the vast majority of 
students attending urban public schools in the United States (especially 
those who are African American and Latino), are deficient with respect to 
basic literacy and math skills” (p. 2146). 
   

This research has implications for recognizing the link between high stakes 

accountability systems in American public schools and the disparate impact based on 

race. 

 In a position statement from the American Evaluation Association Task Force on 

High Stakes Testing in K-12 Education submitted to the AEA Board of Directors in 
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February of 2002 the task force found opposed the use of high stakes tests for 

accountability as the primary criteria for educational decision making.  Although the 

task force supports school accountability, recognizing the infectiveness of high stakes 

tests to improve achievement for race and gender groups, the practice is not supported.   

Although used for more than two decades, state mandated high stakes 
testing has not improve the quality of schools; not diminished disparities 
in academic achievement along gender, race or class lines; not moved the 
country forward in moral, social of economic terms (p. 1).  
 

This position clearly recognizes the relationship that race has to the practice of high 

stakes assessments from a group that supports school accountability 

Historical Context of High Stakes Testing 

The historical account for high stakes tests in the public schools describes the 

progression from the early use of standardized tests to the use of high-stakes tests in the 

middle of the twentieth century. "The public judging of schools by test scores is 

relatively new in the United States" (Dorn, 1998, p. 4). Sherman Dorn contends that the 

historical development and reliance on high-stakes testing can be traced through a 

national policy agenda and down to the local, more politically influential level. This 

historical perspective on the development of high-stakes testing of students is shared by 

a number of researchers (Bolon, 2000; Dorn, 1998; Schuttloffel, 2000; Stake, 1998; 

Mehrens, 1998). These researchers attribute the conservative political climate of the 

early 20th Century as the impetus for the use of tests as measurements of student 

capability and academic success. Early test use and accountability can be traced through 

the Eugenics Movement, reaction to the launching of Sputnik by the Soviet Union, the 
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Minimum Competency Testing Movement, publication of A Nation at Risk, and the 

authorization of the No Child Left Behind Act (Sacks, 1999; Ornfield & Kornhaber, 

2001). 

Eugenics Movements (1900’s) 

 Eugenics is a term coined by the British researcher Frances Galton based on 

studies involving human subjects.  Galton was the cousin and devotee of Charles 

Darwin.  Eugenics employs intelligence testing to sort and improve the quality of the 

human race through selective breeding (Stacks, 1999, p. 18-19).  Charles Spearman a 

contemporary of Galton’s was an advocate of intelligence testing.  In his 1927 study, 

The Abilities of Man, Spearman wrote that “an accurate measurement of everyone’s 

intelligence would seem to herald the feasibility of selecting the better endowed person 

for admission into citizenship” (Spearman, 1927, p.8).  The development of standardized 

tests of intelligence thus laid the foundation for the later used of high-stakes tests as 

instruments for evaluating the progress of students.  “Further, the standardized 

achievement test has gained vigorous new momentum in recent years with the rise of the 

school accountability movement in the United States, which has turned into a national 

obsession to make public schools more  accountable at almost any cost” (Stacks, 1999, 

p. 49).   

Sputnik and A Nation at Risk (1950’s to 1983) 

Later, the Cold War and the publishing of the report A Nation At Risk in 1983 

were viewed by researchers as other factors influencing the later development of 

national and local policies that promoted the use of high-stakes tests (Dorn, 1998; 
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Haney, 2000; Mehrens, 1998; Skrla et. al, 2000; Stake, 1998).  “Earlier in the Century’s 

third quarter, the impetus for changing American schooling was the appearance of 

Sputnik.  It was reasoned that American schools were unsuccessful if the Soviets could 

be the first to launch spacecraft” (Stake, 1998, p. 1).  Educators nationwide emerged to 

redevelop curriculum and state politicians called for educational reform that focused on 

testing of student performance.   

Detailed discussions of the evolution of the high-stakes testing legacy and the 

judging of student achievement based on tests scores have been the focus of previous 

research.  For example, describing examples from sources outside of education, Dorn 

(1998) discusses the power of statistical mechanisms to formulate public debate 

regarding high-stakes tests.   

School statistics have existed since the late 19th century, and claims to 
objective measurement of student achievement from the turn of the 20th, 
but achievement scores have typically been only for internal consumption 
within school bureaucracies until recently.  In the wave of school 
criticism after World War II, ideological debates over progressive 
education and the needs of the Cold War were the explicit points of 
conflict; statistical evaluations were invisible in the 1940’s and 1950’s 
debates over schooling (Dorn, 1998, p. 4). 
 

Dorn also reiterated other researchers’ views regarding the impact on test use with in the 

aftermath of the 1983 report A Nation at Risk (Mehrens, 1998; Ornfield & Kornhaber, 

2001; Sacks, 1999). 

 
Publication of A Nation at Risk (1983) was the catalyst for focusing attention on 

the utilization of high-stakes tests to assess the progress of public school students and of 

the quality of the public schools as well (Natriello & Pallas, 1998).  Since this event, 
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student assessment has received a great deal of support and has dominated the discussion 

on educational reform of American public schools.  Bauer (2000) quoting data from a 

study by Kirst (1990) “estimated that in the 1980’s alone, 40 states created or amended 

their accountability system” (p. 2).  According to Stecher and Barron (1990) “the 

number of states with a mandated student testing program rose from 29 to 46 in 1992” 

(Bauer, 2000, p. 2).        

No Child Left Behind Act (2001) 

 As more and more states opted for the use of high-stakes tests, this assessment 

practice grew more popular because it was thought to be pertinent to a number of school 

reform objectives.  State decision makers viewed high-stakes tests as a way to control all 

school stake holders behaviors, including schools, school districts, school workers, 

parents, and students.  Control of stakeholder behavior, it was believed, could be 

achieved by coupling tests with sanctions.   In addition, rational minded policy makers 

viewed high-stakes tests as efficient and effective means to provide the most information 

possible of student achievement (Natriello & Pallas, 1999). The use of high-stakes tests 

has progressed from a historical macro level set of factors to a state level of support and 

back to a national level culminating in 2002 with the reauthorization of the Elementary 

and Secondary Act.   This act titled the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) increases the 

high-stakes to new levels of accountability nationwide by including the following 

provisions: 
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• New monitoring roles for state education and local education agencies. 

• Administrator and teacher accountability for improved results as measured by 

standardized test scores or imposed sanctions. 

• Greater flexibility and control by states of federal education dollars. 

• Increased school choice opportunities for parents to make for their children. 

• Requirement that second language learners meet rigorous standards in English 

within three years arrival in the U.S. 

• Increased support by the U.S. Department of Education for research that focuses on 

accelerated English language acquisition by second language learners.  

• Implementation of curriculum and pedagogy based upon specified, scientifically 

proven methods determined by federal standards (U.S. Department of Education 

Strategic Plan, 2002-2007). 

 The historical evolution of high-stakes tests has culminated in the current 

national mandates outlined in NCLB.  According to researchers Bullough, Clark, and 

Patterson (2003), no state testing system is exempted from increasing the high-stakes 

testing initiatives outlined in the federal No Child Left Behind Act.  “Under such 

pressures innovative approaches to evaluation, to providing evidence of 

accomplishment, have given way to more standardized and traditional models of testing” 

(Bullough, et al., 2003, p. 37).  

 President George W. Bush and other supporters of testing for accountability 

stand firmly behind the mandates of NCLB to provide equity of educational opportunity 
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to all children.  “The president, like many other test advocates, think that the 

combination of information, accountability, and sanctions will enable students to reach 

high standards” (Orfield & Kornhaber, 2001, p. ix).   However, in spite of a historical 

rise in support for testing of students for accountability purposes, another point of view 

opposing high-stakes accountability has also evolved (McNeil, 2000; Parker, 2001; 

Stecher & Barron, 1999; Valencia, et. al, 2001). 

Framing the Debate 

Equity and Social Justice 

 Research on high-stakes tests presents an interesting dichotomy.  Researchers on 

both sides of the high-stakes debate oppose each other from the same or similar 

perspectives.  One such perspective is the goal of educational equity.  Testing students 

for accountability purposes culminates in outcomes or results in the form of test scores.  

Advocates of high-stakes testing posit that examination of this data has driven improved 

instruction in schools where children of color attend (Skrla & Scheurich, 2000).  

Opponents of high-stakes argue also using an equity perspective. They argue that a focus 

on test data and on raising test scores for excludes the use of relevant educational 

practices, thus impeding educational equity for children of color and placing a 

disproportionate burden on them (McNeil, 2000).  

Advocates of High-stakes Tests  

 The literature reviewed includes studies that support the use of high-stakes 

accountability for all students from equity and social justice perspectives (Fuller & 

Johnson, 2001; Koschoreck, 2001; Ragland, Asera, & Johnson, 1999; Skrla, Sheurich, & 
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Johnson, 2000; Skrla & Scheurich, 2001; Skrla & Scheurich, 2004; Scheurich, 1998). 

These researchers contend that creating an atmosphere of accountability positively 

drives the instruction of all children, including children of color. "High standards are 

intended to replace the current de facto low-level expectations implicit in most current 

curriculum, textbooks, and tests in America" (Castle & Estes, 1995, p.12).  Researchers 

Skrla and Scheurich (2004) argue the case for data driven high stakes accountability 

systems that improve equity and social justice in educational opportunities for children 

of color.    

Strong proponents of accountability driven educational equity Skrla and 

Scheurich (2004) make a case their position in their edited volume titled Educational 

Equity and Accountability, Paradigms, Policies, and Politics.  These researchers present 

definite arguments that support the use of high stakes assessments data to drive 

educational equity for children of color.  Despite the acknowledgement of problems with 

the use of high stakes tests for accountability these researchers expound persistent 

supporting evidence for systems of high stakes accountability.  In addition, these 

researchers also acknowledge the disproportionate negative impact of these assessments 

used for accountability on students of color and the ancillary effects that high stakes 

tests may have on curriculum, instructional approaches, and deficit thinking.  A number 

of examples of research by critics of high stakes accountability is also included by the 

authors, including research that presents rejoinder and counter rejoinder to divergent 

positions in the debate.  
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  In the introduction to their edited volume the authors succinctly describe their 

positions on the assenting side on a spectrum of positions on this issue that frames the 

discourse on high stakes accountability. 

 On the positive end of this continuum, significant support exists among 
some legislators, policy makers, business leaders, researchers, policy 
analysts, educators, civil rights and advocacy groups, and parents for the 
viewpoint that accountability systems can play a key role in closing the 
achievement gap that historically existed between the academic 
performance of White and middle-class children and that of children of 
color and children from low-income homes (Skrla & Scheurich, 2004, p. 
3).  
 

These researchers also continue the current debate in the area of high stakes 

accountability by presenting chapters written by other assenting researchers. 

 In an chapter titled, Accountability for Equity:  Can State Policy Leverage 

Social Justice, these researchers along with other like minded colleagues, Johnson and 

Koschoreck, argue the merits of high stakes accountability by entrusting such systems 

to act as the fulcrum with which to achieve educational equity.  These researchers begin 

with a description of the existing evidence of negative disparate impact on minority 

students of the racist practices in the public education.  “Every school day more that 17 

million Latina/Latino American, African American, Native-American and Asian-

American children (NCES, 2000) experience the real-life manifestations of systemic 

racism in our schools” (Skrla, et al., 2004, p. 52).  They continue their argument for 

high stakes accountability systems by again highlighting improved results on the 

National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), TAAS (Texas Assessment of 

Academic Skills), Advanced Placement exams, and the narrowing achievement gap.  
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Critiques of high stakes accountability are articulated, acknowledged and the debate is 

framed yet again.  These researchers conclude with a passionate appeal for support for 

the potential that they contend is possible of high stakes accountability systems. 

But also it is the power of accountability that makes it a potentially 
strong lever for social change, if we can find ways to operate the force of 
this leverage to open up possibilities for more just and equitable 
schooling.  The problems of the persistent and disproportionate 
underachievement of children of color and their inequitable treatment in 
schools, both manifestations of systemic racism, are enormous. Thus 
powerful solutions are required (Skrla, et al. 2004).  
 
In the final chapter of their comprehensive book, Skrla and Scheurich summarize 

their position in relationship to their faith in the potential positive effects of high stakes 

accountability to promote equity for all children, but particularly for children of color 

who have been and continue to be marginalized and negatively impacted.  Areas 

considered for final consideration and support are the following: 

1.  Implementing and refining high stakes accountability policy. 

2.  Foregrounding equity in policy development and debate. 

3.  Refining and disseminating successful practices.  

“Much has been accomplished, in part, in our view, through accountability 

policy, in making progress toward educational equity in some schools, in some districts, 

and in some states” (p. 282). 

In earlier research, Skrla, Scheurich, and Johnson contend that the high-stakes 

accountability systems, coupled with other factors, have been revolutionary in 

transforming the achievement for Texas students statewide, especially students from low 

income homes and children of color.  
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The new accountability system has changed the nature of education in 
Texas. Under the old system a lower level of achievement was expected 
of children from low-income homes and children of color. Under the new 
system, schools and districts are expected to do equally well with literally 
all children (p. 36).  
 

These researchers provide data from four Texas school districts where minority, low-

income students performed at recognized levels on state assessments. The research was 

conducted in Aldine, Brazosport, San Benito, and Wichita Falls Independent School 

Districts.  The data identified the following thematic findings that characterized these 

high performing/high minority districts: 

• State context of accountability for achievement and equity. 

• Local equity catalysts. 

• Ethical response of school leadership. 

• District transformation. 

• Everyday equity (Skrla, et. al, 2000, p.6-7). 

This study focused on successful school districts and on the effective strategies that the 

districts’ administrators utilized.  The perspective held by these researchers is that 

accountability systems that utilized high-stakes assessments have driven improvement of 

education for students of color by systemically improving instruction for all students.    

In the book titled, High Performance Learning Communities, Diane Castle and 

Nolan Estes (1995) discuss the factors such as demands of the information age, 

emergence of a global economy, changing demographics that have created an 

environment that compels promoting the concepts of equity, as well as efficiency in 
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educational opportunity. The view of these researchers is that accountability assessment 

and the use of data from high-stakes tests promote a quest for equity.  

In the report Presentation Materials, Research Articles, and Executive 

Summaries (1992), published by the Educational Productivity Council at the University 

of Texas at Austin, there are numerous references to the educational practice of high-

stakes student assessment as a strategy used in effective schools. For example, the 

importance of assessment information to make instructional decisions that impact 

student is explained in the first section titled Performance Management Paradigm. "This 

accountability information should be used to determine the degree to which the K-12 

learner development process is efficiently and effectively reaching its goals for student 

achievement, retention in school, and graduation" (Educational Productivity Council, 

1992, page 9). The information presented in this series of articles (Krug & Oakley, 1992; 

Marshall, 1991; Oakes & Lipton, 1992; Porter, 1991) also discusses the historical policy 

development based on a push for high standards and equity demands (Educational 

Productivity Council, 1992). 

Another early study that reiterates the discourse of the positive impact of high-

stakes assessments is found in Highly Successful and Loving Public Elementary Schools 

Populated Mainly by Low SES Children of Color by James Scheurich (1998). In this 

study Scheurich (1998) outlines core beliefs and cultural characteristics that define these 

successful minority schools and that are based upon high-stakes accountability. In 

describing these schools Scheurich (1998) states,  
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In addition, these schools used high-stakes state test data as a whole-
school accountability measure that drives instruction. Originally, this was 
a problem for me. I have long been an outspoken opponent of these tests 
because I felt that the research was abundantly clear on the negative 
effects (p. 475). 
 

Sheurich reiterates his definitive conclusion numerous times that schools that teach 

children of color can provide equitable teaching and learning when driven by systemic 

use of high-stakes tests.  He supports this conclusion by the comprehensive data 

collected in his study.  

The work of Reyes, Scribner, and Scribner (1999), Lessons from High 

Performing Hispanic Schools provided groundbreaking evidence of effective, results 

driven schools that equitably educated minority students. The research was conducted in 

eight schools along the Texas-Mexico border. Case studies of these schools were 

undertaken for the purpose of examining the home and community, school and 

classroom, and assessment contexts. These schools gauged their effectiveness based 

upon the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills test results. This research is cited as a 

study that documents accounts of "heroic schools that have achieved impressive results 

against formidable odds" (Ragland, et. al, 1998).  

The research of Fuller and Johnson (2001) present evidence from the Texas 

Education Agency, the National Assessment of Educational Progress, the College Board 

and Educational Testing Service, and other researchers to respond positively to the 

question of whether high stakes accountability systems drive improvements in academic 

achievement for children of color.  Relying heavily on the results from high stakes 

assessments these researchers conclude that, especially in the case of Texas, 
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accountability systems have driven improvements for low income students of color.  

However, these researchers also offer a caveat to their position.   

So, to put it simply, “Yes, state accountability systems can drive 
improvements in school performance for children of color and children 
from low-income homes.  However, this does not imply that the Texas 
system is perfect.  It is not.  Nor does it imply that all accountability 
systems will drive improvement in student achievement.  They will not.  
It does imply that state accountability systems deserve more rigorous 
study by all those who are concerned about the education of children of 
color and children from low-income homes.  It implies that we should not 
allow our suspicion of testing programs and our distrust of state 
government to keep us from exploring how state accountability schools 
can be a powerful tool for generating greater equity and excellence in 
student achievement (p. 8). 
 

Fuller and Johnson establish a direct relationship between the Texas accountability 

system and improved academic performance of students of color by examining both 

quantitative and qualitative data while at the same time recognizing that other factors 

may have contributed to academic improvement.  In addition, they point to lack of 

evidence to establish a relationship between the high drop out rate in Texas for students 

of color and high stakes testing.   

Researchers support high-stakes tests as part of larger accountability systems 

because of the positive outcomes that they allege have improved education for children 

of color.  Often these researchers align these claims of positive effects to the equity and 

social justice.  Testing advocates contend that a concentrated focus on test results have 

resulted in positive consequences such as improved instruction, elimination of social 

promotion, narrowing of the achievement gap, improved performance on NAEP tests, 

and larger numbers of African American and Hispanic students taking advanced 
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placement exams and college entrance exams. However, strong criticism of high-stakes 

testing has also emerged.   

Critics of High-stakes Tests 

There is research evidence that presents a less than favorable portrayal of high-

stakes tests for promoting equity in teaching and learning. Early in the implementation 

of accountability systems, based on high stakes assessments, in a survey of literature, 

Consequence of Assessment: What is the Evidence? William Mehrens (1996) quotes an 

article on policy and validity that reports "less than 5% of the literature" in favor of high-

stakes testing provided hard data to support their findings (Baker, et. al, 1993, p. 1211). 

Further, Koretz, in a 1996 study reported that, 

Despite the long history of assessment based accountability, hard 
evidence about its effects is surprisingly sparse, and the little evidence 
that is available is not encouraging (p.172).  
 

Koretz examined much of the research regarding high-stakes testing. “The large positive 

effects assumed by advocates...are often not substantiated by hard evidence.” (p. 172).   

 “Schools are also under considerable political pressure to maintain acceptably 

high levels of grade retention as proof of high standards” (Sheppard & Smith, 1990).  

These educators contend that the burden upon elementary level students should 

especially be examined because of the deliberate impact of current sanctions such as non 

graduation for high school students, retention for students in the early grades, narrowing 

of the curriculum in schools, and tracking at all educational levels.  According to 

opponents of high stakes accountability, use of high-stakes tests especially to promote 

equity and social justice is not so clearly demonstrated.  
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Authors of a RAND Corporation study examined the claims made about the 

success of the Texas Accountability System, especially in regards to its claims of 

positive implications and the promotion of equity for minority students (Klein, et. al, 

2000). This data reveals that when comparing math achievement scores on the Texas 

Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS) and the National Assessment of Educational 

Progress (NAEP), there was a smaller gain on the national assessment than the dramatic 

gains documented by the state assessment.  

The stark differences between the stories told by NAEP and TAAS are 
especially striking when it comes to the gap in average scores between 
whites and students of color. According to the NAEP results, that gap in 
Texas is not only very large but also increasing slightly (p. 1).  
 
Another example of a dissenting view on high-stakes testing is found in the study 

by Walt Haney, titled The Myth of the Texas Miracle in Education (Haney, 2000). In this 

study the author offers a history of testing in Texas, a summary of the success recently 

attributed to the TAAS test, problems with the TAAS tests results, and limits of high-

stakes assessment.  In more recent literature, Haney (2004), responds to advocacy by 

Skrla, Scheurich, Johnson, and Koschoreck (2004) in a step by step analysis of the data 

they present to support their view of the positive effects of high stakes tests to achieve 

equity for children of color.  According to Haney,  

Essentially these authors argue that the high stakes testing system in 
Texas by which schools and districts are held “accountable for student 
test results, not just overall but disaggregated by ethnic group, has 
contributed to social justice in terms of reducing the gaps in education 
achievement between White and minority children in Texas schools (p. 
79).  
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 Haney examines longitudinal TAAS data, graduation percentages and drop out 

rates to conclude that flaws are evident in each of the arguments presented in support of 

high stakes assessments.  In his analysis he presents contradictory data to that 

previously presented as a basis for advocating equity through the use of high stakes 

assessments.   

While I cannot in only a few pages summarize all of the evidence 
leading me to this view, given this background knowledge of what has 
been happening in Texas schools over the last several decades, it seems 
to me that the increased educational equity in Texas cited by Skrla and 
her colleagues is illusory (p. 79). 

 

There are other researchers (Bushnell, 2003; Darling-Hammond, Wise, & Klein, 

1995; McNeil, 2000; Nash & Agne, 2003; Orfield & Kornhaber, 2001; Sacks, 1999; 

Valencia, 2002; Valenzuela, 1999) who each "opposes the idea of motivating school 

reform by standardized testing..."(Dorn, 1998, p. 10).  Linda Darling-Hammond, Arthur 

Wise and researchers at Fair Test, and the Coalition for Essential Schools argue against 

high-stakes testing because of the burden placed on children of color by the 

consequences of high-stakes tests. 

  Darling-Hammond (1997) presents research that makes a case against the use of 

high stakes testing to improve student achievement.  This researcher questions the 

effects of what she terms test based accountability systems.   

 

 More than a decade of evidence shows that simply setting test score 
goals and attaching sanctions to them does not result in greater 
learning—and sometimes produces destructive side effects (Darling-
Hammond, 1991; Jaeger, 1991; Madaus, 1991; Shepard, 1991).  In many 
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states and school districts test-based sanctions have created incentives 
for school to keep out or push out the most educationally needy students 
(p.240). 
 

From multiple perspectives this researcher presents compelling information on 

American education and previous and current reform efforts.  She argues against the 

high stakes and resulting sanctions that disproportionately burden low income students 

and their schools. “Given the dramatic inequalities in funding, staffing, and knowledge 

that exist among U.S. schools, punishments like failing students, firing teachers, or 

taking over schools are not likely to produce success where it does not now exist” (p. 

239). 

 Another critic of high stakes standardized testing used for school reform is 

presented by McNeil (2000) in the book Contradictions of School Reform: Educational 

Costs of Standardized Testing.  The setting for McNeil’s book is classrooms and schools 

in Houston, Texas before and after state mandated standardized testing reforms.   

  The study does not abstract policies of standardization, but documents 
the particular historical and political factors at work in a particular state, 
building a record of the economic and political rationales behind the 
policies and of the way the politicization of teaching and learning began 
even at that policy level to silence teachers and communities (Author’s 
Preface, xxvii). 
 

Through the documentation of detailed narratives from school stakeholders at three 

different levels McNeil provides evidence on the negative effects of high stakes testing 

practices couched in the guise of accountability and educational equity.  The 

researcher’s data concludes that the costs of standardized testing results in inequity at all 
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levels, especially for children of color, in the most critical areas of instructional 

programs, resource allocation and use, and  de-democratization of public education. 

 The research of Orfield and Kornhaber, 2001, Raising Standards or Raising 

Barriers?: Inequality and High Stakes Testing in Public Education provided an intense 

assertion regarding the injurious effects of high stakes testing practices.  Especially 

dramatic are the assertions presented by contributors to the volume, Maduas and Clarke 

based on thirty years of research conducted at Boston College.   

After reviewing the available evidence, we come to the following conclusions: 

• high stakes, high standards tests do not have a markedly positive 

effect on teaching and learning in the classroom; 

• high stakes tests do not motivate the unmotivated; 

• contrary to popular belief, “authentic” forms of high-stakes 

assessments are not a more equitable way to assess the progress of 

students who differ by race, culture, native language, or genders; 

• high-stakes testing programs have been shown to increase dropout 

rates, particularly among minority student populations (Orfield & 

Kornhaber, 2001, p. 86) 

These researchers present evidence that challenges premise previously presented by high 

stakes tests advocates.  Other researchers whose research supports the view that high 

stakes tests serve as barriers to school improvement and sources of inequality are 

included in the volume by Orfield and Kornhaber.   
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 Valencia’s (2004) research provides additional insight into the stance in 

opposition to high stakes testing practices. In chapter 9 of his edited book titled Chicano 

School Failure and Success, Valencia together with Villarreal and Salinas outline 

adverse impact of high stakes testing on Chicano students.   

Here we elaborate on this major testing concern, concentrating on how 
some Chicano students have been, are currently being, and soon will be 
adversely impacted.  Our focus is on high stakes tests used to make 
decision about (a) high school diploma award/denial, and (b) grade 
promotion/retention.  Given that Texas is a leader in high-stakes testing, 
and in light of the large and growing Chicano public school population 
in the sate, we examine Texas as a case in point in which high-states 
testing is adversely affecting these students (p. 287). 
 

These researchers examine longitudinal, quantitative TAAS test data that indicates the 

higher failure rate on high stakes tests for both Mexican American and African 

American students compared to their White counterparts at the high school level.   

Failure at this level, according to these researchers, affects both graduation and drop out 

rates.  In a similar manner these researchers interpret data that demonstrates an existing 

high level of retention rates for children of color that will be exacerbated by recently 

implemented retention requirements at the elementary level.  Valencia, Villarreal, and 

Salinas present a concise and germane summary of the rationale in opposition to high 

stakes test use. 

One does not need an expensive state-mandated system of accountability 
testing—such as the one in Texas—to demonstrate that White/minority 
differences exist in academic performance.  Such data have been 
available for many decades (see Valencia, Chapter 1, present volume).  
Furthermore, the test results of these accountability systems (e.g., in 
Texas are not used for diagnoses of individual students’ 
strengths/weaknesses, but rather as “public report cards” to rate schools.  
Typically, high-enrollment, segregated minority schools receive the 
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lower rating (Fassold, 2000) and thus are subject to pernicious labeling 
effects (p. 295).  
 

Valencia, Villarreal, and Salinas describe the current accountability system, with its 

emphasis on high stakes tests, as being focused on symptoms in contrast to causes.  In 

addition, the reliance on output in the singular form of test scores has proven detrimental 

to students of color and the school communities that serve them.  They cite earlier work 

of Valencia et al (2001) that calls for a multilevel accountability system that includes the 

following elements: 

(1)  input (the adequacy of resources) 

(2)  process (the quality of instruction), and  

(3)  output (what students have learned as measured by tests or other indicators) (p. 295) 

In a credible effort to extend the debate on the subject of high stakes testing for 

accountability these researchers actually move the discussion forward by presenting an 

activist agenda for actualizing a system of accountability that is constructive rather than 

destructive.   

 Additional research on the detrimental effects of high stakes accountability 

assessments particularly for Latino children is presented by Valenzuela (2005) in her 

edited volume, Leaving Children Behind:  How Texas Style Accountability Fails Latino 

Youth.  Contributors to this book include numerous researchers of color as well as other 

researchers invested in promoting school equity by critically examining the 

accountability issue.  In a direct and explicit manner Valenzuela provides research that 

articulates a position against a system that is ineffective and harmful to students of color.  
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“Opponents, including contributors to this volume, argue that the Texas system of 

educational accountability has failed—and will continue to fail—Latina/o and other 

minority youth and their communities” (p. 1).  Presenting both qualitative and 

quantitative evidence to support their opposition to high stakes accountability systems 

researchers such as Ruiz de Velasco, Linda McNeil, Kris Sloan, and Raymond Padilla 

are but a few of the researchers who maintain a critical scrutiny of accountability.  These 

researchers provide discussion of issues ranging from testing effects on language 

different students, professed equity effects of high stakes tests, grade retention sanctions, 

and testing issues as social constructions.  

Summary   

The research literature reviewed in this chapter that presents studies that provide 

both quantitative and qualitative data on high-stakes assessments is revealing.  Positions 

that both support and oppose high-stakes assessment for school accountability, clearly 

identified positive and negative consequences for children of color, and data that 

outlines the historical development of high-stakes tests use in American public schools 

is examined in this chapter.  The research also presents research that indicates an 

intense, impassioned debate on the issue of the use of high-stakes tests for 

accountability.  Literature is also reviewed by researchers who have identified a 

relationship between race and disparate impact of high stakes tests and race and schools.  

A genuine effort was undertaken to review literature in the area of critical race 

theory, race, and racism.  Review of literature in these areas was necessitated in order to 

develop and refine what began as an intuitive framework through which this study 
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evolved.  My background as a female student and practitioner of color in the public 

schools has provided a realistic foundation for my ontological and epistemological 

perspective.  Examination of critical race theory, race, and racism literature has provided 

the academic concepts and language with which to articulate the manner in which I 

pursued and analyzed the narrative data examined in this study.    

However, I discovered few research studies provide critical race analysis of high-

stakes tests’ impact within schools as perceived and described by the stakeholders 

closest to the consequences of high-stakes tests.  The use of a critical race theoretical 

framework and qualitative methodology provided a powerful avenue to continue the 

discourse of high-stakes assessments.  This lack of critical race perspective is important 

to emphasize.  This study critically examined the effects of high-stakes tests on children 

of color at a predominately minority elementary school in a large urban school district in 

an effort to expand the limited body of knowledge. 

As the majority of states in the nation continue to use high-stakes assessments for 

school reform and to define this practice as synonymous with school equity, it is 

imperative to undertake additional research that describes how high-stakes are changing 

public schools and how these tests affect the children that are required to take them and 

their schools.   In depth qualitative research in this area is essential to better understand 

the complexity of the effects of high-stakes tests on children of color.  The existing 

evidence found in the intense, related research reviewed for this study is of significant 

value and serious attempt was made to utilize, apply, and synthesize it throughout the 

course of this study.  
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CHAPTER III:  METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES 

 
Introduction 

 
 This qualitative study was undertaken utilizing critical ethnographic research 

technique to discover the underlying themes from the data gathered as a basis for 

trustworthy analysis and interpretation.   At a deeper reflexive level, this study sought to 

provide an aperture for marginalized voices.  “Qualitative research and critical 

ethnography in particular creates an opportunity for academicians and common people 

alike to put forth the stories of people, cultures, and communities” (Guajardo & 

Guajardo, p. 283, 2002).  

 Thick description of a single case study school was included in this study.  

“Lincoln and Guba have proposed that the case study, accompanied by a methodological 

report, is the reporting mode of choice for the naturalistic study” (Erlandson, Harris, 

Skipper, & Allan, 1993, p. 40).  Unlike more traditional methods the qualitative case 

study provides valuable insight from the requisite detailed information it provides.  “By 

contrast, the case study allows for thick description that puts the reader vicariously into 

the context and allows him or her to interact with the data presented” (Erlandson, et. al, 

p. 40) 

 As previously mentioned in chapter one of this study my role as principal 

investigator and participant in the research setting described by Glesne (1999) and 

Glesne and Peshkin (1992) as “backyard research” is undertaken utilizing a critical 

theoretical perspective that results in a critical ethnography.  It was of paramount 
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importance to me as a researcher to recognize and articulate this subjectivity and dual 

role.  The predisposition of my ontology must also be expressed as based on my 

personal experiences, my academic background, and Latina identity.  My ontology is 

firmly rooted in my cultural, linguistic, and ethnic background.    

 My epistemology clearly evolved after an initial mind-set of vulnerability and 

insecurity engendered from living in a racist society and being educated in a racist 

school system.   Part of the my epistemological actualization was seeking out and 

reading literature in the area of critical qualitative research and writing (Anzaldua, 1999; 

Foley, 1995, 2002; Guajardo & Guajardo, 2002; Kincheloe & McLauren, 2002; Smith, 

1999).  Reflecting closely on the work of these writers I found validation for the 

epistemological lens that I now confidently employ.            

 This chapter presents the methodology and procedures and theoretical framework 

for this research study.  In addition, in this chapter the context of the study and the 

research site was presented.   The participant-observer role of the researcher, the 

population selected for the study, and data collection strategies are also explained.  

Research Context 

 The research context was defined by several areas of investigation.  This study 

focused on the practice of employing high-stakes testing and accountability systems in 

public schools as reform measures, the effect that this educational policy exerts on 

ethnic and race relationships within school communities, and the issues of power 

relationships and hegemony in education (Delgado, 1995; Solórzano, 1997; Solórzano & 

Yasso, 2002).  The proposed study investigated the perceptions of teachers, parents, and 
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other stakeholders in a reconstituted elementary school within this context of high-stakes 

accountability.    

Purpose of the Study 

 The purpose of this study was to identify parent and educator’s perceptions of 

what reforms were implemented within an elementary school to obtain higher test scores 

and the effects that these changes had on people, programs, and instruction.  In addition, 

this study examined the empowering or disabling consequences of these changes on 

members of the school community. Thus, this study provides in depth, qualitative data, 

directly from elementary school parents and educators in an urban elementary school.  In 

addition, through the course of this investigation I present emergent themes of the 

effects of high-stakes testing policy implementation on low income children of color and 

the parents and educators who worked with them in a particular school setting in the 

form of counternarrative.   

Research Questions 

 Three primary research questions guided this research.  A critical race theoretical 

framework was employed.   

1. What material consequences does high-stakes testing reform implemented at x 

school have on teacher morale, school climate, curriculum and programs as 

experienced by parents, teachers, and administrators? 

2. What were the personal experiences of the effects of the reform on parents, 

teachers, and administrators? 
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3. What were the perceptions of parents, teachers, and parents of the effects of 

reform on other members of the school community? 

 
 The first question was proposed to present the perceptions of what the major 

school stakeholders identify as being the material consequences of high-stakes testing 

reform.  The second and third questions, respectively, provided a foundation for this 

study and are related to personal accounts and perceived consequences to other 

stakeholder groups.  The following tables illustrate the design of questions two and 

three, respectively.  

Table 1 

IMPACT OF HIGH-STAKES TESTING REFORM 
(PERSONAL EXPERIENCE) 
STAKEHOLDER SCHOOL 

CLIMATE 
TEACHER 
MORALE 

CURRICULUM PROGRAMS 

PARENT     

TEACHER     

ADMINISTRATOR     

 

Table 2 

CONSEQUENCES OF HIGH-STAKES REFORM 

STAKEHOLDER (PERCEIVED EFFECT ON OTHER STAKEHOLDERS) 

PARENT Parent  Teacher Administrator 

TEACHER Parent  Teacher Administrator 

ADMINISTRATOR Parent Teacher Administrator 
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 Expanding the three major research questions, this study further examined how high-

stakes tests are argued to contribute to equity for children on color and by whom? Did an 

emphasis on increasing test scores result in instructional practices and curriculum what 

were aligned with the students’ language, background, and culture?  These research 

questions were premised on the tenets of critical race theory (Delgado & Stefanic, 2001; 

Freire, 1970; Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995; Roithmayer, 1999; Solórzano & Yasso, 

2002; Waters, 1998).    

 Qualitative techniques were used to guide the data collection and to examine the 

data collected due to the complex and dynamic nature of the stated purpose and 

questions of this research study.  “Qualitative methods are generally supported by the 

interpretivist (also referred to as constructivist) paradigm, which portrays a world in 

which reality is socially constructed, complex, and ever changing (Glesne, 1999, p. 5). 

Methodology 

Qualitative Methods 

 Qualitative research methodology is described by researchers in the field of 

naturalistic inquiry (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Eisner, 1991; Glesne, 1999; Lincoln & 

Guba, 1985; Tierney & Lincoln, 1997; Wolcott, 2001) as being appropriate to examine 

the complexity of societal topics such as the one proposed for study.  Denzin and 

Lincoln (2000) describe the advancement of qualitative research and its application in 

the field of education.  “Soon, qualitative research would be employed in other social 

and behavioral science disciplines, including education (especially the work of Dewey), 

history, political science, business, medicine, nursing, social work, and 
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communications”(p. 1).   This method is particularly suited to this study for the 

following reasons: 

• Qualitative research method places the observer in the context of the research 

setting allowing the researcher to interpret representations of the context such 

as field notes, interviews, conversations, recordings, and memos. 

• Qualitative research includes the use of functional materials such as case 

study, personal experience, reflection, artifacts, journals, texts, and archived 

materials. 

• Qualitative research uses triangulation or multiple sources to obtain an in 

depth understanding of the study problem and the study questions (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2000). 

Critical Ethnographic Orientation 

 Coupled with qualitative methods for this study I utilized a critical ethnographic 

orientation to record the events, processes, and policies that occurred in an elementary 

school setting within the environment of high-stakes accountability and to 

collaboratively frame an activist proposal for moving forward from the documented 

events. 

Critical ethnographers focus on how knowledge is both powerful and 
political.  Focusing on groups marginal to the dominant culture, 
researchers attempt to understand and describe the experiences, 
consciousness, and cultural context of people living in asymmetrical 
power relationships (Glesne, p. 11).       
 

This orientation provided participants the opportunity to contribute powerful narratives 

that became recognized on the same level as the majoritarian account of the same events, 
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processes, and policies. In addition, these contributions were utilized to formulate 

strategies and challenge the on going policy of high stakes accountability and elucidate 

its racist impact.  

 Another central aspect to the critical ethnographic orientation that I utilized was 

the interrelatedness of Freire’s (1970) problem-posing method.  This method provides a 

process for challenging the dominant group the ideology and values.  “Freire’s message 

remains more relevant than ever.  The process of reflecting and acting on one’s reality 

by describing and defining a problem clearly, analyzing its causes, and acting to resolve 

it are key elements in problem-posing methodology” (Smith-Maddox & Solorzano,2004, 

p. 70).  

Single Case Study Strategy  

 To facilitate the in depth examination of the events and processes that took place 

within a large urban school that initiated a focused emphasis on high-stakes test results, 

a single case study approach was utilized.  “The case study is a research strategy which 

focuses the dynamics present within single settings” (Eisenhart, 1989, p. 534).  The focal 

point of this case study was a low income, elementary school populated by children of 

color.  Concentrating on one elementary school allowed time for a focused examination 

on the intense data provided by the study participants.    

In describing the use of case study research Stake (1994) explains his 

understanding of researchers’ purposes in utilizing case study strategy and he also 

describes different types of case studies.  “Different researchers have different purposes 
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for studying cases.  To keep such differences in mind, I find it useful to identify three 

different types of study.”  Stake identifies the following: 

• Intrinsic case study illustrates a particular trait or problem. 

• Instrumental case study provides insight into an issue or refinement of theory. 

• Collective case study inquires into a phenomenon, population, or general 

condition (Stake, p. 237). 

To complement the purpose of this study an instrumental case study was undertaken to 

seek to provide opportunity to “provide insight” the consequences that an emphasis on 

high-stakes tests results have on programmatic and instructional practices in an 

elementary school for low income students of color and to refine a critical race theory 

framework. 

According to Eisenhart (1989) “case studies can be used to accomplish several 

aims” (p. 535).  Data from case studies can provide description, test, or generate theory.   

The purpose of using a single case study approach in this study is to provide 

comprehensive description of events and an opportunity to analyze these events through 

a critical race framework.  

 Generally established by researchers, the limitations of using qualitative research 

methods and a single case study strategy are that qualitative research occurs in 

situational context, at a specific time and under particular circumstances, that the study 

is singular, and that limited generalization can be made (Wolcott, 2001).  In discussing a 

critique of qualitative research, Robert Yin contends that in some arenas researchers 

believe that “qualitative analysis—with its implicit companion, the case study—cannot 
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be regarded a rational, much less scientific venture” (Yin, 1981).  Consequently, the 

following steps were undertaken to address the address these concerns: 

1. The data gathering process was broadened to include all ethnicity and genders 

of parents, teachers and educators. 

2. The process of triangulation was used by observing and recording data from 

the participants using interviews; viewing public video taped community and 

school board meetings; compiling newspaper accounts; and utilizing archived 

administrator journal reflections and participants’ written narratives. 

3. Member checking was conducted throughout the study of the participants’ 

contributions and interpretations made by the researcher. 

4. Documents and other artifacts were examined to support the data collected. 

5. Peers and colleagues were consulted to review data for the purpose of 

establishing collective judgment and to substantiate findings while the study 

was in draft form (Merriam, 1985). 

In addition, an honest and open recognition of the role of subjectivity in my research 

was undertaken.  I attempted to monitor my subjectivity by detecting, through a 

process of self reflection (researcher journal), how I utilized subjectivity to gain 

insight and awareness and balance (Glesne, 1999).   

Trustworthiness 

  The obligation for the qualitative researcher to provide credibility and 

trustworthiness in the research that they conduct is vital.  To me this obligation was 

and is paramount.  Particularly, as a woman of color, I take this endeavor seriously 
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because often this element is absent, misrepresented, or misconstrued in conventional, 

majoritarian inquiries.  It was my goal that this research study on the impact, on 

children of color and their school communities of high stakes testing used for reform, 

add to the body of knowledge in an accurate, reliable, and valid manner.  

If intellectual inquiry is to have an impact on human knowledge, either by 
adding to an overall body of knowledge or by solving a particular 
problem, it must guarantee some measure of credibility about what it has 
inquired, must communicate in a manner that will enable application by 
its intended audience, and must enable its audience to check on its 
findings and the inquiry process by which the findings were obtained 
(Erlandson, et. al, p. 28). 
 

To those ends, the means that I employed to meet the goal of trustworthiness were 

member checks, peer debriefing, triangulation, and referential adequacy materials to 

ensure credibility; the use of thick description and purposive sampling to encourage 

transferability; the provision of a dependability audit to provide for dependability; and 

finally to establish a confirmability audit to meet the criteria of comfirmability 

(Erlandson, et. al, p.28-35).  In addition, the backyard nature of this research required 

that I maintain consistent vigilance on my insider-outsider role as researcher and 

participant.  I regularly reflected upon my role by maintaining fieldnotes and a reflexive 

journal (Erlandson, et al.); engaged in dialogue with colleagues and study participants; 

and reviewed archival documents and personal journals.       

 Research Site and Participants 

  “Case study is not a methodological choice, but a choice of object to be studied” 

(Stake, 1994).  In this study the research site was a particular elementary school that 

underwent the effects of change driven by the school district’s emphasis on high-stakes 
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accountability results.  This study provides a description of how parents, teachers, and 

administrators of the school perceived the consequences of a focus by the school district 

on the results of the state accountability system high-stakes test as well as thick 

description of the school.  This research generated data that can be considered by 

educational policy makers and school reformers.  According to Stake (1994), choosing a 

particular case involves gathering data on the following: 

1. the nature of the case 

2. the historical background 

3. the physical setting 

4. other contexts, including economic, political, legal and aesthetic 

5. other cases through which this case is recognized 

6. those informants through whom the case can be known (Stake, p 238). 

Researchers agree that case selection is important.  Understanding the significance of the 

study focus may depend on choosing the case well (Patton, 1990; Stake, 1994; Yin, 

1989).  

Purposeful Site Selection  

 In an effort to understand the factors involved in the high-stakes testing and the 

consequence that result for low income students of color a purposeful selection of the 

school site involved the following considerations: 

1. The school selected is an elementary level school that was reconstituted by 

school district policy decisions focused on the state accountability system and to 

high-stakes test results. 
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2. The school selected is a low socio economic level school (over 70% on free and 

reduced lunch) with a predominately minority population (over 90% Hispanic 

and African American students). 

3. The school selected was performing at an acceptable level on the state 

accountability system. 

4. The administrator of the school had been there for six years providing exposure 

to extensive information regarding the events, processes, and policies that 

occurred during an extended period of time. 

5. The participants selected were parents, teachers, and school staff that were at the 

school during the 2001-2002 school year.  Consent forms explaining the study 

purpose, data collection, interviewing, member checking, and confidentiality 

were provided to each participant. 

Regarding the ethics in qualitative research Punch (1994) delineates a number of 

procedures that qualitative researchers should uphold.   

Conventional practice and ethical codes espouse the view that various 
safeguards should protect the privacy and identity of research subjects.  
Identities, locations of individuals and places are concealed in published 
results, data collected are held in anonymized form, and all data kept 
securely confidential (p. 92). 
 

In this regard, every effort has been made to maintain protect the confidentiality 

and privacy of people and places.  Each participant was assigned a pseudonym, 

the school was referred to as the case study school or by the pseudonym Alta 

Vista School, and artifacts that are included have been modified and kept secure.   
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Research Setting 

Historical Background 

  The school site studied was a large, urban, inner city elementary school.  Located 

in a predominately minority community, the school was designated a Title I school 

determined by the large percentage of students who participated in the free/reduced 

lunch program.  The demographics of the school in 1996 were approximately 65% 

Hispanic, 30% African American, and 5% White student population. These percentages 

represented a shift in the demographics of the school and community that previously was 

predominately African American.  Based on spring 1995 TAAS test scores the school 

was identified low performing.   

 Also in the spring of 1995, I was hired as the new principal and a new assistant 

principal was also hired at the school.  The previous administrators had been at the 

school for ten years.  The school’s principal was African American and the assistant 

principal was white.  They were replaced by myself, a Hispanic female and an African 

American female assistant principal.  The school had a large Latino and African 

American enrollment that steadily increased to the level of 930 students during the 1999-

2000 school year.  The school was overcrowded with over 25 classroom housed in 

portable buildings in addition to the main school facility.  The school’s staff was diverse 

and the new administrators we sought to maintain that diversity.  Although student 

achievement indicates longitudinal increase over the school years 1995-1996 to 2000-

2001, the scores declined slightly during school years 1998-1999 and 1999-2000 (AEIS 

data).  In the fall of 1995, as the new administrator assigned to this school I was directed 
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by the superintendent and deputy superintendent to go into the school “create a sense of 

urgency” and make the changes I needed to make in order to organize the school 

operation, establish appropriate student behavior, and  improve teaching and learning.       

Summary of Events and Projects 

 As administrator of the case study school, together with the assistant principal, I 

addressed challenges in the areas of increasing student achievement, upgrading 

instruction, improving student management, supervising faculty and staff, implementing 

fiscal processes, coordinating programs, addressing building and facility issues, and 

improving school climate.    Initiatives in these target areas proved challenging due to a 

legacy of low expectations and an attitude of “business as usual”.  I realize now, as I did 

in 1996, the first year of my assignment, that although these major projects often seemed 

insurmountable, it was the children that made these tasks “doable” and as the school 

administrator I dedicated myself to that effort.  In terms of the organizational structure 

and organizational behavior, we made a commitment to expect the best for a diverse and 

extremely capable group of children by attempting to include all stake holders into the 

work of the school. 

Governance 

 A change in school administrators brought change in school governance.  It was 

apparent from reading site visit reports and interviews with the area superintendent, 

teachers and staff that the previous administrator has operated the school as an autocracy 

(Morgan, 2000).  He administered the school with a small group of staff who made 

many of the school decisions and operated as sometimes self appointed administrative 
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designee in the principal’s regular absences.  This group was composed of the school 

counselor, secretary, parent involvement representative, and assistant principal.  This 

group was hierarchal with the principal at the top followed in status by the parent 

representative, the counselor, the assistant principal and the secretary.   In the principal’s 

absence it was not uncommon for any one of these persons to make a decision or to 

speak for the school.  Each was accustomed to making important disciplinary decisions 

and to take disciplinary action with students.  The school’s fiscal, instructional, staff, and 

facility matters were largely unattended.  Instructional decisions were primarily the 

responsibility of an instructional specialist and a small circle of influential teachers.  

School records documented numerous discipline referrals.   Faculty and staff appraisals 

were above average.  There were no teachers or staff on improvement plans or and no 

one in contractual difficulty.  Student performance was low, teaching practices were 

mediocre, student management ineffective, and student behavior was inappropriate.  

There was a powerful informal structure exemplified by lounge talk and off campus 

conversation; cliques and power networks; and status structures and informal leaders.   

The previous administrator had attracted numerous programs to the school over the 

course of his lengthy tenure at the school.  The programs that were designed to impact 

student behavior and student achievement were largely uncoordinated with the school 

and ineffective as evidenced by the low performing status of the school and the large 

number of discipline referrals, suspensions, and expulsions the previous year. 

 As a new administrator I attempted to institute a new organizational structure for 

the school by utilizing the Accelerated Schools Model of cadres to accomplish the work 
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of the school.  The assistant principal and I also attempted to utilize the school Campus 

Advisory Council, grade level teams, vertical teams, and a steering committee of 

teachers from each grade level for decision making.  The assistant principal operated 

more as a co principal and shared duties and authority with the principal.  We were both 

consistently present in the classrooms and on campus and met regularly with decision 

making groups.  Ineffective or inappropriate teaching was met with corrective feedback 

to the teacher or staff member or improvement plans.  Discipline was considered to be 

the major responsibility of the classroom teacher with support from the parents, 

counselor and administrators.  This different organizational framework was articulated at 

faculty meetings by the new administrator.           

Faculty and Staff 

 In the area of faculty and staff, higher standards were set for the office and 

custodial staff, and the teaching staff by the new administrators.  With documentation, 

regular meetings, training, terminations, and restructuring we are realizing our goal of an 

efficiently and well organized school office and a clean and orderly building.  The 

decision to hire a management assistant who was responsible for accounting and all 

budget matters has had a major impact on the school.  In preparing for an internal audit 

there developed greater confidence.  The previous audit under the school 

secretary/bookkeeper had reported a $24,000 debt.  The school’s new management 

assistant, was organized, experienced, and demonstrated initiative and good judgment.  

The custodial staff also underwent transition with the documentation and termination of 
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two positions and the hiring or two new twelve month employees, including a new head 

custodian.  

 Professional staff was impacted positively with the transfer of teachers to other 

schools, several terminations, and the goal of hiring high quality teachers as vacancies 

occurred.  For example, two Smithsonian National Faculty members, the Teacher of the 

Humanities Award recipient, a bilingual teacher who has completed a doctoral degree, 

two teachers who were selected for the district’s Teacher Leadership Program and a 

number of experienced and credentialed individuals were added to the faculty by the 

new administration.  Fortunately, some of the excellent teachers, who were previously at 

the school remained.  The school benefited from the hiring of the State and National 

Bilingual Teacher of the Year. In addition, the new administration was frank and open 

with new hires by describing the challenges we face in each of the aforementioned areas 

and the need for teachers who are up to those challenges.  The University of Texas 

Education Department placed regular education and bilingual student teachers in 

classrooms and planned to expand these placements with students in the Reading 

Cohort.   However, as new administrators we also identified legacy teachers requiring 

improvement.  Several teachers were placed on professional development plans with the 

intent of improving their instruction and management of students and directly impacting 

student achievement.  Two teachers who were placed in contractual difficulty and on 

professional development plans were not rehired. Personnel issues became controversial 

and challenging.  My expectation was that the teachers teaching the students with the 

greatest needs must be the greatest teachers.  This expectation required a great deal of 
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time committed to being present in the classrooms, observing instruction, providing 

feedback, compiling documentation, providing professional development opportunities, 

and maintaining the highest of standard for teaching the children.   This area also 

required compassion, patience, and understanding for low performing adults; a challenge 

area for me.  This increased attention to high expectations and quality of the teaching 

was a new concept the school.  The decisions made in this area directly impacted 

organizational behavior issues.   There was some negative reaction to the new faculty 

members and the monitoring of instruction.    

School Building and Facility 

 As the new principal and assistant principal we encountered neglected, 

disorganized, and unsanitary building conditions. The improvement that occurred in this 

area was a definite source of satisfaction to the new administrators, teachers, and 

parents.  The building facility under the previous administrator was not given sufficient 

attention as demonstrated by the inordinate amount of time required to make 

improvement in this area.  Parents, students, and other visitors to the campus commented 

on improvements made to the school facility.    Extensive renovations and redesign to 

the building made a dramatic and much needed change to the sub standard conditions of 

the building.  Improvements in the painting of exterior and interior surfaces, rewiring for 

electrical and technology needs, replacement of windows, redesign of the administrative 

area, completion of a commons area, redesign of the teacher workroom and supply area, 

attempts serious drainage problems, moving of a grease trap, addition of door vision 

panels, and the construction of a circular driveway were accomplished.  In addition, 
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student desks and chairs were replaced in all classroom area and the front administrative 

areas.  Parents and community members became involved in insuring that functional 

equity, to the extent possible, for the students became a reality.  It was my position that 

students and teachers require space conducive to teaching and learning.  Improvement of 

the school facility, the children’s desks and chairs and the school yard was undertaken 

for the purpose of impacting the school’s culture and climate.  Ironically, even these 

improvements were met with cynicism by some of the legacy staff who maintained 

staunch loyalty to the previous school administrator.                

Instruction and Student Achievement 

 Some positive growth and change occurred in the area of improvement of 

instruction and student achievement. The year before the change in administration the 

school was rated low performing.  Longitudinal analysis of TAAS scores since 1994-

1995 showed positive (+18.5) growth, although longitudinal comparison with spring 

2001 scores indicate that the students show inconsistent growth during the 1998-1999 

and 1999-2000 school years.  Achievement peaked at over 65% scores for all groups in 

1998-99, but showed slight declines, especially in third grade scores in 2000. 

 In the spring of 2001, all students in disaggregated groups in fourth and fifth 

grades scored above the 70% (2001 AEIS Report).  Scores for all students, passing all 

sections of TAAS show consistency, except third grade.  Disaggregated scores for 

African American students demonstrate passing rates that are below 40% in 

accountability system.  An area of concern and focus was the lower passing rates of 

African American students, especially at third grade (see chart data). 
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Figure 5 
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 Increases in the Texas Learning Index for students indicate that programmatic 

changes were taking place. Literacy initiatives with the training provided for teachers in 

Frameworks and Literacy Backbone literacy staff development began to show 

indications of implementation of effective literacy strategies in the classrooms.  

Evidence of student writing, print rich environments, home literacy strategies, a 

balanced approach (phonics instruction, literature opportunities, shared, guided and 

directed reading) to reading instruction, and technology support for literacy instruction 

was beginning to be observed in a number of classrooms.  Additional funding through an 

Academics 2000 grant made initiatives such as Home Literacy Library and Accelerated 

Reader possible.  Dual Language instruction and Individualize Language Arts 

Montessori training was undertaken through an additional Title VII grant that I wrote in 

collaboration with district bilingual education staff that was awarded in the amount of 

$1.5M over a five year  period.  A project director was hired to implement the grant with 

the goal of improving the student achievement of both African American and Hispanic 

students at the school.  The implementation of literacy initiates became the work of an 
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effectively operational Literacy Cadre.  Math instruction was strengthened through the 

restructuring of the math curriculum.  A comprehensive plan for the 2000-2001 school 

year was written to provide additional training and materials, including the 

Investigations curriculum at all grade levels.  Montessori math training sessions were 

planned and conducted on campus.  Instructional issues in the area of math and science 

was addressed through the comprehensive work of the school’s Math/Science Cadre.  

Parent curriculum meetings, in the evenings provided the parents with information 

regarding the instruction that their children should be receiving.  Student achievement 

was monitored by a series of periodic assessments administered by third, fourth, and 

fifth grade teachers.  The results of these assessments were reviewed and formed the 

basis for making instructional and curriculum decisions.  Extended day and extended 

year classes were conducted for students.  Regular classroom supervision of instruction 

with feedback to teachers was one of the most critical aspects of improving instruction.  

This regular classroom supervision conducted by the principal, the assistant principal, 

curriculum and assessment specialist, instructional coordinators, and consultants was an 

unfamiliar administrative practice under the previous administrator.  The proposed goals 

set forth in the area of instruction and student achievement called for a rigorous and 

challenging curriculum taught to every student in every classroom on a regular and 

consistent basis. 
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Student Management  

 The children at the school were found to be diverse, bright, and intelligent.   

They demonstrated confidence and talents that need to be developed.  The management 

of these students was a challenge and at the same time a joy to the new administrators!   

The students responded to consistent limits, high expectations, and kindness extended 

towards them by the new administrators.  They were perceptive and responded to 

discipline with dignity.  Even the most difficult student responded positively to a firm, 

fair, and consistent approach to improve inappropriate behavior.  School staff was 

provided training in the Assertive Discipline program of Lee Canter. As the new 

principal and instructional leader I provided opportunities for additional training for 

teachers on professional intervention plans targeting student management.  A behavior 

specialist was made available for consultation with several teachers.  Students were 

provided with simple and clear rules for expected behavior and social skills instruction 

every week on a school wide basis.   Progress was made in the area of student 

management resulting in students who were happier, more cooperative, and eagerly 

engaged in academic learning time.  It was my expressed philosophy that every student, 

even the most disruptive, non compliant student could be reached and could experience 

success.  It was a pleasure to be the principal to such a wonderful group of students.  

This was a major change in student management approach from the previous 

administration.  Under the former principal and assistant principal there were over 1500 

documented referrals written by teachers for inappropriate student behavior resulting in 

suspensions to an alternative school, expulsions, and in school suspensions.      
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Coordination of School Programs  

 Most of the existing programs at the school that had been acquired under the 

previous administrator were maintained.  A few programs have been systematically 

abandoned.  The programs that were continued proved to be effective.    It was 

imperative; however, that each program coordinator understand that the effectiveness of 

each had to translate directly to improved student achievement or improved student 

behavior.  Two important literacy programs Reading Recovery and Montessori dual 

language instruction were initiated.   The research regarding both of these literacy 

initiatives show increases in student literacy levels.   The Reading Recovery program 

was taught by two excellent teachers.  They were meticulous and conscientious in the 

reading instruction that they provided students who tested in the bottom quartile on 

reading assessments.  All of our programs were required to provide an assessment report 

at the end of the year, indicating impact on student progress.  

A Microlevel Rationale for Organizational Change 

 Change was a slow and difficult process, but that does not mean that one can not 

nudge it, push it, prod it, and move it along.   “Large scale change in an organization 

involves a process of experimentation and learning. It is impossible to anticipate all the 

problems or to prepare detailed plans for how to carry out all aspects of the change” 

(Yukul, 1998, p. 448). The first year of my assignment at this school I made a conscious 

decision that the existing conditions necessitated change.  Some people would wondered 

why the “big rush”?  Why the “sense of urgency?”  My response to those people was 

that it was because of the children.  The children at the school were found to be so smart, 
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so capable, so energetic, and so eager!  Yet these same students had been allowed to 

come to school and be unfocused, unchallenged, and little engaged in academic learning 

time.   These children came to us sometimes way behind their middle class peers 

because of the circumstance of their economic status and their race.  That is the only 

difference.  The complexities of their environments affected them sometimes even 

before they are born.  Having been a classroom teacher prior to becoming an 

administrator I knew all to well about these complexities; but at the same time I had first 

hand experience and knowledge of the intelligence, potential, and resilience of the 

children.  

A Child Centered Vision for the School    

 I viewed the school as a place where inequity would be evened out through the 

process of change.  Improvement in school governance, faculty and staff, the 

instructional programs, student achievement, the building, student management, and 

support programs was needed. It was also the my belief that the children did not have 

time to wait for inadequate teachers to decide that they needed to improve their teaching 

and student management skills.  The children did not have time to wait for the 

implementation of best practices in literacy, math, science and social studies in each of 

their classrooms.  The children did not have time to fit the programs provided; the 

programs must fit the children.  The children did not have time to wait for a school 

facility that was clean, orderly, well equipped and conducive to the educational process. 

The children did not have time to wait to be educated by caring and sensitive adults who 
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are talented at setting limits, demonstrating a caring and loving attitude, and challenging 

students to achieve their human potential. 

 The staff and faculty realized that I had extensive classroom experience and 

could recognize excellent instruction.  The teaching staff and faculty quickly understood 

that the best instruction was expected in every classroom.  I set and articulated the 

standard for instruction very high.  Teachers were expected to reach for that standard 

and maintain it. Teachers had to become accustomed the regular presence of myself, as 

the principal, and assistant principal, consultants, coordinators, behavior specialists, and 

the curriculum specialist in the classrooms. This strategy became a key to encouraging 

the implementation of effective strategies learned in staff development sessions.  The 

teachers understood that it was of little value to attend staff development sessions if the 

strategies they learned were not implemented in the classroom.  These expectations did 

result in tension and resistance, especially among African American faculty and staff 

that had worked under the previous administrator. 

Application of Organizational Theory  

 Analytical consideration of the organizational structure of the case study school 

can be conceptualized as two types of organizational systems.  Under the previous 

administrator the school can be characterized as a bureaucracy.   According to Hoy and 

Miskel (1996), “The structural element of the school as a social system is found in its 

formal organization.  Max Weber’s (1947) classic analysis of bureaucracy is a good 

beginning point for our discussion of the organizational structure in schools because it is 

the theoretical basis of most contemporary treatments” (p. 47).  The hierarchy of 
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authority was clearly defined in the hands of the principal and several other members of 

the school support staff.  Decisions of the school were made according to the school’s 

unwritten procedure with the exception of the discipline decisions which were clearly 

written out and followed.  In the principal’s absence, those directly below him made 

decisions for him.  Teaching and learning was supervised by the instructional specialist 

and a small group of teachers.  The procedural matters such as textbooks, accounting, 

attendance, and registration was the responsibility of the office staff under the direction 

of the secretary.   Under this mechanistic organizational framework the following 

conditions of Hage and Aiken’s Axiomatic Theory (1970) can be said to have existed: 

• A lower level of complexity. 

• A higher level of efficiency. 

• A higher level of formalization (rules and regulations). 

• A higher level of stratification (status). 

• A greater degree of centralization.  

 In addition, the school under the former administration had a strong political and 

informal organizational system that caused a degree of dysfunctional behavior.  Hoy and 

Miskel describe the informal organization as “a system of interpersonal relations that 

forms spontaneously within all formal organizations” (p.53).  

 In contrast I viewed the organization as an agent for needed change to meet the 

demands of the environment.  The organizational structure under my leadership and with 

the assistant principal’s support was an organic one.  The purpose of adopting a more 

organismic approach to the organizational structure was to accomplish and respond to 
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the need for change to occur in the school.  Specifically, I adopted a contingency 

approach to organizing the school.  It was the my view that the school’s stakeholders 

had to be included in the decision n making and planning processes of the school to meet 

the challenge of changing demographics, to meet the standards of the state’s 

accountability system, and to meet the need to implement best instructional and student 

management practices.   Under my proposed contingency approach the following 

characteristics from Hage and Aiken’s Axiomatic Theory (1970) describe the 

organizational conditions that were presented: 

• A higher level of complexity. 

• A lower level of efficiency. 

• A lower level of formalization (rules and regulations). 

• A lower level of stratification (status).  

• A greater degree of decentralization.      

Recognizing the strong informal organization that was operating in the school and 

anticipating the higher level of complexity that would result as the school hierarchy was 

reduced and the status of individuals was affected I sought the input of stakeholders 

(teachers, staff, faculty and parents) and a positive school climate cadre was formed.  

The work of the school was outlined in the Campus Improvement Plan was written 

collaboratively with faculty, staff and parents and carried forth by the Campus Advisory 

Council and the school cadres.  In essence, I attempted to set forth an open systems view 

to respond to environmental factors impacting the school.  Gareth Morgan (1998) 
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outlines the following aspects of open systems theory that characterized the school’s 

new organizational structure: 

1. Open systems theory emphasizes the importance of the environment in 

which organizations exist.  

2.  Organizations are seen as sets of interrelated subsystems. 

3. The open systems approach encourages us to establish congruencies or 

alignments between different systems and to identify and eliminate 

potential dysfunctions (p. 43-44). 

In addition, as the new administrative leadership I also attempted to guide decision 

making behavior that modeled the following concepts of contingency theory: 

• Organizations are open systems that need careful management to 

satisfy and balance internal needs and to adapt to environmental 

circumstances. 

• There is no one best way of organizing.  The appropriate form 

depends on the kind of task or environment with which one is dealing. 

• Management must be concerned, above all else, with achieving 

alignments and “good fits.” 

• Different approaches to management may be necessary to 

perform different tasks within the same organization.  

• Different types or species of organizations are needed in different 

types of environments (Morgan, 1998, p. 44). 
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 Organizational Response 

 Despite my careful consideration of the new approach that I was proposing for 

the purpose of implementing change and utilizing an organizational framework that was 

less mechanistic and more organic, some resistance to the proposed changes occurred.  

The prevailing literature on change reports that this phenomenon is a predictable and 

common part of the change process (Morgan, 1998; Levin, 1951; Yukul, 1998).   The 

informal and political aspects of the organization have posed greater influence than was 

anticipated. Underestimating this influence is due in part to maximizing the focus on 

school governance and minimizing the human aspect of the organization.  “When 

administrators analyze their organizations, impersonal concepts of school structure many 

times overshadow a consideration of such individual and personal concepts as 

knowledge, motivation, and emotion.  When this happens, a distorted picture develops 

because schools are places teaming with people” (Hoy and Miskel, 1996, p.91). 

 An additional factor was the lack of focus on the interrelatedness and dynamics 

of the eight factors in Hage and Aiken’s (1970) Axiomatic Theory.  Changing the 

structural factors of centralization, formalization, complexity and stratification will 

impact the outputs factors of adaptiveness, production, efficiency, and job satisfaction.  

In careful analysis of the case study school conditions, perhaps the disruption of the 

status system that was so influential and powerful under the previous administration was 

the greatest factor in resisting the implementation of change and innovation in the 

school.  It was apparent that for those staff members still remaining with the 

organization from the former administration, efforts should have to be made to protect 
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the status of those individuals within the process of the proposed innovations. A 

conclusion can be reached, however, regarding the serviceability of organizing school 

from an organismic framework that links organizational design and environmental 

change.  “The thesis here is that under conditions of rapid environmental change, 

successful organizations adopt less formal, more decentralized, and professionally 

specialized structures that can adapt more quickly and effectively to change”  (Gorton, 

et. al., 1997, p. 110).  

Unilateral Decision for Restructuring 

 Contrary to the previously referenced research; documented and successful 

improvements; a written plan for continued school improvement at all levels; and an 

acceptable school rating based on TAAS scores in the spring of 2001 unanticipated 

change was announced from the district level to restructure the school.  With no 

previous indication of systemic crisis or failure at the school a top down decision was 

imposed for changes in instructional programs, staff, and the school administration.  The 

articulated school district rationale was low student performance on the TAAS test.  The 

following school year a plan to provide for a prescriptive, data driven instructional 

program, additional resources and materials; and a highly trained and experienced 

teaching and administrative staff were announced for the school.  Parents and teachers 

questioned the need for the announced dramatic changes in the school.  Attempts were 

made by the school community to negotiate with school district officials and the 

superintendent regarding the school’s restructuring. Despite opposition, resistance, and 

questions from the school community, school district superintendent presented and 
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maintained a non negotiable stance and restructuring of the school was implemented in 

the fall of 2002. 

Purposeful Participant Selection 

 The participants selected for this study were parents, teachers, and school staff 

that were present at the school during the fall and spring of the 2001-2002 school year.  I 

purposefully selected study participants.  In addition, after each interview it was not 

uncommon for a participant to volunteer contact information for additional interview 

subjects, thereby creating the use of a network or chain sampling strategy (Glesne, p. 

29).  All of the study participants selected and interviewed had previously been members 

of the school community for a minimum of four years. Because of the comprehensive 

nature of the restructuring implemented at the case study school all of the study 

participants were no longer at the selected school site at the time of their interviews.  

Twelve members of the school community were interviewed for this study.  All 

ethnicities and genders were represented in the participant sample.  Two of the 

interviews were conducted in Spanish.  The number of participants interviewed was 

influenced by the intensity of emotions and narrative detail evoked by the participants’ 

recollection and memories of their experiences during the first four interviews 

conducted.  Based on the following recommended rationale and reasoning a purposive 

sampling strategy was employed. “The logic and power of purposeful sampling lies in 

selecting information-rich cases for study in depth.  Information rich cases are those 

from which one can learn a great deal about issues of central importance to the purpose 

of the research…” (Patton, 1990, p. 169).       
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Procedures and Data Collection 

 Qualitative research methods provide for data collection procedures that 

encourage the accumulation of large amounts of data.  Data collection “ranges from the 

interview to direct observation, the analysis of artifacts, documents, and cultural records, 

and the use of visual materials or personal experience” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000, p. 23).  

The data collection that was undertaken in this study obtained the perspectives of 

parents, teachers, and other school staff in the form of the following procedures or 

artifacts: 

1. Individual interviews with parents, staff, and teachers using open ended 

interview questions. 

2. Written narrative of events of the 2001-02 school years from administrator, 

teacher, parent, and professional staff. 

3. Administrator journal entries and reflections. 

4. Collection of six year (1997-2002) AEIS longitudinal testing data from the state 

accountability system for the target elementary school. 

5. Collection of three years (2001-2002; 2002-2003; 2003-2004) AEIS data from 

the state education agency for the targeted school. 

6. Collection of artifacts: video tapes of meetings, memos, newspaper articles, 

taped news coverage. 

The data collected provided a wealth of discourse on the situational context of the school 

and its stakeholders.  These data became the basis on which to conduct analysis and gain 

relevance for the study inquiry. 
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What are normally called data—journal entries, field notes, photographs, 
and so on—are for us, better thought of as field texts.  They are texts 
created by the participants and researchers to represent aspects of the 
field experience.  Some documents that eventually become field texts 
may have been created prior to the inquiry, or even during the inquiry but 
for a different purpose.  Such documents became field texts when they 
became relevant to the inquiry (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 413). 
  

Following the careful collection of data for the study, the information was studied and 

analyzed.  The field text was interpreted and recreated to make sense of the information 

collected.  “Qualitative research is endlessly creative and interpretive.  The researcher 

does not just leave the field with mountains of empirical materials and easily write up 

his or her findings.  Qualitative interpretations are constructed” (Denzin & Lincoln, 

2000, p. 23).  

Data Analysis 

 In conducting the analysis of the data it was important to avoid what Miles and 

Huberman (1998) call “analytic bias”.  This bias is described in the following manner: 

• Interpreting events as more patterned and congruent than they really are, lopping 

off the many loose ends of which social life is made. 

• Overweighting data from articulate, well informed, usually high status 

informants and under representing data from less articulate, lower status ones. 

• Losing your perspective or your ‘bracketing’ ability, being co-opted into the 

perceptions and explanations of local informants (p. 263). 

 Data analysis consisted of reading, re reading, and interpreting the information 

accumulated (Wolcott, 2001).  I considered responses to the following questions to 

guide the classifying and coding of the accumulated data that resulted in preliminary 
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coding.  The questions I considered are those recommended by Glesne (1999) for 

making connections between the stories: 

1. What is being illuminated? 

2. How do the stories connect? 

3. What themes and patterns give shape to your data? (p. 135).    

Coding of transcripts of interviews, field notes, and archived data was undertaken. This 

resulted in related data clumps that were sorted and classified. Analysis of materials 

included this on going process of resorting and classifying data clusters into 

identification of the major emerging themes.  For example, one of the major patterns and 

connections that I detected was what I interpreted as a rejection of accountability and 

high stakes testing of students.  On further analysis, reclassifying and resorting, I 

discovered a different theme that is included in chapter four.  This theme was an 

acceptance and support for accountability and a unanimous rejection of high stakes 

testing practices.  Strategies that proved of benefit to me were the process of coding and 

the use of data displays two of the major techniques discussed by Glesne (1999). 

“Qualitative researchers use many techniques (such as coding, data displays, and 

computer programs) to help organize, classify, and find themes in their data, but they 

still must find ways to make connections that are ultimately meaningful to themselves 

and the reader (p. 148).  The challenge came in the interpretation of the data and 

recognizing the emergent themes.  From the themes that emerged a summary, 

implications and conclusions were written.    
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  Triangulation, the use of multiple sources and methods was used to establish 

trustworthiness of the study findings.  Interview transcription results were compared 

between parent, teacher, and school staff participants to establish emergent themes or 

constructs.  Opportunity was provided to study participants to review transcripts and 

identified themes.  In addition, findings and conclusions were presented to the 

participants in draft form for the purpose of member checking.  Lincoln and Guba 

(1985) discuss the importance of credibility of study interpretations are dependent on 

three factors.   

In summary we believe it to be the case that the probability that finding 
(and interpretations based on them) will be found to be more credible if 
the inquirer is able to demonstrate a prolonged period of engagement, to 
provide persistent observation, and to triangulate by using different 
sources, different methods, and sometimes multiple investigators (p. 
307). 
 

Summary 

 This chapter outlined the research methodology and procedures utilized for this 

study.  Qualitative research method and a single case study strategy are discussed as the 

methodology that was employed to examine the study questions.  This chapter also 

outlined the questions that guided this research:  From a critical race theoretical 

perspective does an emphasis on high-stakes test results contribute to the 

democratization of children of color?  Does an emphasis on increasing high-stakes tests 

scores result in instructional practices and curriculum that are aligned with the students’ 

language, background, and culture?  What were the empowering or disabling 

consequences of these changes perceived by members of the school community?   
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 Data from interviews, artifacts, data records, and reflective journals was outlined 

in this chapter as sources that were used in this study for data collection, analysis, 

triangulation, and establishing findings.  Thematic analysis was undertaken by coding 

emergent themes within interview transcripts, narrative reflections, retrospective and 

real time journals and archived documents.  In addition the researcher journal that was 

maintained throughout the entire dissertation process was a valuable source during the 

analysis and coding of data for emergent themes.     
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CHAPTER IV:  THEMATIC ANALYSIS   
 

Introduction 

 The testing of students in American’s public schools has been an accepted 

practice since the inception of public schooling in the nineteenth century (Ravitch, 

2002).  Testing practice is situated within the context of the existent constructs of race, 

racism, and racialization that researchers argue has been ever-present in American 

society (Blauner, 2001, 1972;  Rosales, 1996; Tekaki, 1993; Omni & Winant, 1994).  

Historically, testing has been used for assessing the student’s mastery of content.   

Nineteenth-century schools frequently tested their students to see if they 
had mastered what they were taught. Some tests were district wide, 
whereas others were written by the teachers. The tests were very specific 
in terms of what they expected students to know; there was little room for 
ambiguity or nuance (Ravitch, p. 10). 
 

In the last fifteen to twenty years, the testing of students has evolved from diagnostic 

assessments to high- stakes accountability systems that have been heralded from the 

macrolevel of state and federal educational agencies catapulted forward by politicians, 

business leaders, and policy makers.  As a practitioner in the public schools during this 

time frame, both a teacher and administrator, I have personally witnessed this evolution.     

 The quantitative data results of high-stakes accountability systems demonstrate a 

failure by a disproportionate number of children of color when compared to White 

children.  Testing outputs have resulted in sanctions such as retention, denial of high 

school diplomas, and school reorganization in Texas schools.     

 The perceptions and first-hand experiences of study participants, in relationship 

to the public dominant narrative of events that transpired in a large, low-income school 
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of color to achieve high-stakes testing reform are  presented and analyzed in this chapter.  

The primary analytical framework that I utilized was critical race theory.  Through 

critical race theory I was able to level an intense and direct focus on the possibility of the 

of the centrality of race, the existing power of White privileged decision making, and the 

material determinism through which subordination and paternalism is  practiced.      

 Utilizing a complementary context, the analysis and identification of the 

emergent themes was also driven by a social justice and equity purpose through 

strategies that Tuhiwai Smith (1999) refers to as reframing and democratizing projects.  

“Reframing is about taking greater control over the ways in which indigenous issues and 

social problems are discussed and handled” (Tuhiwai Smith, p. 152).  Utilizing a 

reframing strategy, I was able to examine and discuss the narratives of school 

stakeholders from their previously discounted perspectives.  In addition, as a critical 

researcher, I was encouraged to resist the dominant group’s tendency to present non- 

dominant group issues “in the usual cynical and paternalistic manner” (Tuhiwai Smith, 

p. 153).  Consequently, I was also able to examine and present the experiences of the 

study participants from their contrasting optimistic- and assets-based perspectives. 

Regarding the democratizing project, Tuhiwai Smith presents a strong rationale for 

utilization of this strategy.  “Democratizing in indigenous terms is a process of 

extending participation outwards through reinstating principles of collectivity and public 

debate” (Tuhiwai Smith, p. 156).  Beginning with recognition of the value of the study 

narratives and proceeding with a critical analysis utilizing an inclusive posture provided 

me with the unique opportunity of giving voice to these previously marginalized voices.   
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 Analysis of the experiential first-hand testimony of stakeholders that lived the 

effects of comprehensive changes at a low-income school for children of color that was 

premised by school policy makers’ objective to improve low performance on TAAS test 

scores was imperative.  These accounts provide direct insight and provide a counterstory 

to the public, majoritarian account of these same events.  

 The relevance of this analysis provides information that contributes to the body 

of knowledge on the effects of high-stakes accountability systems on children of color 

and their school communities.  As previously stated, high-stakes tests as part of state 

accountability systems are currently being implemented nationwide to improve public 

schools.  Policy makers and advocates of high-stakes tests assume and emphasize a 

direct correlation between the singular scores on standardized high-stakes tests as 

explicit evidence of a child’s academic achievement.  Thus, if schools are able to 

produce high test scores, they are a success; if low scores, they are failures and subject 

to punitive sanctions.  Based on this rationale, at an individual level the same reasoning 

can be applied to each child.  This is the “cynical and paternalistic manner” that Tuhiawi 

Smith characterizes as belonging to the dominant group’s consideration of minority 

group issues. The emergent themes extrapolated through analysis from these narratives 

challenges that view.  

 This chapter provides a thematic analysis of interview data, participant narratives 

or reflections, archived documents, and video accounts and is organized in three parts.  

Part one is presented utilizing reframing and democratizing strategies through which 

issues and events at the case study school are articulated by presenting both the 
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dominant discourse contrasted to the previously disregarded perceptions from members 

of the school community.  Brief profiles are offered of each participant throughout the 

analysis for the purpose of providing position and context to the participants’ 

contributions. Part two of this chapter presents common themes that emerged among the 

study participants that include views on accountability and high-stakes tests; resistance; 

transformation and activism; and impact.  Part three examines the participants view on 

the role of race and racism in their experiential accounts of the events at the case study 

school.          

Emergent Themes 

Crisis and Deficit vs. Optimism and Assets 

Crisis and Deficit 

 In the spring of 2002 changes were announced for the case study school.  The 

proposed changes in the school were based on the school district’s initial position that 

the school was low performing and required comprehensive reform.  A local newspaper 

account described the proposal for change and publicly characterized the district’s 

purpose and the school in the following manner:   

…the district’s latest attempt to address the achievement gap for “low 
performing” schools (as defined by students’ scores on the state-
mandated TAAS test), and will combine district funds with federal 
monies to be received under the “No Child Left Behind” education act 
(The Austin Chronicle, April 2002). 
 

In yet another account a month later, a description of the school and the need for change 

was continued.  The terminology was broadened to include the following.   
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Proposed is a …”plan which aims to improve academic performance at 
six Eastside schools deemed low-performing or borderline low-
performing by the Texas Education Agency” (The Austin Chronicle, May 
2002). 
   
The school was initially labeled “low performing” in the dominant 

discourse.  The perception of crisis at the school was framed in the majoritarian 

details of the proposed changes that included restructuring at all levels.  The 

proposed changes were detailed at public community meetings of school district 

officials, teachers, and parents (Video tape of proceedings, April 29, 2002) as 

well as in news coverage (Martinez, April 2, 2002; May, May 3, 2002). The plan 

included changes at all levels inferring a crisis situation.  In the April 2, 2002 

issue of the local newspaper, the account depicts the plan as one “to improve 

chronically underperforming schools” (Martinez, April 2, 2002).  Details of the 

plan are listed and include the following: 

• Extend the school day by one hour for all students, add days to the 

school year, hold Saturday classes for students who need extra 

help and provide summer school for students with low 

performance. 

• Adopt curricula to be used at each participating school; principals 

and teachers must agree to use the curricula to work at those 

schools. Principals and teachers must also agree to a list of non-

negotiable items including making three-year commitment to the 

program. 
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• Pay principals more and give teachers extra duty pay for longer 

day and year. 

• Conduct weekly student assessments and send parents weekly 

progress folders. 

• Tie student progress to employee evaluations. 

• Remove principals from participating schools if interventions with 

student performance are not working after one year (Martinez, 

April 2, 2002).    

Public statements, documents, and presentations by district officials served to 

characterize the school, its programs, and student achievement initially, as low 

performing and later as borderline low performing operating in a state of crisis, requiring 

immediate and extensive changes. 

 In review of numerous publics statements, newspaper and televised accounts, 

documents and video tapes of public meetings, and interview transcripts not one 

optimistic or assets-based description, in the dominant group discourse, could be found 

to describe any aspect of the case study school (Clark-Madison, May 17, 2002; King, 

April 19, 2002, April 26, 2002; May, May 10, 2002; Martinez, April 23, 2002, April 30, 

2002, May 2, 2002, May 7, 2002; McGee & Nelson, 2005).  Conversely, among the 

participants interviewed for this study a counternarrative of optimism and assets 

emerged.     
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Optimism and Assets  

  There also existed first-hand experience, quantitative data, and retrospective 

documents that are the basis of a previously disregarded counternarrative.  These 

information sources were examined and form the basis of a contradictory account.  

 In analyses of the transcripts of study participants’ interviews, an optimistic- and 

assets-based theme emerged regarding elements of the school programs, curriculum, 

school community, and even of the unilateral decision to implement change at the case 

study school.  Without exception, every participant interviewed held views, across 

racial, gender, and school role lines, that contributed to the emergent theme of optimism 

and assets.  These transcripts contain comments that recognize both the strengths and 

challenges at the school. 

Parent One 

 Janice Burns, a White parent that lived in the predominately African American 

and Latino neighborhood had two sons in the school.  She embraced diversity and spoke 

Spanish with some fluency.  She was involved in the parent groups and regularly 

attended meetings and other school events.  During one school year she served as an 

officer of the parent/teacher association.  She walked her children to school each day and 

regularly picked them up after school.  Her children were English speakers. Janice Burns 

held close relationships among other parents, most of whom were Spanish speakers and 

African Americans. Janice Burns provides the following description of the school and 

her experiences at there. 
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I had wonderful experiences at the school, and everything from TEA, as 
required by law, when they send out whether your school is low-
performing or acceptable, everything I had gotten said acceptable.  
Nothing had ever said low-performing school, and that was one thing that 
really bothered me—this perception of the school being low-performing 
when it wasn’t.  
  
I thought it was very progressive and that was one of the things I really 
liked was when the  administrator and teachers had gotten us together and 
said, this is something we want to do and curriculum specialists were 
involved.  One of the programs that we were to consider was a dual 
language program where children who spoke English would be exposed 
to learning how to speak Spanish.  They would have the possibility of 
going into a classroom for a set period of time during the day and 
speaking in Spanish.  I liked that there was an arts component.  
 
  I felt like for the neighborhood composition that we had, it was exposure 
for a lot of these kids that they wouldn’t have in other ways.  Most of the 
parents can’t afford to give their kids private violin lessons or private art 
lessons, and they had that option at the school.  There was the opportunity.  
I can’t afford to pay for private Spanish lessons for my kids, so there were 
opportunities given to the children that they otherwise wouldn’t have. 
 

Parent Two 

 Another parent, Rodrigo Alvarez, was a Hispanic father of two daughters at the 

school.  His daughters attended the school because of the fact that their mother taught at 

the school for almost twenty years.  He had been active in the school by attending 

meetings, parent conferences, and served one year on the Campus Advisory Council.  

He had long term experience with the school including experiences prior to the spring of 

2002 when change was implemented at the school.  His unique insight came from his 

wife’s long tenure at the school under a number of different administrators.  In 

discussing his personal experience of the events that transpired at the school he interjects 
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his perception of the schools’ assets, while also recognizing the challenges. He described 

the school in the following manner. 

I still have to question the legality of what was done on that campus 
because the school was reconstituted, meaning that the administration 
was replaced, for the most part, we lost 29 out of 30 faculty members, 
teachers, as a result of this process, and an intervention team was put in 
place to oversee this campus. We had nationally recognized faculty 
members on that campus—recognized by the Smithsonian Institute, a 
nationally recognized bilingual teacher of the year.  We had people 
signing up to work at that campus, not leaving it, and yet the impact of 
this program forced all of this talent and years of experience off this 
campus.  When you talk about the investment we have in our personnel, 
we send these people to workshops and conferences and continued 
training, and just to blow all of that off the campus was just totally…  My 
wife had been on that campus for almost 20 years and she was able to 
have taught several members of the same family. That continuity is 
important to communities in this area.  Granted this was not an easy 
school to teach at, it was difficult, but that made the successes that much 
more critical. 
 

Teacher One 

 Teachers also shared views of optimism and an asset based attitude.  Comments 

from a young Latina teacher contributed to this theme.  Victoria Elizondo was a 

bilingual teacher with six years teaching experience.  She taught briefly in the Rio 

Grande Valley in South Texas after earning her certification and then in an affluent 

suburban central Texas school.  Her longest tenure was in the case study school.  She 

describes herself in the following manner. 

That I’m an effective teacher; that I care for students, that I advocate for 
the Latino community.  Everyone that knows me knows that I work in the 
areas of bi-lingual anything.  As I mentioned to you, I worked in 
journalism for a whole year.  At the same time I worked there I also 
worked for the local newspaper in Spanish; but always directly working 
with Latino communities.  I would go out and interview families and 
become the voice of our community as a reporter, as a copy-editor, as a 
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photographer even.  Anyone who knows me knows I work for our 
community. 
 

When asked to comment on the school when changes were proposed she comments in 

the following manner about the school community and her personal experience. 

I had been teaching at that school longer than I had been at any other job, 
and I was there for a reason; it gave me an opportunity to grow in so 
many different ways as a teacher, but also as an individual.  As a learner, 
one of the interesting thing of our campus then was—and I haven’t seen 
this anywhere else that I’ve worked--and this I have been able to carry 
with me as a parent, as a mother, as a student now, an it’s the fact that the 
culture of that school shattered the myth that multi-cultural education, 
particularly through the dual language method can maintain a 
pedagogical approach or focus on TEKS and TAKS.  Even when these 
are truly exclusive objectives we were able to give our children the 
cultural capital that we thought they needed and the academic culture that 
was articulated in the TEKS and TAKS at the same time.  So they could 
be who they were and learn all these elements or knowledge that they 
needed to learn in their academics without a problem.  And I think that 
the way we accomplished that, thanks to our leadership, was the 
connection to the community.  We were part of that community.  In a 
strange kind of way because the makeup of the school; we were so 
different in so many ways—we were so diverse.  I’ve never worked for 
an elementary school where we had almost as many men as women, we 
were diverse in terms of race, gender, height, weight, sexual preference 
and we were still able to connect with our community that was so 
different from us as an entity.  We really enjoyed what were doing and 
we were seeing growth in the community.  I loved to see African 
American parents embrace the language of the Latino culture.  I loved to 
see the attempt from our Spanish speaking parents to connect to the 
African American community.  Do you ever see that? 
 

Teacher Two 

 Candice Long was a White teacher at the case study school.  She had over 15 

years of teaching experience at both the upper elementary and middle school level in 

schools for children of color.  She came from an interesting background having lived in 

South Africa as a young child because of her father’s work.  She recognized and valued 
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cultural and linguistic diversity.  Perhaps, due to her views and the rapport that she 

established with her colleagues, students, and parents, she was recipient of the Texas 

Teachers for Humanities award in 1996.  Although she was English speaking, she had 

immersed herself in culture and language one summer in an attempt to learn Spanish.  

She earned her English as a second language endorsement after having taught for a few 

years. Candice Long shared her perception and first hand experiences at the school.  

When asked about the her perception of the programmatic directions and overall 

functioning of the school she commented in detail.  

There was no inclination that our school was doing anything but going in 
a positive direction and that the programs that were put in place there 
were also.  And I was part of the dual language program where I thought 
I got the most training that I ever got as a teacher towards what I was 
teaching—I felt very good about where I was and what I was doing.  It 
wasn’t an easy school to work in, but the kinds of things that we were 
bringing in for them, most kids were buying into and they were learning 
from.  When I first got there these were not a “learning” bunch of kids 
but we changed that. They had been turned off to learning. 
 

When asked about the schools’ academic rating based on TEA standards and the overall 

academic functioning of the school, Ms. Long provides additional detail.  

It might not be going up as fast as the district obviously later seemed to 
think they should; but by all indications, myself, my fifth grade level 
team, my parents, and the school as a whole thought we were moving in 
the right direction. 
 

 Candice Long’s interview evoked much emotion and some distress as she told 

her story and gave accounts of events.  I had to stop the tape recording on two occasions 

because of the painful memories evoked during her interview.  When I asked her to 

recall what she experienced first hand she did not respond right away. She seemed to be 
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thinking and then began to cry.  We stopped the interview for a few minutes and then 

she started to respond to the question.  As she spoke she began to weep again, as she 

recounted her experience.  

 In bringing up some of these memories it is very painful because it was 
harmful.  For me personally, it was a very trying time and, and you had to 
question, you had to question just how far you had come in your learning. 
It made me question everything.  It made me question whether or not I 
was a good teacher, it made me question if I had harmed students 
inadvertently and never knew it.  I mean it was, it was a real soul shaker.   
   

She articulated with passion what she believed was good work that she and others had 

accomplished at the school, of the strong bonds she had formed with her students and 

her parents, and of the progress that had been made.  She also acknowledged the existing 

challenges with optimism stating that the school was moving in the right direction.  She 

recognized the funds of knowledge (Moll, 1992) present in the community, in the 

school, and in the children. 

Administrative Staff One 

 An optimistic- and assets-based theme also emerged from the administrative staff 

interviews that were conducted for this study.  Analysis of these interviews provides 

evidence of this common theme at yet another level of the school stakeholders.   

 Margaret Franklin was an African American administrative staff member at the 

school who had 13 years of teaching experience and who had ascended to an 

administrative position at the same school where she had been a classroom teacher.  She 

possessed strong interpersonal skills and related in very positive ways to staff, parents, 

and children at the school.  She was especially perceived as a leader among the African 
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American teachers and paraprofessionals on the campus.  She was born and educated in 

Los Angeles.  Because she was a valued member of the staff and related well to all 

cultural groups she was able to present valuable insight into the effectiveness of the 

school’s operation.  She discusses her frustration with the majoritarian opinions that 

were formulated and disseminated about the school.  In comparing the interview 

transcript to the audiotape, I am reminded of how often during the actual interview her 

voice conveyed tones of incredulity at how the school was portrayed compared to what 

was actually occurring.  Her documented experiences contribute to the process of 

reframing the dominant group’s portrayal of the school.  According to Ms. Franklin, she 

did not understand then and does not understand even now, the reasoning behind the 

changes made to the school. 

That was an interesting time for me because things happened so fast and I 
didn’t understand why.  The first thing was, I had been on that campus 
for five years and we had been a pretty close-knit staff, a family 
environment, we had fun.  To me it wasn’t broken—you repair, you fix 
things that need repair, but somehow my whole life turned upside down 
and we didn’t see it coming. 
 

Margaret Franklin clearly characterized the dominant group’s depiction of the school 

and the parents’, teachers’, and administrators’ counterstory. 

I had teachers that wanted to talk to central administration to tell them 
their side of the story, as if there was another side.   That’s the funny part 
to me.  I didn’t know there was a side that had been told so that you 
needed to hear another side, but evidently there was a teacher side that 
needed to be shared, there was a dual language side that needed to be 
shared, and I don’t think anybody every felt that their voices were heard. 
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Ms. Franklin continues to eloquently express her feelings and experiences, her dismay at 

the negative portrayal of the school, and a direct reference to “tearing the school apart” 

to improve test scores.  

  I guess I was just frustrated with the fact that my whole school had been 
torn apart, so facing the children (the next year) and trying to explain all 
of that to them.  And not knowing what this other person had heard about 
my campus and then you’re going o come in here as if it was broken?  
And that was the other thing, I didn’t want anybody to think that the 
school was broken—and then come in like you’re going to come in here 
and fix us? No, we were fine.  I don’t know a campus in this district that 
couldn’t improve their test scores but you don’t break up a whole school 
to do that.   
 

Because of her position as a school administrator, a dual language program staff 

member, and a former teacher on that campus Margaret Franklin was able to provide in 

depth detail that reinforced the theme of optimism and assets. 

I know as a cabinet member anything that really impacted the campus I 
knew about it.  All cultures sat on that cabinet, the administration and 
even the counselor. We were all there and if there was something to be 
done—if there was the Campus Improvement Plan we sat together, we 
discussed it, we disseminated information or distributed responsibilities 
and duties to different people and we got the job done.  We were on a 
campus that did not operate in reaction mode; we were proactive.  When 
we knew what was coming down the pike, we knew the timeline, we met 
the timeline; we were very accountable.  We had senators coming from 
all over the nation to see this campus, and all of a sudden it’s not a 
quality program?  I didn’t get that! To this day I haven’t gotten it! 
  

Administrative Staff Two 

  Another administrative staff person that was interviewed was Reina Campos, a 

Latina woman who had taught for over twenty years as a bilingual teacher.  At the case 

study school she had been hired first as a teacher and later the school’s curriculum 

specialist. She was part of the administrative team that met regularly with the principal.  
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Because of her position she was knowledgeable of the teachers and students in every 

classroom, of the programs of instruction, of student test scores, and of teacher staff 

development.  She was able to share details regarding the achievement of African-

American students, teacher support and training, and other school matters in a reflective 

journal that she shared of the events of the 2001-2002 school year as well as in the taped 

interview.  Ms. Campos describes a school with a plan of action and direction, while at 

the same time she recognized the challenges present at the school.  The following 

excerpt from her reflective journal contributes to the emergent theme of optimism and 

assets and describes her role. 

As an instructional coach I spent many hours in the teachers’ classroom 
modeling the component of Balanced Reading.  The third grade teachers 
were attending and implementing the Reading Academy, fourth and fifth 
grade had training using SRA for struggling readers.  So I was busy 
making sure these were implemented and modeled “how to” for teachers, 
especially the new ones.  We were a hubbub of activity all the way 
through December.  
 

In an earlier excerpt from her reflection she frames a context for the beginning of the 

year, including collaborative staff development efforts with school district level math 

specialists. 

As we prepared for the school year, we met with district math 
coordinators and began a series of workshops to address the area of math 
which was an area [of TAKS] that was particularly low.  Teachers came a 
week early and were paid stipends to attend workshops.  And so began 
our year. 
 
As the school year went into its first month, we continued to meet with 
the teachers, hiring substitutes to rotate grade levels and began to 
dialogue about math and the district math coordinators directed the 
workshops.  The groups received the training sometimes with welcoming 
attitudes, sometimes feeling preached to by district people.  The meetings 
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were sometimes stressful.  The teachers in the early grades had been 
trained extensively to use Montessori materials in a separate instructional 
initiative.  The coordinators it seemed to me were intent on making sure 
the teachers used Investigations only and there were some sore moments.  
A few teachers who were experienced felt patronized by the coordinators.  
However, we were doing all that the district asked of us.  The 
coordinators were visiting the classroom and providing feedback. We 
were also going in to observe, model and provide support to the teachers. 
 

In her interview, she refers to the limited progress of disaggregated TAAS scores for 

African American students and of general student performance, as well as her 

recognition of the challenges. 

The only group that was not scoring as well was among the African 
American children.  There was a subgroup, the African Americans a 
small number that was not doing as well.  I don’t remember was it at third 
grade level? 
 

 In a later comment, Ms. Campos recounts the school’s optimism when the school’s 

improved scores were published that spring that the school would be “given back.”  

We were overjoyed because we thought when we got our scores back, 
this is it?  This proves our school is working.  So maybe then, now, we 
would be given our school back, because we were not only working 
towards improving test scores, but creating a school where we were 
taking the teachers we hired to teach here—we had a big school and it 
was a difficult population to work with behavior-wise. These were poor 
children, children from other countries, children in poverty.  But we were 
working a lot with training new teachers and we were moving ahead with 
the children regardless of where they were.  We were always in the 
classrooms, were doing training with the teachers, we were in the class 
with the model lessons, bringing teachers on, and we were supporting the 
teachers and not allowing the kids to fall behind by taking groups and 
helping them with literacy groups.  We were doing all kinds of supports 
that I feel were doing something that was working. 
 

Each of the participants held an optimistic- and assets-based view of the school’s 

functioning, its programs, its children, and its teachers and staff.  Excerpts from the 
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transcripts of two participants from each stakeholder group (parent, teacher, and 

administrator) were representative of the entire sample.  Within each interview transcript 

evidence of this theme emerged time and time again.  In addition to the interview 

transcripts this theme was also found in written narratives, reflections, researcher 

fieldnotes, and other documents. 

 Yet another data source that documents this theme of optimism and asset is 

found in the article, “Sacrificing Leaders, Villainizing Leadership” by McGee and 

Nelson (2005). These researchers document the experience of three principals, including 

my own experiences as the principal of the case study school during the spring of 2002.  

The authors describe the school’s action plan that was separate and apart from the state 

required Campus Improvement Plan. 

In another case, the principal developed an improvement plan in 
collaboration with an assistant superintendent and the districts director of 
school improvement.  As was common practice in the district, the plan 
included the formation of a central office support team to assist with 
strategies such as coaching teachers and delivering staff development.  
The principal held regular meetings with this team to review the school’s 
progress.   At no time during the course of the year did the principal 
receive an indication that anyone in the central office had concerns about 
the principal’s work.  ‘No one ever came to me and said, We feel like the 
school is in really bad trouble.  We were never counseled that you are not 
doing enough or that we’ve told you to do this and your are not doing 
that.’ (p. 389). 
 

From this account, it is evident that in my role as the school administrator, I also 

optimistically viewed the work at the school and was poised to accomplish the goals 

collaboratively developed and set forth in discrete action steps. I was aware of the 

achievement level of the school’s students based on various data and was collaborating 
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with other professionals to meet those identified needs.  My account supports the 

comments of the study participants found in this separate data source.   

 Another source of data was the actual school’s written action plan for 

improvement.  This was a formalized, written plan that included a memo addressing its 

purpose to the principal’s immediate supervisor, the director in charge of school 

improvement, the deputy superintendent, and to the director of bilingual education.  In a 

memo dated October 12, 2001, I make reference to a meeting held as early as June 1, 

2001 prior to the beginning of the school year and shortly after the spring 2001 TAAS 

scores were received.  The following is an excerpt from the memo submitted with the 

action plan. 

The attached plan outlines Alta Vista School’s initiatives to implement a 
consistent, annual focused review of data with the support of the area 
superintendent, curriculum support personnel, and the director of 
curriculum and school improvement in collaboration with Alta Vista 
School administrators, administrative support team and faculty.  The 
following steps will be addressed to ensure that all students master the 
states content and performance standards: 
 
• Additional learning time and tutorial options that include extended 
learning day opportunities, computer assisted instruction, self paced 
instruction, and flexible grouping. 
 
• Staff development to focus on providing alternative instructional 
strategies for addressing the needs of diverse learners, including 
modification of instruction and profiling individual student math and 
literacy needs. 

 
• Opportunities for parents to assist their children with instructional 
issues. 

 
• Analysis of disaggregated longitudinal data. 
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• Use of multiple assessment sources, including benchmarks, 
Investigations math assessment and TAAS results (Memo to assistant 
superintendent dated October 2, 2002). 

 
The action plan in its entirety is included as an appendix.  The action plan included 

objectives for each area of need, action steps, evidence of completion, target dates, 

resources needed, and person responsible.  On October 8, 2002 an addendum to the 

original action plan, titled Alta Vista School 2001-2003 Dual Language Project 

Alignment and Modifications was submitted to the assistant superintendent, director of 

bilingual education, and the Alta Vista School administrative team.  This action plan in 

its entirety is also included as an appendix.  The school’s name, faculty, and staff have 

been modified and appear as pseudonyms.   

Accountability Yes, High Stakes No 

Support for Accountability  

 A second emergent theme discerned in the data was the support for 

accountability and the unanimous lack of support for and/or critique of the use of high-

stakes assessments.  In each of the stakeholder groups the need for accountability was 

recognized in numerous references made.  Especially vocal regarding their support for 

accountability in public education were the professionals: administrators and teachers.   

 Sandra Nunez, a Latina administrator at the Alta Vista School was supportive of 

assessments that she had experienced as a classroom teacher and administrator. Her view 

was that accountability used for the purpose of gauging the achievement of all students 

could be accomplished through appropriate use, as was done previously when she started 
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her teaching career.  She describes the appropriate use of assessments in by offering her 

insight based on her experience with Texas assessments.  

There has always been testing from the beginning to now, but especially 
now.  I think when I started with teaching there was TEAMS [Texas 
Educational Assessment of Minimal Skills] that was not used as an 
evaluation tool to evaluate teachers, kids or the school, and if it was I 
never knew it.  But what it was used for was to make sure that we knew 
that the students were getting what they needed.  It was diagnostic, it was 
success oriented, it was designed to see what else you could do if you get 
these skills.  We developed plans to make the kids successful.  And we 
were excited about the interventions, because we knew that it wasn’t 
about getting this score on the test, but that we were going to be able to 
take these classes of kids and do all of this creative teaching to help them.  
And we could show the kids that they wouldn’t just have been in a 
reading class next year because you’ll be able to do these other classes.  
So, the motivation was about being successful academically instead of 
just passing the test. 
 

Reina Campos, Margaret Franklin, and Carol Carpenter who were also administrators at 

the Alta Vista School and were interviewed for this study expressed similar views to 

those expressed by Sandra Nunez who expressed support for the appropriate use of 

accountability assessments in the public schools, while on the other hand opposed high-

stakes tests.   

Opposition to High-Stakes Tests 

Carol Carpenter a White administrator, for example, was testing coordinator at 

both Alta Vista School and at her current school assignment.  Her duties, among others, 

as testing coordinator required that she carry out the logistical aspects of the actual test 

taking sessions, collection, and submission of completed test forms.  In addition, as a 

member of the administrative team she collaborated and planned strategies based on test 

data.  Her duties made her acutely aware of the implications of assessment of students, 
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as well as familiar with the current system of accountability.  When asked about testing 

of students to achieve equity Carol Carpenter stated that testing impacted children of 

color “in a negative way.”  And then goes on to qualify her response to discuss her 

support of accountability. 

No, no I guess in a small percentage of certain circumstances it may and 
I’d probably have to think about it for a little bit.  Because I think there is 
some benefit to being accountable, making sure children are progressing 
at an acceptable rate, but the way the system is set up, you’re not looking 
at point A of this child in August and point B in May of this child. 
 

 Responses to questions regarding the use of testing to achieve equity or for 

school reform, sometimes referred to by the interviewer as high-stakes tests and other 

times simply by the word testing, also produced negative responses related specifically 

to the intensity of focus on high scores.  Some of the respondents were adamant in their 

views regarding the use and impact of high-stakes tests; others, usually the ones who 

were the most vocal regarding the need for accountability, nonetheless, offered critiques 

of the TAAS, now TAKS (Texas Assessments of Knowledge and Skills) test 

preparation.  Another question asked to gauge the participants views regarding changes 

in education in general, evoked references to high-stakes tests.  Perhaps because of her 

position as curriculum specialist whose duties included data analysis, Reina Campos 

expressed definite view about testing of children  When asked whether a focus on test 

scores increased equity for children of color as purported by some research in the current 

literature, Ms. Campos was direct. 

That’s not what I see because the gap in high school remains between 
Hispanics and African Americans and Whites.  I don’t know where their 
looking at but high school is where the measurement really shows that it’s 
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not narrowing the gap. What we’re seeing is an increasing number of 
students being placed in special education. This is what I noticed last year, 
referral to speech and they’re in special ed because the LEP [limited 
English proficient] is being immersed into English so early and then 
they’re placed into special education.  
 

Continuing in the same vein, and considering the question of changes in education over 

the years, this twenty year veteran teacher continues to express her opposition to the 

testing and the negative impact of testing on instruction. 

It’s changed from it being a place where best practices were encouraged, 
innovativeness was expected and nurtured, to the rigidity of everybody 
doing the same thing at the same time on the same page, and it’s being 
guided by test results and test prep.  That has really stifled, I think, the 
teaching profession, the teachers’ creativity, and has made nervous children 
and children who don’t really want to go to school anymore because that’s 
all they do.  That’s what I noticed the last year in the classroom the kids 
were burnt out because that’s all they had to do.  So yeah, it’s changed a 
lot; it’s not fun anymore.  I noticed the new teachers have left.  They want 
to teach, that’s why they chose the profession of education was to teach; 
not to test and they end up testing all the time. 
 

 In the interviews conducted with parents, information that they provided 

indicated that they shared these views after witnessing the effects of tests on their 

children, contributing to the same theme.  Janice Burns, the White parent quoted earlier 

had a unique and definite view regarding the use of testing in schools, framed 

understandably, from her child’s and her own experience.  Her adamant negative 

concern regarding high-stakes tests was surprising because of the fact that her sons had 

both scored well on assessments.  Her concern went beyond her own children to a 

concern for others. 

I have noticed trends towards making standardized testing much more 
important and much more focused on than what the teacher’s opinion are 
of the child and where they’re at in their education.  I don’t like the shift 
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in focus.  Even as a child I took standardized test; they were used as 
benchmarks and that’s how they should be used.  They should not be 
used as the end-all; be all.  With my older son, in seventh grade, he did 
not do well on one of his tests.  He had been ill the entire week with 104 
degree fever, and he went to take the test on the final day of that week 
and he scored maybe three points below [the passing level] on the reading 
test and had to spend the next semester of school in a specialized reading 
class! 
 
Interviewer:  And he’s always been a very good student? 

So, I have noticed this big shift.  Also, the fact that now if you don’t pass 
the test, you don’t go on to the next grade level!  That tells me that there’s 
more of a focus on how well you can perform on a certain test, rather than 
what the value of your education. 
 

Continuing to articulate her frustration with the emphasis on testing she discusses her 

personal experience with the testing conditions at her son’s present school. 

As a parent I can say that too much time is on the tests and I don’t think 
that’s the best way to educate children.  I don’t like it and I feel upset 
when I think about the fact that one or two days out of your child’s school 
year has that much impact on whether or not they advance to the next 
level.  For children, I know that my kids have several times come home 
before exams or benchmarks and said, we’re not doing anything in class 
today except prepping for this exam.  They notice, they definitely have 
noticed there are certain times of the year that learning itself suspends so 
that they can prep for the next test.  Having spoken to teachers and 
administrators about this, who for the most part, the ones I’ve spoken to 
have the views I do, it definitely impacts how they teach, what they teach, 
methods they use for teaching, activities they do in the classroom because 
so much of the time has to be spent on getting ready to test.  X number of 
hours per week or per semester, or per six weeks doing certain activities 
related to standardized testing. 
 

 Agreeably, yet another parent Rodrigo Alvarez comments in response to a 

question regarding school reform through the use of test scores.  This parent shared 

views of the negative impact of high-stakes testing, not just specifically to how his two 

daughters have been impacted but also the global impact. 
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I remember benchmark tests being a process in which it was utilized as an 
indicator of how you or how your child is doing.  In other words, your 
daughter is in fourth grade but she has a seventh grade reading level, 
that’s great news or your child is in fourth grade but they’re reading at a 
second grade level and we need to address that.  What can we do to 
address that, correct that?  What can you do to support your child who is 
reading a couple years ahead?  Benchmarks are a fantastic indicator to 
not only how your child is doing but how the teacher is doing and how 
the program is doing.  Now, high-stakes testing has become a gatekeeper.  
High-stakes testing means to keep children back or out or away.  We 
have students now who can’t graduate from high school unless they pass 
certain high-stakes tests.  It has now become—once again a gatekeeper 
and you can go on and see who’s not passing these tests; who’s not 
graduating.  It comes out to the same group that is being punished in 
other ways in the district. 
 

  Teachers interviewed for this study also held these views about the negative stress felt 

by children, the narrow limits placed on instruction, or the amount of time that testing 

consumed.  For each of them testing in its many forms had always been part of being an 

effective teacher.  Especially the experienced teachers were accustomed to utilizing end 

of unit tests, chapter tests, and other assessments to gauge the progress of their students.  

Tests were the primary source from which grades were calculated and progress was 

reported to parents.  It was established and accepted practice.  You teach the children 

and then you test the children.  Tests for each of these teachers and based upon my own 

classroom experience were an accepted part of the instructional cycle.  In recent years 

each of these teachers recognized a shift to the educational practice of state imposed 

assessments that were not only impacting what they taught (standards) but how they 

taught (prescription). 

 Rebecca Luna was a second grade Latina teacher at Alta Vista School.  She 

viewed herself as a non traditional teacher, was an advocate of bilingual education, and 
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was trained in the use of Montessori pedagogy.  She related the views on standardized 

tests and equity for children of color. 

I think the saddest thing for me about seeing the cycle go round is that 
instead of improving education with the testing we’re limiting out limited 
English speakers more and our minority children, and that is because now 
we’re saying we’re going to be testing but instead of developing 
innovative programs, and doing strategies like looping, and doing multi-
age where children have more experiences and varied experiences with 
peers, we are made to limit them instead because what we’re doing is 
teaching to the test.  If you talk to any one teacher at this campus what 
they’re doing—teaching to the test.  They might be teaching science or 
other things but only because they’re testing them in these areas.  But 
teachers are not teaching as in-depth.  The subject areas we’re teaching 
are not in-depth because they are limiting us to work on what’s going to 
be on the test.  I mean they don’t have specific questions that will be 
given on the test, but we’re limited because of the way we’re using the 
benchmarks and how often we’re testing the children.  
 

Rebecca Luna describes herself as a non traditional teacher.  In her room is a wall 

hanging with a picture of a child that reads:  Follow the child. (Maria Montessori).  She 

has received recognition for her teaching and is currently pursuing her National Board 

Certification.  In response to my question about her use of innovation in her teaching she 

shares the following comments.  

  Yes, my classroom is a very non-traditional classroom.  I don’t have 
desks facing the same direction, I do have children work at their on pace 
and they’re very successful to have the freedom to select the work they 
want to work with.  I do have guidelines and I do try to follow the district 
guidelines that the children are supposed to follow.  But I also believe in 
the philosophy of follow the child as Maria Montessori says.  I really do 
follow the child and what the child needs shows me what I should teach. 
 

In this teacher’s comments, and reading between the lines, a technique employed by 

qualitative researchers, (Glesne,  1995) I discerned a teacher who was conflicted about 
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the necessity of adhering to the district’s emphasis on high-stakes tests at the risk of 

jeopardizing her commitment to  her child centered philosophy.  

 The emergence of this theme of recognizing the value accountability but a 

unanimous opposition to high-stakes testing and its effects was surprising.  I pondered 

the question of why these opponents to high-stakes testing would not also oppose a 

system of accountability that relies so heavily on such tests.  Research names a number 

of strategies or criteria that educators and educational systems can employ to ensure 

accountability (Valencia, 2002) and standards based education without sole reliance on 

high-stakes tests.  Among the study participants there was no mention of multiple 

criteria used for accountability.  To summarize the major reasons provided by the study 

participants for support of accountability was the need to assure that all children were 

learning (equity), to be knowledgeable about the strengths and weaknesses of the student 

(diagnostic), and for planning appropriate instruction and resources (inputs).   

 A resounding opposition to the high-stakes placed upon children and their 

schools when coupled with testing outcomes was articulated.  The punitive nature of 

high-stakes tests resulting in negative impact for children of color was described 

repeatedly.  Another overarching position by all study participants was the restrictive 

influence of high-stakes tests on best practices and innovation in teaching and learning. 

Dramatic Impact 

 A third theme that emerged from the participants’ interviews and supported by 

other data sources was the notion of sudden and dramatic impact.  Perhaps based on the 

participant’s positive attitude and perceptions of the conditions at the school or the lack 
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of dialogue from district officials regarding a view that the school was in crisis the 

participants described the feeling of sudden impact when comprehensive changes were 

announced at the school.  The participants further succinctly characterized the dramatic 

impact leveled on the entire school community as unexpected, punitive, and 

disrespectful.   

 According to parents they were completely surprised by the decisions and events 

that followed the announcement.  Their comments register feelings and perceptions and 

first hand experience of the dramatic, punitive, and subjugating impact felt at the school.  

Rodrigo Alvarez described the disrespect felt by the school community and their 

feelings of subjugation at the hands of district officials. 

I think they calculated the risk with us on our campus in our 
neighborhood and it didn’t matter to them, and that’s what ultimately is 
upsetting and insulting about this.  When it came to a black and brown 
community and their rights and their civil rights and their dignity, 
somebody at some level made the decision and said it doesn’t matter.  
They don’t matter. 
 
I have to wonder as to why our community and our campus were singled 
out for the brutal treatment that we received.   I will not forgive the 
district for being so insulting and so disruptive to the people who live in 
that community, and it comes down to the children.  It was hurtful to the 
children.  This new program that they were implementing was an 
experiment once again at the expense of our children, and that’s 
unforgivable. 
 

This father’s comments epitomize the feeling and observations shared by parents and 

other school stakeholders.   
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Comments from another study participant, Carol Carpenter, reiterates the theme 

of how the sudden impact on the community was viewed as disrespect for the 

community on the part of the school district. 

The district never came to the parents, kids, and teachers to discuss this at 
the grassroots of it and said, what’s going on, what do you think is going 
well, what do you think could be done better, and let’s solve these 
problems together.  It was a very inhumane solution because I don’t think 
it worked.  I do remember that that vocal group of parents went to the 
meetings and spoke and they were not listened to and that’s so 
disrespectful of the district.  This could never have happened at [she 
specifically names three affluent, White schools across town], even if 
they had a reason.  It was just a whirlwind.  It was so just so sad.  It 
seemed very punitive and shameful and we didn’t even know why. 
 

What these comments exemplify is referred to by Valenzuela (1999) as the 

objectification of students, and in this case the entire school community, by the 

dismissive and paternalistic behavior of district decision makers. 

Resistance and Transformation 

 A theme that emerged from the interview data was one of resistance and 

transformation.  In regards to resistance, although, not exclusive to the parents, the 

accounts of parent resistance was the most dramatic.  Although there are a few examples 

of resistance on the part of some teachers, it appeared that parents provided the most 

vocal resistance to the changes that impacted and affected the school.  The form of the 

resistance from the parents took the form of speaking out to the media, presentations to 

the school board, removing their children from school, verbal challenges with school 

officials at public meetings, and transferring their children to other schools.  Parent, 
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Rodrigo Alvarez, was one of those parents who participated in resisting the school 

district’s disruption of the school.   

Many of us contacted each other and made presentations in front of the 
school board exhibiting and stating our displeasure as to how we were 
being treated.  And I have to say that it’s in a particular side of town that 
predominantly Black and Mexican American.   
 

Mr. Alvarez continues in another section of the interview to provide greater detail in 

response to his first hand experiences and observations regarding the opposition posed 

by the parents that exemplifies the theme of resistance and transformation. 

We helped to organize and encourage several parents to come forward to 
the school board and make their displeasure known and some interesting 
things happened in these presentations.  We had certain families show up 
at the school board meetings with the wife and all the children, and some 
of these meeting went way into the evening but perhaps they only had 
one vehicle or perhaps they took time off work to do this.  Some of the 
familias addressed the school board in some of the most articulate, 
forceful, persuasive arguments totally in Spanish.  But translated they did 
not do justice to the circumstances of the people, not realizing where this 
is coming from.  Not being totally familiar with the English language, 
making their presentations to a government body, with their faces on 
screen and being broadcast throughout the community, you’d have to 
really appreciate what it took for some of the people to do that.  Had 
some of those gente done the same in their home countries they could be 
gone in the middle of the night and you’d never hear from them again.  
And yet they were willing to come forward on behalf of their children 
and make their faces and voices known.  We organized several meetings 
over at our residents with parents, with teachers and with school board 
member in trying to get the situation rectified.  We were a little 
concerned as to how some teachers, people did not come forward.  This 
raises an interesting element as well in that so man of these people were 
concerned about their jobs and paychecks that they didn’t want to come 
forward and make any noise and upset anybody. 
 

 Additional details of parent resistance are provided by an administrative staff 

member, who was present and working in the school office the day of the announced 
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changes. As part of a written retrospective reflection that she had written after leaving 

the school, in addition to her taped interview, she provides the following details of 

resistance.  

They decided to get a note together and pass it out to all parents.  They 
would protest this action by the superintendent by picking up there 
children from school at a certain hour.  The next day, there was a buzz at 
school.  The parents were all talking to each other about the proposed 
change.  They asked me if I knew what was going on.  I told them that I 
knew as much as they did.  That day they had received handouts from 
some parents asking them to pick up their children at a certain time on a 
certain day.   Parents were asking what that was about.  The assistant 
principal asked me if I knew what this was about.  I told her I had no 
idea.  The day came when some parents went through with the plan.  I 
remember them [the parents] on campus, at the office, signing their 
children out.  The assistant principal was nervously going from the phone 
to the counter instructing the clerk not to allow parents to sign their kids 
out.  I believe that parents went ahead and took their kids even though 
they were not being permitted to sign them out.  It was chaotic. 
 

In response to a question about the input of parents at any level regarding decisions to 

change the school’s programs and personnel, Rebecca Luna gave the following account 

of the parents’ resistance.   

And I think that’s what’s really scary, it was more than anything scary 
because from one day, the day they told you what was going to happen 
that you would be leaving, and we found out on Monday, the parents had 
already found out and by Monday morning they were coming and pulling 
their children out.  It was a weird day.  Exciting in a way for parents to 
feel empowered to do it; but at the same time scary because we had no 
idea.  That morning they sent an assistant superintendent out because I 
guess they couldn’t believe that the parents were actually passing out fliers 
and pulling their kids out.       
 

 In addition to the resistance that was portrayed most dramatically by the parents 

came the transformation of each of the school stakeholders interviewed on an individual 

basis.  For some the transformation took time and was a difficult journey.  For others the 
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transformation took the form of beginning activism that later evolved to greater 

activism.  They were each changed; altered and made different by their experiences.  

Resistance and transformation for the study participants occurred at different levels and 

to varying degrees but always from a sense of what had been done to their school and 

community without their involvement of any kind. 

 Carol Carpenter left the school that spring and began anew the following fall at 

a school closer to her home.  She discussed her new involvement with an organizing 

group that works with public schools to organize and engage the whole school 

community that seems to characterize her transformation.  At the close of the interview 

she shared the minutes to one of the planning meetings that she has attended and a 

survey that she is circulating among the school’s parents and staff.  She expresses an 

almost tangible concern for the children in the school where she is currently working 

and her sense of being proactive and involved.  This attitude of activism and engagement 

appears to have increased since leaving her previous school.   

There’s this mythology about our school and I completely think it has a 
racist basis.  I think people drive by and look at the kids playing on the 
playground and see their color of skin and make assumptions about our 
school.  We had someone come in and interview for a teaching job and 
she said the real estate agent—she  was looking at a house in this area—
and the agent said something like the school is bad.  It’s like based on 
what?  I wonder if that person ever came to this school. 
 

In an informal exchange after the actual taped interview when Carol shared the copies of 

the organizing group’s efforts she explains her involvement.  Their group is also gauging 

a “buy in” from the entire school community concerning the possibility of a plan for her 

school to join with other like minded school communities to form a kind of alternate 
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mini school district with alternative instructional, governance, and assessment methods.  

In addition she discusses her awareness of the importance of presenting an organized 

and collaborating image of her individual school to district officials.  Carol Carpenter 

also observes that her “having experienced injustice and betrayal before perhaps 

heightens one’s sensitivity to possibilities of it occurring again.”    

 Change can also have a more daunting effect.  In the case of one study 

participant, who believed she suffered repercussions from the events at her former 

school, even into the next fall, insights about how the experience changed her reinforce 

the transformative theme.  At Alta Vista, the case study school, Reina Campos was a 

curriculum specialist.  This is considered an administrative support position.  When she 

moved to a new assignment the next fall she was hired as a classroom teacher.  Towards 

the close of every interview, in my own way of giving them one more opportunity to 

find their voice, I would ask each participant if there was anything else that they wanted 

to say.      

I think the only way I can answer that is by saying, it changed my life in 
the way that I trusted a little too much and now I’m very cautious about 
the way I do things.  You don’t know where or when people are going to 
strike but it has turned me off to working with the district because I was 
not allowed to work as an instructional specialist again, and certainly not 
with my former principal.  I had to file a grievance about that.  I thought 
that was purely being mean spirited.  I mean you know how people can 
be so mean spirited when they are in control.  You wonder how these 
people sleep at night and how heartless and cold they can be sometimes 
and still be able to face the parents and children and teachers that they 
treat unfairly and then go about doing this business of calling themselves 
educators. 
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The transformation of Reina Campos appears to have been of a disabling nature, 

however closer reading of her transcript indicated that this teacher also filed a grievance 

because of the consequences she had endured.  In Texas, a non union state, a teacher 

working in the public schools that files a formal grievance against the school district that 

employs them, is undertaking a courageous action.  Reina Campos was transformed and 

moved to action on her own behalf.  She asserted herself in this manner because of her 

belief that she would “not be allowed to work as an instructional specialist again, and 

certainly not with you, my former principal.”   

 Another study participant was Rene Ramirez, a Latina teacher at Alta Vista 

School.  She has worked at the same school since she was hired with the school district.  

She had been at the school approximately twenty years.  She demonstrated active 

involvement in the resistance that followed the announced changes at the school by 

collaborating with parents and teachers.  She left the school and transferred to a school 

closer to her home after their efforts to keep their school in tact could not be brought to 

fruition.  Her view that test scores do not indicate every aspect of a child’s capacity has 

precipitated her activism and transformation. 

This is why several colleagues of mine and other interested parties 
connected with the university are having the discussion now on testing 
reform.  As a teacher I did say we have to test—how else would we know 
the progress, however the test should not be the marker by which the 
child is allowed to go on to the next grade or allowed to progress.  We 
need a more holistic view in determining that.  Let the test exist because 
we do need several batteries, but it should not be the end-all, there should 
be a test that helps us asses where they are and what we need to do.  So, 
we’re very concerned in our group about that. 
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This particular teacher has become more active in reforming the schools through 

advocacy and collaboration in a more just system for all children.  Her own children 

have been very successful in school and attend magnet school programs.  In addition she 

has encouraged and is working to involve her husband local politics. 

 Solórzano and Delgado Bernal (2001) describe and define the elements of 

resistance among student groups in a study title “Examining Transformational 

Resistance Through a Critical Race and LatCrit Theory Framework:  Chicana and 

Chicano Students in an Urban Context” that has application in this study.  Theses 

researchers describe transformational resistance as “behavior that illustrates both a 

critique of oppression and a desire for social justice” (p. 319).  Solórzano and Delgado 

Bernal argue that a critical race lens allows the researcher to view the behavior of 

marginalized groups as “political, collective, conscious, and motivated by a sense that 

individual and social change is possible” (p. 320).   

The Question of Race 

 Participants in this study used numerous descriptive terms to explain the policy 

practices and decision unilaterally made by district official that impacted their school 

community of color.  It was a unanimously indicated that the treatment they endured was 

unjust, unfair, unprovoked, undesired, mistaken, disrespectful, harsh, and sudden.  But in 

only in the case of two study participants was the word racist or racism used to describe 

their experiences.  

 In attempting to generate thoughtfulness on the question of race an open ended 

question for speculation evolved from the first interview.  In one question I asked, Carol 
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Carpenter, the first study participant:  “Why do you think that these events occurred at 

the school?” (referring to the unanticipated, sudden changes imposed at the school).  She 

responded to the question and at the end she stated, as mentioned in a previous excerpt:  

“This could never have happened at [the names three affluent schools] even if they had a 

reason.”  I then ask her to why she would make such a statement, to which she replies: 

Because I think the establishment counts on the poor and working poor to 
stay in their place and remain silent, and counts on them not having the 
confidence or the ability to speak up about what the establishment is 
doing.  They count on them to feel powerless.  That would have never 
gone over on the west side.  I think people would have kept their kids 
home or boycotted the school.   
 

I was struck by Carol Carpenter’s observation, so I pursued this topic and finally asked 

her if she thought race somehow played a part in the manner in which events transpired 

at the school that spring.  Ms. Carpenter recognizes the role of race, but then shifts the 

focus to socio-economic status. 

Yes, I think race, but I think socio-economic status has most to do with it, 
and unfortunately in our racist society those are often linked. 
 

 This exchange triggered a thought that I should make a point to ask a question 

based on this comment.  In all future interviews I asked the question:  “Do you think that 

what happened at this school could have happened in a more affluent for non minority 

students?”  If the comment or observation did not occur naturally I would pose this 

question directly. 

 When I interviewed Rodrigo Alvarez I did not have to anticipate the discussion 

of race.  Mr. Alvarez described the situation in precise terms. 
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I do not overlook the fact that there was a strong racist element involved 
in this process, either institutional racism or personal racism.  If not 
racism at least ignorance of this community that the district is charged to 
serve.  They [the district] is charged to serve our community not to 
dictate.  I do not believe that this would have happened on an Anglo or 
White side of town.  Not only would they not tolerate this.  I don’t think 
that this superintendent would run the risk of agitating those people and 
alienating them.  I think there is a strong racist element rooted in 
ignorance because I do have to say and I know this for a fact that as long 
as this superintendent has been in this town he still doesn’t know where 
he is or who we are—that as Brown people we are not interchangeable 
with NY Cubans, NY Puerto Ricans, Florida Cubans, and Chicago 
Mexicans.  I think he feels that Black people anywhere in this country are 
Black people, and Brown people anywhere in this country are the same 
Brown people and we’re not.  
 

 Responses to these questions and additional questions about why these study 

participants thought the dramatic events had occurred, failed to ascribe race or racism as 

central to the treatment that they received from school officials.  With the exception of 

the previous references from two participants this was the common theme among the 

remaining participants.  The following comments by Rene Ramirez, a Latina teacher 

illustrates this common theme. 

I believe that because we were a large minority population and they 
thought something had to be done it was expedient to wipe it clean and 
those people probably won’t pay attention anyway and it’s for their own 
good.  Large minority population and I don’t think there was any 
consideration given to the professionals who were in that area nor for the 
parents.  There was grievous, tragic lack of respect given to the 
professionals of that campus and the parents and their children involved 
with that campus.      
 

 Another Latina teacher, Victoria Elizondo, provides a similar response 

reinforcing this theme of not ascribing the racism or racist label.  In response to the 

question of whether the events that occurred at Alta Vista school could have occurred at 
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a non minority school, in consensus with the majority of the respondents, Ms. Elizondo 

offers the following commentary based on teaching experience that she had at an 

affluent White school.  

Not at all and I’m thinking of the other White school where I taught for a 
while.  Everybody was well informed.  That community has authority, the 
community controls; it dictates what happens in every classroom.  Our 
community was dismissed because they’re Latinos, they’re powerless, 
they’re silent, they’re not going to fight, they’re not going to do much.  
So, let’s do it, why not? We control everything else about this 
community, why not their children and their education? 
 

The question of race was directly addressed by only two of the respondents interviewed 

for this study.  In addition, there do not appear to be any other data sources examined for 

this study that raise the question of race, whether individual racism or institutional 

racism.  

Summary 

 Several important themes emerged from the data sources investigated in this 

study.  This chapter presents these themes based on the participant interviews as well as 

other relevant data sources.  The first theme presents a theme of optimism and assets of 

the school, its programs, and functioning commonly portrayed by the study participants, 

contrasted with the crisis and deficit majoritarian narrative.  Other emergent themes 

presented are support or accountability and opposition to high-stakes tests; a theme of 

dramatic impact; a theme of resistance and transformation; and avoidance of the racism 

label. In the next chapter I further summarize and examine these themes; formulate 

conclusions; and discuss implications.   
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CHAPTER V:  SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS 

It is the mark of an educated mind to be able to entertain a thought without accepting it.-
Aristotle 

Introduction 

 The question of the impact of high stakes tests, as a viable and integral part of 

state accountability systems is a strongly debated issue.  When we consider the question 

of how the sanctions attached to such tests impact particular subgroups of students the 

debate becomes even more contentious.  This study contributes to the knowledge base 

and to the existing discourse on the appropriate use of assessments for children of color, 

by presenting the data from and about teachers, parents, and administrators and as an 

ancillary effect of the children, who experienced the realities of testing policy practices 

that were used to reform a large school for low income children of color.  A goal of this 

study is to influence future decisions that are socially just and inclusive of the voices of 

parents, teachers, and administrators in schools that serve children of color. 

 The shift in focus directed towards a value of efficiency and outputs and away 

from a consideration of the value of quality and inputs appears to have moved 

educational policy and practice back to what Freire (1970) terms a “banking” concept of 

education directed at school communities of color.  The educational practice of district 

level design and implementation of prescriptive, efficient, standardized instructional 

programs and the elimination of innovative, constructivist, collaborative, and culturally 

relevant instruction is a documented current trend in the public schools (Darling-

Hammond, 1997; McNeil, 2000; Valencia,2004; Villenas & Deyhle, 1999; Valenzuela, 

2005).   
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 The accountability system in the state of Texas has served as a model for states 

nationwide.  There has been much public support for the testing of students to 

demonstrate effectively functioning schools and appropriate student achievement.  It has 

been my position in the course of this investigation that there is much more to state 

accountability systems and to the high stakes test results used in such systems to rate, 

categorize, and sort students than mere numbers.  There is a human face to acknowledge 

and to consider in relationship to the quantitative results that are published each spring.  

There exist within the paradigm of this educational policy practice much more than mere 

graphic representations.  Numbers are, after all, an abstraction.  Behind these numbers 

are faces of children and the school communities that serve them. 

 This study, through a critical race theory lens has sought to consider the 

centrality of race and racism in an educational system that systematically causes large 

numbers of children of color to bear the burden of these government imposed tests.  

Through a critical ethnographic approach this study gathered the stories behind the 

numbers.  Through examination and analysis of the interviews conducted with the study 

participants their actual experiences and a human face was given to the public accounts 

of failure rates and the gap in achievement that is always characterized by one particular 

group of children; those of color. The impact, in a various manifestations, exists for 

school communities of color.  These impacts can be seen in the dramatic changes and 

disruptions that, focusing solely on test results to determine success, has had on schools 

for children of color.   
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 Consideration of the counternarrative that developed as the commentary, 

experiences, and reflections of the study participants emerged served to create a reality 

distinct from the majoritarian account of the same school administrators, teacher parents, 

students, programs, and performance level. 

 The powerful research base generated through the completion of the literature 

review was an essential foundation with which I was able to begin understand the 

complexities of the research questions and the examination of the data sources in this 

research.  The presentation of the literature on the historical context and development of 

high stakes testing practice was important in contextualizing this study.  Further, 

examination of the relevant literature on critical race theory, race, and racism was 

fundamental to examining the intricacies of the interface between the majoritarian and 

the school community of color perspective and epistemology.        

Summary of Study 

 This study sought to examine the question of the impact of changes in a large 

Texas elementary school based on a school district’s expressed concern for the results of 

high stakes tests by instituting a prescribed instructional approach.  Three primary 

questions guided this research.   

4. What material consequences does high-stakes testing reform 

implemented at x school have on teacher morale, school climate, curriculum and 

programs as experienced by parents, teachers, and administrators? 

5. What were the personal experiences of the effects of the reform on 

parents, teachers, and administrators? 
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6. What were the perceptions of parents, teachers, and parents of the effects 

of reform on other members of the school community? 

 The questions that were posed for this study were examined in relationship to 

documents, artifacts, study participant interviews, reflections, and journals.  Careful 

consideration was give to frame both a majoritarian narrative of the case study school, as 

well as the reframing of an account from school stakeholders that resulted in a 

counternarritive of events and experiences at the case study school.  A democratizing 

strategy was utilized in an effort to include the previously excluded and marginalized 

voices of the school community.   

 Analysis of distinct data sources resulted in a number of powerful themes that 

emerged from the study participants’ interviews.  Study participants and the single case 

study school were purposively selected for this study.  As primary researcher in this 

study, as well as, a participant observer my subjective position was reflected upon and 

presented at the onset of this study.  In addition, throughout the investigation this 

reflexive process was repeated on a regular basis in the research journal, personal 

journal, and discourse with colleagues.  This positioning enabled me to continually 

reflect upon my subjectivity and at the same time gave me invaluable insight into the 

events that transpired and that were recounted in the study interviews. 

 Undoubtedly the most challenging aspect of this study was the privilege of being 

witness to the transformative resistance that resulted from the traumatic and disruptive 

shared experiences of the study participants.   
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Summary of Themes 

 In reviewing the information contained in the various data sources it was also of 

vital importance that I sought to interact, communicate, and collaborate with the study 

participants.  According to Korth (2002) who provides insight into the critical qualitative 

process in “Critical Qualitative Research as Consciousness Raising:  The Dialogic Texts 

of Researcher/Researhcee Interactions”, this is a productive strategy.   

This article suggests that we as ethnographers can conceptually relocate 
our ‘text’ as something that is done in dialogue rather than as monologic 
representation of cultural phenomena (p. 382).   
 

This strategy was of particular relevance to me, in the course of this investigation, for 

understanding the claims present in study participants’ experience and my interpretation 

of those experiences.   

Subjective claims are claims about one’s internal world of feelings, states 
of being, desires, and preferences that operate through the principle of 
privileged access—the subject’s honesty and sincerity are used to verify 
the claim (p. 384). 
 

It was my intentional purpose to consistently reassure my interpretive analysis of data 

and framing of the emergent themes.  This was a labor intensive process.  Thematic 

streams emerged, these were sorted and classified and often reemerged in distinct forms.   

As the final themes emerged these were coded and presented.   

 The emergent themes were clearly evident after numerous instances of member 

checking and triangulation of data.  For example, as a theme emerged indicating 

opposition to high stakes tests and the resulting consequences, I was surprised that I did 

not also discern an accompanying opposition to the overarching concept of 
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accountability.  I was forced to reconsider this theme and to reclassify and label the 

resulting theme as such.  In the process of member checking with study participants it 

was clear that at all levels, the stakeholder group supported accountability, while at the 

same time, they also articulated definite opposition to the sole criteria of high stakes 

testing to gauge student achievement and school success.   

 Another important theme that emerged was the contrasting perceptions of the 

case study school’s functioning between that of the school stakeholders compared to the 

district policy makers’ views.  All levels of the school’s functioning from student 

behavior to programs and staff were expressed within a framework of optimism and 

assets by the school’s parents, teachers, and administrators.  The study participants were 

able to give detailed descriptions to support their contention that the school was not in a 

crisis state, but progressing forward based on a realistic plan of action that recognized 

the school’s strengths and weaknesses.  In addition to the stakeholders’ views, other 

supporting qualitative and quantitative data sources described the school as functioning 

at an acceptable academic level with both strengths and challenges.   

 In direct contrast the public, majoritarian portrayal of the school was grounded in 

direct references to conditions of crisis and deficit.  In each archived, retrospective and 

real time document and artifact that was examined, as well as references made in the 

participant interviews not one majoritarian reference could be found to support the 

optimistic perspective common to the school community view.   

 Additional major themes emerged.  One theme described a dramatic and sudden 

impact endured by stakeholders and disabling consequences at all levels; both personal 
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and school level impact.  Surprisingly these perceived material consequences did not fit 

neatly into the anticipated categories outlined in chapter three, but were characterized in 

much more personal and human terms.  This emergent theme demonstrated what Foley 

(2002) quoting Ruth Behar refers to as “anthropology that does not break your heart is 

not worth doing” (Zou and Trueba, 2002, p. 145).   

 Another important theme was one of transformational resistance.  This was a 

most inspiring theme that brought to life the concept presented by Solórzano and 

Delgado Bernal (2001) of transformational resistance. The parent participant group 

provided the most compelling and poignant evidence of the resistance theme.  This 

theme was manifested in the courageous presentations, sometimes on the part of Spanish 

speaking parents, to the media and formal government bodies and school officials 

expressing their opposition to change in their school, including elimination of programs 

and changes in school personnel.     

 A final theme that was discussed was one of role of race in the experiences of the 

parent, teachers, and administrators and events at the case study school.  In general the 

study participants were reluctant to label the behaviors and perceived motives of the 

dominant group decision makers as racist or racism.   Alternatives to race and racism 

that were provided as rationales by the majority of teachers, parents, and administrators 

were ascribed to conditions of class or economic status.  These were the reasons that the 

study participants believed to have prompted the disrespectful and damaging actions that 

were leveled at them by the dominant group decision makers.  In the preface to their 

book, Racial Formation in the United States, Omi and Winant (1994) refer to this as a 
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reductionism perspective adopted “to diminish the significance of race, to treat it as a 

mere manifestation of some other, supposedly more important, social relationship” 

(Preface, viii).  In the case of the study participants, some of whom were parents, 

teachers, and administrator of color, this reductionism view can perhaps be compared to 

avoidance of the race question and discussion of race and racism by American society at 

large.  Williams (2000) discusses the conscious decision to avoid the race question in the 

chapter “Race and Rights” in Back and Solomos’ (2000) comprehensive volume titled 

Theories of Race and Racism: A Reader.  For those who have experience race and 

racism avoidance is an effort to circumvent a painful alternative.    

The alternative and (and infinitely more difficult) course is to face the 
interconnectedness, the enmeshed pattern of public dismissiveness and 
private humiliation, of private crimes and publicly righteous wrongs, or 
individual disappointments and national tragedies (p. 422). 
 

Perhaps the majority of stakeholders’ avoidance is based was based on their individual 

angst associated with dealing with questions of race.            

Implications for Practice and Research 

 As mentioned in chapter one this study has relevance and implications for 

practice in schools across this state and nation that deal with the phenomenon of high 

stakes accountability and the reality of children of color who attend our public schools.  

For the public school system the implications of this research study provides insight into 

the sometimes unintended (McKenzie, 2004), but real consequences of decision making 

and policy implementation on stakeholders in schools that seek to educate children of 
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color.  This study may serve to awaken the social conscience of school district level and 

state policy makers. 

 For school communities in schools for children of color this study has clear 

implications for the possibility of similar policy practices that can potentially negatively 

and irreparably impact their schools in this heightened era of high stakes accountability.  

School communities of color may begin to recognize the centrality of race in the 

disparate impact of such policies on children of color and their schools.  In addition, the 

use of critical race theory begins to focus attention on the existence of the White 

privilege of district officials to determine the fates of school communities without the 

input of the most dramatically impacted groups.   

We must never merely discourse on the present situation, must never 
provide the people with programs which have little or nothing to do with 
their own preoccupations, doubts, hopes, and fears—programs which at 
times in fact increase the fears of the oppressed consciousness.  It is not 
our role to speak to the people about our own view of the world, not to 
attempt to impose that view on them, but rather to dialogue with the 
people about their view and ours.  We must realize that their view of the 
world, manifested variously in their action, reflects their situation in the 
world.  Educational and political action which is not critically aware of 
this situation runs the risk either or ‘banking’ or of preaching in the desert 
(Freire, p. 96).  
 

A discourse that recognizes and values the voices of marginalized groups, as well as the 

dominant view is needed.  “The dialogue results in increased articulation of claims and 

makes possible new interpretations and fluidity of meaning” (Korth, p. 391). 

 As schools, especially in the state of Texas, become increasingly populated by 

students of color, this research will perhaps provide a basis for discourse on the lived 
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reality of a school community of color that was affected by majoritarian policy and 

decisions guided by an uncompromising reliance on high stakes tests.   

 Additional qualitative research is needed to further examine the practice of high 

stakes tests and the material consequences experienced in schools of color by the 

children and their teachers and parents.  Additional case study schools should be 

examined to gauge the effectiveness and impact of majoritarian testing policy.  The most 

powerful tool experienced in this study was the use of the open ended interview strategy 

and retrospective as well as real time reflections of the study participants that resulted in 

the framing of a counternarrative from the previously marginalized voices of the 

school’s parents, teachers, and administrators.  The utilization of a collaborative posture 

between the researcher and study participants in future research, such as the one 

employed in this study, is essential and will also contribute additional thick description 

of the experiences and events.  Additional research in the area can perhaps begin to 

bring into center stage the question of the role race and racism and White privilege in the 

context of high stakes testing practice.  

Implications for Theory and Research 

 The implications for theory are very clear.  The opposing paradigms in the 

numerous relevant aspects of this research topic have direct implications for the 

utilization of Critical Race Theory and Latina/Latino Critical Theory.  These theoretical 

frameworks will serve to continue to pursue discourse on the hegemony associated with 

the educational practice of high stakes testing and the decision to implement these 

practices by unaffected dominant groups.   
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 Deconstruction of the high stakes testing paradigm, in all of its systemic 

complexity, emphasizes the actuality of a disproportionate number of children of color 

who are negatively impacted by such a system.  The schools that children of color attend 

are regularly being impacted by the use of prescriptive, narrowed curriculum; 

diminished innovation; discouraged creativity; limited real world experiential learning; 

and disruptive school wide reorganization.  Additional educational and school based 

research that continues to focus the researcher’s attention on the centrality of race, the 

existence of White privilege, a commitment to social justice and the dominant ideology 

is needed to better understand current educational policy and practice.     

Conclusions 

 The intense focus on a value of efficiency and outputs rather than on the value of 

quality and inputs appears to continue to move educational policy and practice towards 

what Freire (1970) terms a “banking” concept of education, primarily at the expense of 

young children and older students of color. The standardization of knowledge for the 

purpose of efficiently producing standardized results resonates with elements of the 

following description:  

Education thus becomes an act of depositing, in which the students are 
the depositories and the teacher issues communiqués and makes deposits 
which the students patiently receive, memorize, and repeat.  This is the 
‘banking’ concept of education, in which the scope of action allowed to 
the students extends only as far as receiving, filing and storing the 
deposits. 
 

In relationship to the current educational practice of high stakes accountability the 

description can go further to include that the students receive, file, and store the 
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prescribed knowledge for the purpose of precise and quantitative retrieval of this 

knowledge aligned to possible sanctions.   In addition, the rigidity of the accountability 

process often utilized by school district decision makers devalues and marginalizes 

school communities of color by excluding them from the dialogic process of expressing 

their views on the educational needs of their children and of the educational aspirations 

that they hold for their children.  

Dialogue is the encounter between men [and women], mediated by the 
world in order to name the world.  Hence, dialogue cannot occur between 
those who want to name the world and those who do not wish this 
naming—between those who deny others the right to speak their word 
and those whose right to speak has been denied them.  Those who have 
been denied their primordial right to speak their word must first reclaim 
this right and prevent the continuation of this dehumanizing aggression 
(Freire, p. 88). 
 

As both a public school practitioner, of color with many years of experience, and 

a researcher I am convinced that in the pursuit of efficiency, the ends do not 

justify the means.     

 The questions considered in this study examined how parents, teachers, and 

administrators perceived and experienced first hand the material consequences of 

changes driven by a focus on test scores.  In response to questions regarding their first 

hand experiences and perceptions, each of the study participants expressed impact and 

consequences at all levels of the school community from a global impact to personally 

experienced impact.  Their responses were detailed and were expressed in terms of being 

marginalized, disrespected, and excluded from the planning and decision-making 

dialogue.  Their observations did not fit neatly into the anticipated categories listed in 
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the diagram in chapter three, depicting school climate, teacher morale, curriculum, and 

programs.  Although a particularly valued dual language program, in the view of some 

parents, teachers, and administrators was mentioned, other perceived and experienced 

consequences were expressed at a more personal and interpersonal level. Regarding the 

parents, teachers, and administrator’s optimistic and assets based view of the school’s 

programs and practices the study participants expressed disbelief at the cynical and 

deficit based majoritarian view of these same programs.   

For the anti—dialogic banking educator, the question of content simply 
concerns the program about which he will discourse to his students; and 
he answers his own question, by organizing his own program.  For the 
dialogical, problem- posing teacher-student, the program content of 
education is neither a gift not an imposition—bits of information to be 
deposited in the students—but rather the organized systematized, and 
developed ‘re-presentation’ to individuals of the things about which they 
want to know more   (p. 92).   
 

The consequences described were expansive and eloquent providing insight into the 

lived experiences of the study participants and at the same time adding to the dialogic 

process in consideration of educational policy and practice. 

 Race or racism was not identified by the study participants as central to the 

events at Alta Vista School during the spring of 2002.  When asked to give a reason for 

the sudden and unilateral decision to restructure the school, the disrespect felt, the 

silenced discourse, and the dismissiveness leveled towards them the study participants, 

with the exception of two, stated socio economic status or political reasons as the 

prevailing reason for the events.  When further explored the question of race still was 

not easily acknowledged. 
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Authentic education is not carried on by ‘A’ for ‘B’ or by ‘A’ about ‘B,’ 
but rather by ‘A’ with ‘B,’ mediated by the world—a world which 
impresses and challenges both parties, giving rise to views or opinions 
about it.   These views, impregnated with anxieties, doubts, hopes, or 
hopelessness, imply significant themes on the basis of which the program 
content of education can be built.  In its desire to create an ideal model of 
the ‘good man,’ a naively conceived humanism often overlooks the 
concrete, existential, present situation of real people (p. 93). 
 

Despite the prevailing majoritarian influence on educational policy practices in the state 

of Texas, with its large and growing population of color, in which the situations of real 

people and real children are often ignored or discounted I remain optimistic.  Critical 

race theory has provided and will continue to provide a vehicle to continue to examine 

educational practice in Texas public schools.  Critical race theory will focus attention 

and recognize and count the stories of children of color and their school communities.  

Recognition of the ordinary nature of race and racism in Texas public schools in the 

form of high stakes tests will also be realized whenever a critical race framework is 

applied. 

 The impact of high stakes tests percolates down to the level of the individual 

Latino and African American student, as does water from the top surface level, through 

limestone to the depth below.  The resistance provided by the limestone layers is often 

not enough to curtail the power of the water that works efficiently to its intended goal.  

The impact of high stakes testing has been direct and deliberate on children of color.  

The advocacy of various interest groups has not been sufficient, to this point, to curtail 

this impact.  In its attempt to reach the goal of an efficient and effective educational 

system that is held accountable for the instruction it provides, the system, dominated by 
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the White power elite, has had disparate negative impact on individual children of color 

who are retained, drop out, do not graduate, or whose instruction has become prescribed 

and whose schools have been disrupted. 

 When I left the public school system in 2003 the issue of high stakes 

accountability was intense.  The focus on high stakes testing system continues.  When I 

began writing and talking about the negative effects of testing that I had observed as a 

classroom teacher and administrator my voice was among the minority.  Speaking out or 

questioning the use of high stakes tests for children of color was strongly discouraged.  I 

am encouraged that we will soon begin to pursue a truly equitable system to be 

accountable. Currently, more parents, teachers, and educators are asking questions.  As I 

have argued the dialogic process (Freire, 1970) is critical to this issue.   

 A support of the value of quality and the value of excellence in education is not 

exclusive to parents and educators of advantaged students.  The parents and educators of 

“other people’s children” (Delpit, 1995) also want the best education for their children.  

Critics of high stakes tests are not opposed to accountability, rigor, and standards, they 

are however, opposed to the use of assessment coupled with sanctions in isolation, and 

with resulting inequitable burden endured by children of color.       The system of high 

stakes testing must be recreated.  Researchers and educators have begun to dialogue 

about accountability systems that recognize the dialogic process, multi criteria for 

assessment of students, and curriculum that promotes best practices in instruction and 

assessment (Apple, 2001; Darling-Hammond, 1997; McNeil, 2000; Valencia, 2002; 

Valenzuela, 2005). 
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EPILOGUE 

 I continue to have a passion for teaching and public school education.  Leaving 

the classroom was difficult for me.  Leaving the public school system was also difficult.  

I really was not ready to leave.  In many ways I can relate to the large percentage of 

Latino kids that leave the public school system each year.  Some writers and researchers 

claim that these students do not drop out; they are “pushed out.”  I agree.  I feel “pushed 

out” by the system.   

 The first push came at the classroom level.  The last year, 1994, that I taught I 

experienced the discontinuity between my philosophy of education and the default 

philosophy that, according to Gunzenhauzer (2003) has consumed public school 

education in Texas.  I was teaching a third/fourth grade, multi age class of bilingual 

Mexican American and immigrant students.  The students were in the culminating stages 

of a multi cultural integrated literature based social studies unit.  Central to the unit’s 

theme were third and fourth grade social studies and language arts standards that focused 

on geography, history, and a historical fiction genre.  The students read Island of the 

Blue Dolphins in English and Isla de los delfines azules in Spanish by Scott O’Dell.  The 

unit’s social studies standards focused on identification of past and present communities, 

the understanding of time and chorology, human adaptation to the physical environment, 

and natural landforms among other standards in the integrated content areas of science, 

math, and language arts.  The unit was well designed and the students were extremely 

motivated with the novel’s plot.  The students read the book individually and I read a 

chapter each day in English or Spanish after lunch or before we left for the day.  If I 
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stopped at a particularly suspenseful or dramatic point in the story line the students 

would beg me to continue reading on.   

 That year the test of choice was TAAS.  The school had been assigned a new 

principal whose expressed priority was raising the school’s test scores that she discussed 

at one of the first faculty meetings.  She also called in each third, fourth, fifth, and sixth 

grade level teacher into her office that year to discuss their students’ previous year 

scores.  As is the practice of effective administrators, she did regular “walk throughs” in 

the classrooms.   

 Early in the year, one day during the integrated thematic Island of the Blue 

Dolphins/Isla de los delfines azules unit the principal visited the classroom that I taught.  

The kids were in various stages of completion of their unit portfolios that included 

various activity sheets dealing with landforms, map skills, calculation of distances, or 

graphic organizers and story maps of the story events, characters, and settings.  In 

addition some students worked at the computer conducting reference work or 

downloading photographs, diagrams, and pictures for the required written reports or 

word processing their reports that were part of their portfolios.  Other students worked 

on projects such as dioramas, character or story event mobiles, or timelines of the events 

and chronology covered in the novel.  The students worked individually, in pairs, or 

small groups as I circulated around the room answering questions, assisting students, 

and giving suggestions or critiques; in general facilitating the students’ work.  The 

principal also circulated around the room observing the students’ work, asked a few 

questions and left after about fifteen or twenty minutes.  She always provided some form 
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of written feedback that she placed on the teachers’ desks after the visits.  That day she 

left a note on my desk for me and asked that I stop by her office during my planning and 

preparation period which I did. 

 At that conference she recounted her observations.  She asked me to describe the 

standards that were addressed in the unit and asked a few questions regarding what 

content areas were being addressed.  She also commented on how engaged the students 

were and how I did not appear to have any “discipline problems.”   She then commented 

that she was concerned about the lack of academic focus in the classroom and that she 

was concerned that I was not involved in direct instruction with the students.  To say that 

I was amazed would be an understatement.  She encouraged me to structure my future 

lessons to provide more opportunity for direct teaching time.  She explained to me that 

the principals had been provided research evidence that indicated that low income 

minority students who were given more direct instruction produced better test results.  

The proverbial handwriting was on the wall!  

 That next summer there was an opportunity to move in to an administrative 

position working with one of the assistant superintendents.  I was at that time pursuing a 

principal and supervisory certification and so I applied and was hired to work as an 

administrative intern with one of the assistant superintendents.  As I recount in the 

prologue and document as part of my principal’s journal I was assigned a large inner city 

school that was restructured.  I was pushed further to the margins.  Also in the prologue 

is an account of my last year as interim principal at a very nice smaller school.  I finally 
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made a conscious decision to walk away from the public schools; I refused to be pushed 

any further.   

 Ironically, the summer of 2002 I applied for and was hired as adjunct faculty at 

the University of Texas San Antonio.  I was back in the classroom!  I have continued to 

teach while I have pursued my doctoral program.  My goal was to write my dissertation.  

I have accomplished that goal.  Now, as part of may own transformation I will begin in 

earnest to focus my attention and activism to promote and to participate in securing a 

just and equitable accountability system that is not based solely on high stakes tests for 

the children of color in this state.   

 In the summer of 2002 during the month of June I attended an Education 

Legislative Summit hosted by State Representative Dora Olivo and State Senator 

Gonzalo Barrientos.  At that summit alternatives and a proposed bill to the current unjust 

system of high stakes testing of students was discussed in detail.  The dialogue on an 

alternative approach to accountability based on multiple assessment criteria was begun.  

This dialogue continues and is the bases of ongoing and promising discourse to recreate 

a more just system, especially for children of color.  I am optimistic that as we actively 

pursue this more inclusive approach we will change a system that needs to be 

reconsidered. 

Accountability is achieved when a school system’s policies and operating 

practices work both to provide good education and to correct problems as 

they occur.  An effective accountability system is designed to increase the 

likelihood of successful practices, and prove internal self-correctives—
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feedback, assessments and incentives—that support continual 

improvement (Darling-Hammond, 1997, p. 245).   

As equity minded educators and researchers we will impact the current high stakes 

accountability system, of that I remain confident. 

By believing passionately in something that does not yet exist, we create it. The 
nonexistent is whatever we have not sufficiently desired.  

- Nikos Kazantzakis 
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plem
ent an extended day instructional 

program
 for targeted students in third, 

fourth and fifth grades based on 2001 
TA

A
S results in m

ath and w
riting 

strategies during fall sem
ester and for 

C
lass rosters of students w

ho w
ill 

be attending extended day classes 
and TA

A
S m

ath results for fourth 
grade students (2001 third 
graders). 

O
ctober 1, 2001 

January 2002 
Stipends for 
teachers providing 
the instruction, 
instructional plans 
based on O

asis, 

Principal 
Instructional C

oach 
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Principal 
 

 
 

A
dm

inistrative Support 
T

eam
: 

A
ssistant Principal 

 
 

 
D

ual L
anguage D

irector 
 

 
 

 
D

ual L
anguage R

esource  
T

eacher 
 

 
 

 
Instructional C

oach 
  

 
 

 
 

 
m

ath and literacy in  the spring sem
ester. 

 
student rosters, and 
student incentives. 

11. 
C

onduct regular learning w
alks that 

focus on clear expectations, accountable 
talk, and academ

ic rigor beginning w
ith 

third grade and follow
 up learning w

alks 
at grades four, five, second, first, 
kindergarten and  pre kindergarten.  
(A

dditional learning w
alks 

collaboratively w
ith N

ortheast C
luster) 

Learning w
alk letters and notes 

from
 follow

 up m
eetings w

ith 
teachers. 

Septem
ber 26, 2001 

O
ctober 11, 2001 

N
ovem

ber 2001 
D

ecem
ber 11, 2001 

January 2002 
February 2002 
M

arch 2002 
A

pril 2002 

Teacher daily 
schedules w

ith 
literacy and m

ath 
block specified. 

Principal 
A

ssistant Principal 
Instructional C

oach 
 

12. 
H

ire a m
ath curriculum

 specialist to 
assist w

ith instructional needs of 
teachers, especially in the area of 
Investigations m

ath im
plem

entation. 

M
ath Specialist hired.  

A
ppropriate m

ath instruction is in 
place in every classroom

.  A
 90-

m
inute m

ath block is specified for 
each classroom

.  C
onsistent 

im
plem

entation of Investigations 
m

ath.   

Fall 2002 
Funds from

 roll over 
m

oney requested 
through D

istrict 
payroll director. 

Principal 
    

 
A

ction Step 
E

vidence of 
C

om
pletion

 

T
arget D

ate 
R

esources 
N

eeded 
Person 

R
esponsible 

13. 
A

ttend Focus G
roup m

eeting w
ith 

A
dm

inistrative Support Team
, D

istrict 
D

ata A
nalysis C

oordinator, and A
rea 

Superintendent to review
 and plan 

school’s instructional initiatives that are 
based on the school data. 

M
inutes and planning notes from

 
m

eeting.  O
n going m

ultiple 
assessm

ents (Investigations 
assessm

ents, O
A

SIS, D
R

A
, IR

I 
Flynt-C

ooter, D
istrict 

B
enchm

arks, TA
A

S release tests), 
are used to determ

ine that student 
needs are being m

et. 

O
ctober 2002  

A
lta V

ista TA
A

S 
data and cam

pus 
D

R
A

 and Flynt-
C

ooter data, and 
m

ath inventories for 
each classroom

. 

Principal 
D

istrict D
ata A

nalysis 
C

oordinator 

14. 
D

istrict M
ath and Literacy support 

persons w
ill  visit the A

lta V
ista cam

pus 
and classroom

s to assist w
ith training 

and content coaching.  Focus on third 
and fourth grade level team

s through 

M
inutes from

 training dates and 
clinical supervision dates on A

lta 
V

ista m
aster calendar. 

M
ath and Literacy 

Instructional 
Specialist m

onthly 
dates on calendar. 

Individual 
classroom

 literacy 
and m

ath profiles. 

A
cadem

ics 2000 R
es. 

Teacher 
D

istrict M
ath C

oordinator 
D

istrict Language A
rts 

Specialist 
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Principal 
 

 
 

A
dm

inistrative Support 
T

eam
: 

A
ssistant Principal 

 
 

 
D

ual L
anguage D

irector 
 

 
 

 
D

ual L
anguage R

esource  
T

eacher 
 

 
 

 
Instructional C

oach 
  

 
 

 
 

 
A

cadem
ics 2000 G

rant initiative. 
D

istrict M
ath C

oordinator 

15. 
Provide staff developm

ent to ensure that 
all elem

ents of B
alanced Literacy 

im
plem

ented in each classroom
 (guided 

reading, shared reading, independent 
reading, read aloud, guided w

riting, 
shared w

riting, independent w
riting).   

Training rosters and certificates of 
com

pletion for teachers attending 
staff developm

ent sessions.  
Elem

ents of balanced literacy are 
observed in all classroom

 daily 
instruction.   

O
ctober 2001 

N
ovem

ber 2001 
D

ecem
ber 2001 

C
onsultant or 

D
istrict Literacy 

Specialist to conduct 
training and training 
m

aterials. 

D
istrict Literacy C

oordinator 
Instructional C

oach 
A

cadem
ics 2000 R

es. 
Teacher 

16. 
Provide staff developm

ent for teachers 
w

ho have not been trained in 
Investigations m

ath training. 

Training rosters and certificates of 
com

pletion for teachers.  
Investigations m

ath instruction 
provided on a daily basis at all 
grade levels PK

-5.    

O
ctober 2001 

D
istrict M

ath 
Specialist to conduct 
training and training 
m

aterials. 

D
istrict M

ath C
oordinator 

D
istrict M

ath C
oordinator 

17.  
Provide opportunities for parent literacy 
and m

ath learning tim
e during extended 

day instruction, Prim
e Tim

e A
fter 

School and Fam
ily Literacy N

ight, 
H

om
e Literacy R

eading, Fam
ily M

ath 
N

ight planned through the A
lta V

ista 
Literacy and M

ath C
adre. 

M
eeting and event agendas and 

sign in sheets.  Increased students 
reading and m

ath instructional 
tim

e w
ith docum

ented fam
ily 

involvem
ent. 

O
ctober 2001 

N
ovem

ber 2001 
D

ecem
ber 2001  

January 2002 
February 2002 
M

arch 2002 
A

pril 2002 
M

ay 2002 

Literacy and M
ath 

C
adre calendar of 

scheduled parent 
program

s and 
events. 

Literacy C
adre  

M
ath C

adre  
Parent Involvem

ent C
adre 
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Principal 
 

 
 

A
dm

inistrative Support 
T

eam
: 

A
ssistant Principal 

 
 

 
D

ual L
anguage D

irector 
 

 
 

 
D

ual L
anguage R

esource  
T

eacher 
 

 
 

 
Instructional C

oach 
  

 
 

 
 

 

 A
lta V

ista Elem
entary School  

2001-2002 D
ual Language Project A

lignm
ent and M

odifications  
 O

bjectives: 
 1. A

lta V
ista school faculty w

ill align D
ual L

anguage Project  goals to the district’s balanced literacy goals, A
C

M
E

 m
ath goals, 

and the T
E

K
S.    

2.  A
lta V

ista school faculty, adm
inistrators, and dual language project staff w

ill focus the school’s instructional program
 on 

im
proving student achievem

ent of targeted student groups. 
3. A

lta V
ista faculty and staff w

ill im
plem

ent a plan for m
odifying and aligning the dual language project instructional strategies 

to support the A
lta V

ista cam
pus balanced literacy and Investigations m

ath core curriculum
 and T

E
K

S. 
       

A
ction Step 

E
vidence of 

C
om

pletion 
T

arget D
ate 

R
esources 
N

eeded 
Person 

R
esponsible 

1. 
C

onduct data analysis of spring 2001 
TA

A
S results drive decision m

aking 
successful initiatives in cam

pus plan and 
D

ual Lang. grant that address greatest 
need on TA

A
S. In a Focus M

eeting w
ith 

A
lta V

ista adm
inistrators, A

ssistant 
Superintendent, A

dm
inistrative Support 

Staff, B
ilingual D

irector, and district 
m

ath and literacy support.  

N
otes from

 6/1/01 m
eeting 

brainstorm
 and problem

 solving 
session. 

June 1, 2001 
Elem

entary 2001 
TA

A
S C

om
parative 

R
esults  

TA
A

S V
ertical 

Team
 Profiles 

D
ual Lang. G

rant 
Evaluation R

eport 

Principal 
A

ssistant Superintendent 
A

dm
inistrative A

ssistant 
 

2. 
Present annual TA

A
S 2001 data analysis 

session to faculty conducted by A
lta V

ista 
adm

inistrators and A
dm

inistrative 

A
genda, m

inutes and notes from
 

cam
pus staff developm

ent 
session. 

A
ugust 9, 2001 

Longitudinal TA
A

S 
data graphs, analysis 
sheets, and  V

ertical 

Principal 
A

ssistant Principal 
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Principal 
 

 
 

A
dm

inistrative Support 
T

eam
: 

A
ssistant Principal 

 
 

 
D

ual L
anguage D

irector 
 

 
 

 
D

ual L
anguage R

esource  
T

eacher 
 

 
 

 
Instructional C

oach 
  

 
 

 
 

 
Support staff. 

Team
 results. 

 3. 
  

M
eet w

ith D
ual Language Project 

D
irector and D

L R
esource teacher to 

discuss dual language project design 
m

odel for English speaking students. 
 

 
A

ction Step 

N
otes and agendas from

 m
eeting 

A
dm

inistrative Support M
eetings 

 

  
E

vidence of 
C

om
pletion

 

N
ovem

ber 28, 2001 
O

ctober 2, 2001 

   
T

arget D
ate 

Teacher R
osters 

Staffing C
hart 

D
ual Language 

Teacher Team
s 

 
R

esources 
N

eeded 

Principal 
A

ssistant Principal 

   
Person 

R
esponsible 

4. 
Establish appropriate teacher staff 
developm

ent plans to include B
alanced 

Literacy goals, A
C

M
E  m

ath goals, and 
TEK

S alignm
ent w

ith D
ual Language 

goals, activities and m
aterials. 

Staff D
evelopm

ent C
alendar 

Septem
ber 2001 

Staff D
evelopm

ent 
Schedule 
Substitutes 
C

onsultants 

D
ual Language D

irector 
D

ual Language R
es. Teacher 

5. 
M

eet w
ith PK

--2 grade teachers to discuss 
im

plications of dual language project 
m

odifications and lim
itation of scope. 

  

A
genda and m

inutes from
 

m
eeting w

ith PK
-2 grade 

teachers. 

O
ctober 2001 

Tim
e 

D
ual Language D

irector 
D

ual Language R
es. Teacher 

A
ssistant Principal 

6. 
M

eet w
ith 3-5th grade teacher to discuss 

im
plications of dual language project 

m
odifications and lim

itation of scope. 
 

A
genda and m

inutes from
 

m
eeting w

ith 3-5
th grade 

teachers. 

O
ctober 2001 

Tim
e 

D
ual Language D

irector 
D

ual Language R
es. Teacher 

A
ssistant Principal 

7. 
Scale dow

n D
ual Language Program

 
participation dow

n from
 24 to 15 D

L 
classroom

s.  Students are reassigned in 
D

L classroom
s based on previous 

participation in program
 and on grade 

level achievem
ent.  

 

R
evised D

L roster and student 
groupings in dl classroom

s.  
Signed parent com

m
itm

ent form
s 

for student participation. 

N
ovem

ber 2001 
Staff m

eetings 
Parent m

eetings 
Schedules 
C

om
m

itm
ent form

s 

D
ual Language D

irector 
D

ual Language R
es. Teacher 
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Principal 
 

 
 

A
dm

inistrative Support 
T

eam
: 

A
ssistant Principal 

 
 

 
D

ual L
anguage D

irector 
 

 
 

 
D

ual L
anguage R

esource  
T

eacher 
 

 
 

 
Instructional C

oach 
  

 
 

 
 

 
   

8. 
 D

ual Language (PO
D

ER
 G

rant) 
consultants attend balanced literacy, 
Investigations m

ath, and Principles of 
Learning Training. 

Training attendance and 
alignm

ent of D
ual Language 

training w
ith district literacy and 

m
ath goals. 

Septem
ber 6, 2001 

O
ctober 2, 2001 

A
ISD

 Training dates 
for literacy, m

ath, 
and PO

L 

D
ual Language R

es. Teacher 
 

9. 
D

ual Language Project D
irector, 

Instructional C
oach, B

ilingual D
irector, 

A
dm

inistrators and A
dm

inistrative 
Support Team

 m
eet for Focus G

roup 
planning. 

N
otes from

 the m
eeting and plan 

for additional focus on data and 
program

 evaluation.  R
oster of 

identified students (third grade 
group from

 2001 school year) 
and the D

R
A

 and Flynt-C
ooter 

levels for instruction in dual 
language classroom

s. 

Septem
ber 4, 2001 

D
ual Language 

Project student 
rosters and Flynt-
C

ooter levels. 

D
ual Language D

irector 
Instructional C

oach 

10. 
D

ual Language Project D
irector, 

Instructional C
oach, B

ilingual D
irector, 

D
ual Language Project consultants m

eet 
to focus program

 strategies on TA
A

S 
data. 

M
inutes from

 m
eeting and plan 

w
ith dates for D

ual Language 
Project consultants to attend 
B

alanced Literacy training, 
Investigations, and Principles of 
Learning Training. 

Septem
ber 17, 2001 

Training dates for 
Investigations m

ath, 
B

alanced Literacy, 
and Principles of 
Learning. 

D
ual Language D

irector 
B

ilingual D
irector 

Instructional C
oach 
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Principal 
 

 
 

A
dm

inistrative Support 
T

eam
: 

A
ssistant Principal 

 
 

 
D

ual L
anguage D

irector 
 

 
 

 
D

ual L
anguage R

esource  
T

eacher 
 

 
 

 
Instructional C

oach 
  

 
 

 
 

 
11.     D

L Project D
irector, D

L R
esource 

Teacher, D
irector B

ilingual Education, 
and A

lta V
ista  Principal m

eet w
ith  

Evaluators to discuss A
nnual 

Perform
ance R

eport. 

A
genda and m

eeting 
note/m

inutes. Evaluation 
recom

m
endations are 

im
plem

ented. 

O
ctober 10, 2001 

D
raft of 

Perform
ance R

eport 
form

 evaluators on 
10/3. 

D
ual Language D

irector 

12. 
M

eet w
ith D

escrubriendo la lectura 
teacher to ensure that third grade 
transitional readers (LEP) are being 
served in literacy groups.   

N
am

es of students and student 
profile sheets. 

N
ovem

ber 2001 
M

aterials for 
instruction. 

Principal 
Instructional C

oach 
D

escubriendo la lectura 
Teacher 

13. 
M

eet w
ith Fourth G

rade R
eading 

Prom
otion teacher to ensure that 

transitional readers (LEP) are being 
served w

ith R
eading 180/SR

A
 C

orrective 
R

eading and W
rite Tim

e instruction. 

N
am

es of students and student 
profile sheets. 

N
ovem

ber 2001 
M

aterials for 
instruction. 

Principal 
Instructional C

oach 
SR

A
 Teacher 

14. 
Im

plem
ent the Soar to Success R

eading 
instruction in all third, fourth, and fifth 
grade dual language and regular 
education classroom

s for students reading 
below

 grade level. 

N
am

es of  target students at 
third, fourth, and fifth grade 
levels. 

O
ctober 2001 

M
aterials and 

training for 
instruction. 

D
istrict Lang. A

rts    
C

oordinator 
Instructional C

oach 
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